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Abstract

In this work studies have been carried out into the structures of three families

of layered perovskite using powder neutron diffraction.

It is shown that Bi5Ti3FeOi5 exhibits only one high temperature phase

transition, from A2iam to I4/mmm. For another 4-layer Aurivillius phase,

BaBLiTLiOis, the room temperature structure has been successfully refined

in space group F2mm. Both of these results are in contradiction to ear¬

lier suggestions. La3+ doping into 2- and 3-layer structures was investi¬

gated in Bi3_xLaxTiNbOg for 0 < x < 1 and Bi4_xLaxTi30i2 for 0 < x

< 2. The transition from polar to centrosymmetric has been examined

and is in agreement with documented ferroelectric properties. The series

Bi2Sr2Tii_xGaxNb20i2-x/2 and BaBi4Ti4_xGaxOi5_x/2 were studied for x =

0.2, 0.5 and 1 using powder X-ray diffraction. The presence of a second

phase, Bi203 was identified. The presence of this impurity would suggest

that the main phases are unlikely to be oxide ion conductors, as previously

suggested.

The structures of the 2-layer Dion-Jacobson phases CsBiNb20y and

CsNdNb207 and the 4-layer GsBi3Ti4013 have been determined using space

group P2iam. The system of octahedral tilting within the perovskite blocks is

analogous to that observed in the ferroelectric Aurivillius phases, though no

ferroelectric behaviour has been observed. Contrasting behaviour has been

found in the 3-layer phases CsA2Ti2NbOio (A = La, Nd, Bi), with the Nd

and Bi phases adopting an orthorhombically distorted version (space group

I2cm) of the parent tetragonal structure of the La derivative.



Atomistic calculations have been used to study the possibility of doping Me3+

(Me = Al, Ga, In) into BaBUT^Ois and B^T^O^; these suggest the doping

of In3+ into the [B^C^] layer as the most energetically favoured. The O

position in the [B^C^] layer was given as the lowest energy site for oxygen

vacancies, however, the possibility of oxygen migration in B^T^O^ was

found to be unfavourable. At the dilute limit La3+ doping was suggested to

occur at the [B^Oa] layer in Bi4Ti30i2.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to Layered

Perovskites

1.1 Perovskites

The perovskite structure is a very widely known mineral structure-type with

the general formula ABX3. The ideal 'parent' structure is cubic, with the A-

site cations located on the corners of the cube, the B-site cations in the centre

of the cube and the anions (usually O2-) in the centre of the faces of the

cube, as shown in Figure-1.1. Structures of lower symmetry are commonly

reported for ABO3 perovskites, caused by displacements of the ions away

from their special positions.
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Figure 1.1: Cubic perovskite structure, A-site is grey, B-site is yellow, oxy¬

gens axe red, unit cell edges shown in blue

1.2 Layered Perovskites

The perovskite structure, which is able to be distorted in a number of ways,

is the basis for the various families of layered perovskites. In these structures

a block of perovskite, n-layers thick, is separated by an interlayer unit from

another perovskite block and so on. There are several different families of

layered perovskites, this work focusses upon three; the Aurivillius, Dion-

Jacobson and Ruddlesden-Popper phases. Examples of the 2-layer members

of these three series are shown as Figure-1.2. Details of the structures are in

the following sections.

Commonly the layered structures are present in a 'parent' tetragonal phase at

some temperature. Structures which are not tetragonal at room temperature

2



Figure 1.2: Comparison of 2-layer phases. SrBi2Ta20g (Aurivillius),

Sr3Ti207 (Ruddlesden-Popper) and CsLaNb207 (Dion-Jacobson), left to

right.

are often pseudotetragonal orthorhombic structures. The requirement for

the reduction to orthorhombic symmetry is due to tilting of the perovskite

octahedra. The structures are most often distorted so that the a and b-axes

are now approximately y/2aT (ay = tetragonal cell), shown as Figure-1.3.

? o oif Q <Y O

1.2.1 Aurivillius Phases

The Aurivillius phases were hrst identified by Bengt Aurivillius in the late

1940's[l, 2]. These phases were shown to be composed of blocks of perovskite,

n layers thick, of formula [An_iBn03n+i], separated by a [B^Ch] layer, with
a fluorite type structure, as shown in Figure-1.4.

Most of the early work done on these structures involves the use of sin-

3



Figure 1.3: Aurivillius perovskite block, of BRTRO^, viewed down the c-

axis. Red lines are the tetragonal cell, yellow lines are the orthorhombic

cell.

gle crystal X-ray diffraction. In a 1960's study[3] Aurivillius describes the

structure of Ba2Bi4Ti50i8, a 5-layer structure, using single crystal diffrac¬

tion. This structure would be the most complex Aurivillius phase described

structurally for the next 30 years. However there are problems with the

refinement, for example, one of the titanium atomic positions is almost iden¬

tical to that of an oxygen atom. This can be attributed to the use of X-ray

diffraction where the oxygen positions are difficult to identify, in the pres¬

ence of heavier scatterers. However, more accurate work using single crystal

X-ray diffraction is possible. In the early 1990's work was performed by Rae,

4



Figure 1.4: [B^C^] structure, bismuth atoms in blue, oxygen atoms are red.

Top, c-axis projection, bottom, aft-plane projection
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Withers and Thompson using single crystal X-ray diffraction to analyse the

structure of 1, 2 and 3-layer Aurivillius phases[4, 5]. That work is discussed

in more detail in later sections.

In the early 1960's there was an increasing focus on the properties of the

Aurivillius phases, in particular the potential for use in ferroelectric mate¬

rials. Two papers in particular[6, 7], detail the effect of composition and

number of layers upon the ferroelectric behaviour of these phases. These

properties would remain unharnessed until 1995, when a paper published by

Scott and co-workers[8], detailed the suitability of these materials for use in

'fatigue free' ferroelectric memory applications. In these applications data

are stored using the polarization state of the material, the information stor¬

age is subject, however, to a reduction of performance with use (fatigue). In

this particular paper the material is the 2-layer phase SrBi2Ta20g (SBT). In

a later publication[9], the properties of the 3-layer Bi3.25Lao.75Ti3012 (BLT)

material is compared against those of SBT, and it is found to also have a

high fatigue resistance. Following on from these reports, investigations into

the dielectric properties of other Aurivillius phases followed, for example, Nd

doping into the Bi4Ti30i2 (BTO) phase[10], Gd and Dy doping into BTO[ll],
Sm doping into BTO[12] and the 5-layer Sr2Bi4Ti50i8[13].

Although less well documented, the Aurivillius family of structures have

also been investigated for their other properties. Investigations have been

made into the magnetic properties of the 4-layer Bi5Ti3FeOi5[14, 15] and

Bi5Ti3MnOi5[16], the 5-layer BigTi3Fe20i8[15] and the 6-layer

Bi7Ti3Fe3Ti602i[17]. The possibility of creating oxide ion conductors by dop¬

ing oxygen vacancies into Aurivillius structures has been examined[18]. In
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that work the possibility of doping Ga3+ and Al3+ for Ti4+ was examined

for the Bi2Sr2Nb2TiOi2 structure[19, 20]. Doping of Sc, A1 and Ga into the

4-layer BaBi4Ti40i5[21] has also been reported. Further work on this subject
is to be found in Chapter 3.

These studies of the properties of the Aurivillius phases, whether the elec¬

trical, magnetic or ionic properties, all feature little or no structural data.

Some of the papers produced X-ray diffraction patterns, indexings and lat¬

tice parameters. Almost none of them gave complete structures. There are

however many other reports focussing on the structures of 2, 3 and 4-layer

Aurivillius phases, and of the mixed layer Aurivillius phases.

One of the earliest publications to use neutron diffraction to investigate the

structures of Aurivillius phases, by Newnham et, al.[22], produced a set of

conclusions which hold true for almost all known examples. It stated that

for an Aurivillius phase with an odd number of perovskite layers the most

likely space group is B2cb, and for one with an even number of layers the

most likely is A2iam. These observations are made as for the odd layered

compounds the A2xam space group has a mirror plane perpendicular to c.

Due to the positioning of the B-site on this mirror plane the octahedra would

not be able to rotate and would instead distort. It is argued that this would

be energetically unfavourable. For the even-layered compounds the reverse

argument is put forward, i.e. that the mirror plane does not interfere with

octahedral rotations but that the 2-fold axis along a would prevent the ro¬

tation of the octahedra in B2cb but not for A24am. It is in this paper that

two high-temperature phase transitions in BisT^FeOis are discussed, a topic

which is to be investigated in this thesis. The work by Newnham deals with
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phases where the [Bi202] layer and perovskite A-site are entirely composed

of Bi3+ cations. The structural distortions are rationalised in terms of bond

strain. The bond strain is created by the desire of the 'apical' oxygen on the

outer octahedron to shorten it's bond to the B-site cation, the displacement

of the B-site cation creates distortions in the 'equatorial' oxygen and thus

the symmetry of the system is lowered from the tetragonal I4/mmm 'parent'

structure. This certainly must be the case in 1-layer phases, but for 2 or more

layers the effect of the A-site cation in the perovskite block must be taken

into account. The parent structure is the high temperature phase found for

all Aurivillius phases where there is no polarisation. The space groups used

to describe the ferroelectric behaviour of the Aurivillius phases are distorted

supercells, based upon the 'parent' I4/mmm, as discussed earlier. This dis¬

tortion is not exclusive to the Aurivillius phases and can be found in other

layered perovskites and in the perovskite structure itself. It arises due to the

octahedral tilting in the perovskite block.

1-Layer Phases

There are two well documented isostructural 1-layer Aurivillius phases,

Bi2W06 and Bf^MoOe- The l-layer structures are set apart from most of

the other Aurivillius phases as they do not require any perovskite A-site

cations. This means that all the distortions of the perovskite octahedra

are caused by the combined effect of the [Bi202] layer and B-site bonding

requirements. Some of the more recent work done on these structures[4, 23]
would dispute the prior work of Newnham et al. and suggests that the two

structures actually crystallise in P2iab, a subgroup of B2cb. The structure of
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the Bi2WC>6 phase[24] was rationalised using a bond valence approach. This

is done by using the Bond Valence Sum (BVS) calculation (see Section 2.1.7)
and the value of B established by Brown and Altermatt[25]. The values

obtained for different space groups were compared and the best selected.

It is demonstrated by this approach that the structure of Newnham et al.

represents a false minimum. The bond valence summation and the use of a

modulated structure approach are unusual, but here appear to give a more

accurate re-interpretation of the previous model.

Figure 1.5: Bi2WOg[26] and Bi2Ge05[27] structures, Bi in blue, O in red,

W06 octahedra in yellow, Ge04 tetrahedra in purple

Occupancy of the B-site in the l-layer Aurivillius phases is not limited to

just the W6+ and Mo6+ cations as might be expected. There are other struc-
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tures where Ge4+ or Si4+[28] occupies the B-site. Here the structure must

incorporate oxygen vacancies to achieve a charge balance, this is achieved by

creating a series of connected tetrahedra instead of octahedra. The tetrahe-

dral coordination would be expected for the Ge4+ and Si4+, which are not

normally found octahedrally coordinated. In the earlier paper and in a later

combined refinement and simulation study[27], the space group is defined

as Ccm2i. Ccm2i is the standard setting of the A2iam space group, how¬

ever, A2iam is used conventionally, to preserve a as the polar axis. Also

found in the B-site is the V5+ cation, in the Bi2V05.5 phase[29]. This struc¬

ture has led to other structures where the B-site cation is partially filled

by transiton metal cations, possible as one of the sites is now tetrahedrally

coordinated[30]. Some structures are reported with halide anions[31]. These

structures are known as the BiMeVOX series, and can be thought of as a

defect 1-layer Aurvillius structure. That work is not discussed in detail here.

2-Layer Phases

There are considerably more 2-layer phases than 1-layer phases, due to the

increase in the combinations of cations that can give charge balance. The

most investigated 2-layer structures are based around SrBi2Ta20g (SBT).
This structure was the first Aurivillius phase to be identified as a 'fatigue

free' ferroelectric for use in non-volatile FeRAMs[8]. This compound, and

indeed almost all other 2-layer Aurivillius phases, match to the space group

proposed by Newnham et al.[22], A2iam. From the SrBi2Ta20g composition

research has been done to investigate the effect of the A-site and B-site cation

on both structure and Tc (see Chapter 2 for an explanation of Tc).



Prior work has been carried out on the nominal composition Sro.8Bi2.2Ta2Og[32]

Examining the stuctural data given the composition actually appears to be

Sr0.82Bi2.i2Ta2O9, which is an A-site deficient stucture. In this case the crys-

tallographic interest is two-fold, firstly, where are the vacancies? Secondly,

is there any disorder of the Sr and Bi? The structure given has a purely

Bi-containing [Bi202] layer, with a perovskite A-site composition of 0.82 Sr

/ 0.12 Bi / 0.06 vacancy. This structure, whatever doubts there may be

about it's composition, possesses a larger spontaneous polarisation, a larger

dielectric constant and a higher Tc than SBT. In an attempt understand the

underlying crystal chemistry of the ferroelectric phase change, a sample of

Sr0 85Bi2.iTa209[33] was examined using both a.c. impedance and variable

temperature powder neutron diffraction. The ferroelectric phase change ap¬

pears to be at Tc = 375 °C from a.c. impedance. The structure at room

temperature and up to 350 °C was refined as A2;[am, above Tc it was re¬

fined as Amam and then at 550 °C a second phase change to the tetragonal

I4/mmm was observed.

Investigations into the effect of the divalent cation on the structure and ferro¬

electric properties of the 2-layer phases has been explored. In one study[34]
the crystal structures of ABi2Ta20g (A = Ca, Sr and Ba) were examined,

and can be rationalised in terms of size matching of the fluorite and the per¬

ovskite blocks. The Ca and Sr containing phases were found to be present in

A2jam, but the Ba phase was described as I4/mmm at room temperature.

Most probable is that at some lower temperature the structure of BaBi2Ta2()9

transforms to A2iam, and that it's Tc is below room temperature. A second

study[35] using synchrotron X-ray diffraction established the extent of cation



Figure 1.6: SrBi2Ta2Og and Bi2W20g perovskite blocks viewed down the

c-axis, SBT left, BWO right

disorder between the [Bi202] layer and the perovskite A-site. The amount

of disorder was found to increase with ionic radius, Ca with the least disor¬

der, Ba with the most. This agrees with an earlier study on the analogous

ABi2Nb20g (A = Ca, Sr, Ba)[36]. The Nb5+ containing phases have also been

studied to examine the effect of quenching on the cation distribution[37] and
the cation disorder of Pb and Sr in PbxSri_xBi2Nb2C>9[38].

Two-layer structures with no divalent cation have been examined struc¬

turally. The composition Bi3TiNb09 was reported by Thompson and co

workers[5], the structure was found to adopt the A2xam space group. This

results in no ordering of perovskite blocks with Ti4+ and Nb5+, as there is
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only one crystallographic site. The A-site and interlayer are both by neces¬

sity completely Bi3+. A more unusual 2-layer phase is Bi2W209. This can

be regarded as an Aurivillius phase in which the perovskite A-site is vacant,

analogous to the Re03 structure. The structure was confirmed using sin¬

gle crystal X-ray diffraction, the space group being assigned as Pna2i[39].

Importantly, it is different to A2iam, as reported for other 2-layer phases,

in two key respects, firstly, rotations of the octahedra are different along c;

in A2iam they are in-phase but in Pna2i they are out of phase. Secondly

the polar axis is c, rather than a, although Bi2W20g was not seen to be

ferroelectric.

3-Layer Phases

The 3-layer Aurivillius phases can be thought of as being based on the

BRTROig composition. This structure adopts the space group B2cb at

room temperature, as predicted[22], and transforms to I4/mmm at T^ =

675 °C, with no intermediate phase transitions[40], as shown in Figure-1.7.

The composition can be altered to attempt to induce different distortions.

This can be done by replacing Bi3+ by a divalent cation and Ti4+ by ei¬

ther Nb5+ or Ta5+. The original work on this was done by Aurivillius[2]
and it details also the possibility of phases with x > 0 for the solid solu¬

tion Bi2-xSr2+xTii_xNb2+a;Oi2. More recent work proposed compositions of

up to x = 0.6[41] in the series. A detailed neutron powder refinement for

the composition Bii.gSr2.2Tio.8Nb2.2O12 was performed. This refinement gave

a tetragonal structure in I4/mmm with some A-site cation disorder. Also

reported in the same paper are the X-ray refinements of Bi3LaTi:!Oi2 and

13



Bi2La2Ti30i2, both structures being given as I4/mmm. Earlier work by

Wolfe and Newnham[42] gives solution limits, as given in Table-1.1, for the

insertion of several rare earths into the Bi4_xRxTi3012.

Table 1.1: Rare Earth Solution Limits into (Bi202)R2Ti30i2

Element La Pr Nd Sm Eu Gd Tb

Solution Limit (x) 2.8 2.5 .2.4 2.0 2.0 1.4 1.0

Element Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu

Solution Limit (x) 1.0 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1

Only one structural report has been produced of an oxygen deficient Auriv-

illius phase (with n greater than 1), Bi2Sr2Nb2MnOi2-j[43]. This structure

is given as being orthorhombic Fmmm with ordered Bi3+ and Sr2+, i.e. Bi3+

in the [Bi202] layer and Sr2+ in the perovskite A-site. The Nb5+ and Mn3+
are suspected to be ordered, so the Nb5+ is in the outer perovskite layer and

Mn3+ is in the inner site. The MnOx layer is also where the oxygen vacancies

are proposed. The temperature dependance of resistivity and the magnetic

susceptibility are also given. However, since the structure refienement has

been performed using powder X-ray diffraction, the assignment of the Fmmm

space group may be incorrect and the oxygen vacancies are difficult to locate

in the presence of Bi3+.

14
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Figure 1.7: Bi4Ti30i2; left, B2cb 25 °C structure and right, I4/mmm 800 °C
structure
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4-layer Phases

There are very few reports of 4-layer Aurivillius phases, one is the single

crystal structure of the 4-layer Aurvillius phase Bi5Ti3FeOi5 by Kubel and

Schmid[44], In this study the space group Fm2m was assigned to the room

temperature phase. Two phase transitions were also proposed, the higher

temperature of which was suggested to be the ferroelectric transition. Both

this transition and the space group are unusual for even-layered Aurivillius

phases. The use of X-ray radiation limits the ability to correctly identify

the oxygen atomic positions thus limiting the ability to correctly identify the

phase transitions taking place. This is why neutron diffraction is prefered

over X-ray diffraction for these materials. Work performed here can be found

in Chapter 3.

Mixed Layer Aurivillius Phases

Aurivillius phases can be found not only as structures with n layers of per-

ovskite separated by the [Bi202] layer. It is possible to intergrow perovskite

blocks of different sizes to produce compositions (An_iBn03n+i) [Bi202]

(AnBn+i03(n+1)+i) [Bi202], i.e. the two perovskite blocks may only differ

by one layer. This is clear, as an attempt to make a 2 and 4-layer inter-

growth phase would more likely result in a 3 layer phase[45]. These phases

are written as Ax Ay, to indicate the alternating number of layers, x and y,

in the perovskite blocks.

The A2 A3 phases are the most reported of the mixed layer compounds.

Compositions tend to be intergrowths of Bi4Ti30i2 and a two layer phase
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such as BaB^h^Og. These phases have been studied mainly by high reso¬

lution electron microscopy. More recent crystallographic studies have been

performed on these phases using both powder X-ray diffraction and pow¬

der neutron diffraction. A recent investigation focussed on the composition

Bi7Ti4Nb02i, nominally an intergrowth of Bi4Ti30i2 and Bi3TiNb09. The

resultant phase is known to be a ferroelectric material and therefore could

only be described in a polar space group. The space group which has been

selected by a combined single crystal X-ray, neutron and electron diffraction

study[46], is I2cm, a non standard version of Ima2. Due to the presence of

the body centering the unit cell has a c-axis equal to the sum of the two con¬

stituent cells. For Aurivillius phases with only one size of perovskite block

there needs to be two perovskite and two fluorite layers in the unit cell. This

occurs as the two fluorite layers will 'point' in opposing directions. For the

mixed-layer structures there is required a minimum of two fluorite layers and

one perovskite block of each size. The expected cell of this would have a

c-axis half the length of the sum of the two intergrown compositions. A cell

with the c-axis length the sum of the two intergrown compositions will con¬

tain four fluorite units and two perovskite units of each size. The ferroelectric

nature of Bi7Ti4Nb02i is expected to be caused by octahedral distortions in

the perovskite blocks. This is indeed found to be the case.

In the 3-layer perovskite block the rotation is in antiphase along c, but, in

the 2-layer block it is in-phase. This ordering of the rotations along c is the

same as is found for the two separate intergrown structures. It is also found

that the Nb5+ is located solely on the B-site in the 2-layer block, and is not

spread over the B-sites in the 3-layer block. This would indicate that the
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Figure 1.8: Bi7Ti4Nb02i structure, Bi in blue, O in red, TiOg octahedra in

grey, (Nbo.sTio^Oe octhedra in red
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theoretical composition of the two Aurivillius phases being intergrown are

retained. The structure is given in Figure-1.8.

Recent work has examined the structure of the composition Bi7Ti4.5W0.5O21 [47]

This structure is identified in the P2iam space group with the c-axis equal

to the two intergrown phases. This is incongruous as the removal of body

centring should result in the c-axis not being required to be doubled. It is

noted that this study is a powder X-ray diffraction study and this could be

the cause for this confusion. Also reported is the presence of two peaks in the

dielectric permittivity versus temperature. This could initially be thought

of as being due to the presence of another phase, for example one or both

of the two intergrown compositions. The dielectric response versus temper¬

ature is also given for the two intergrown Aurivillius phases, it is clear that

these do not coincide with the peaks from the mixed layer phase. The evi¬

dence presented does, however, leave several unanswered questions about the

ferroelectric properties and the phase purity.

1.2.2 Ruddlesden-Popper Phases

The Ruddlesden-Popper phases arose from research into what was known as

the K2NiF4 structure, layers of corner-sharing NiF6 octahedra with rocksalt-

like interlayers containing potassium. Attempts to make oxide variants of

these resulted in the successful preparation of compositions Sr2Ti04, Ca2Mn04

and SrLaA104[48]. With the successful structure determination of the S^T^CA

phase in 1958[49] it became apparent that this would give rise to a larger

family of layered perovskites, general formula M2'[An_1BJ,03n+i].
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1-Layer Phases

Soon after the early work of Ruddlesden and Popper the indexing of other

single layer phases was completed. The phases of composition NaLnTi04

were reported[50], the a parameter was found to increase and the c-axis to

decrease with decreasing lanthanide ionic radius. This occurs as the decrease

in the c-axis length is caused by distortions in the B-site cation environment,

with apical bond lengths decreasing, equatorial bond lengths increase, lead¬

ing to the increase in length of the a-axis. The volume of the unit cell is

decreasing as would be expected with decreasing ionic radius.

There have been attempts to ion-exchange H+ into the structure of NaYTi04[51],
to introduce Ca into Nai_xCaxLaTi04[52] and to prepare MLaTi04 (M =

Li, Na, K) by hydrothermal synthesis[53], but these studies do not provide

structural data. In 1996 a report on the structures of NaLnTi04 (Ln = La,

Pr, Nd, Sm. Eu, Gd and Y)[54] suggested the structures of the early lan-

thanides as tetragonal, space group P4/nmm. The later lanthanides such as

Eu, Gd and Y (classed here by it's ionic radius) were not tetragonal and were

indexed as orthorhombic, space group Pbcm. The difference between these

structures is shown in Figure-1.9. This X-ray study still remains the most

complete to date of the Ti4+ containing phases.

There was considerable interest in the Ru4+ containing phases when Sr2Ru04

was found to be a very low temperature (1 K) superconductor[55]. This

prompted a lot of interest in the magnetic structure of this and related

compounds[56]. That work is not discussed here as it is not pertinent to

the content of this study.
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Figure 1.9: NaLaTi04 (left) and NaEuTi04 (right) structures, Na is purple,

La is light blue, Eu is dark blue, TiOfi octahedra in grey. Not the off-centre

displacements of the Ti towards the Na containing layer.

2-Layer Phases

The report of the Sr3Ti207 2-layer phase[49] was the first of many 2-layer

phases, most of the publications have however not been focussed on phases

containing Ti4+. One notable report details the structure of both Sr3Ti20r

and Ca3Ti207 by electron and neutron diffraction[57]. This describes the Sr

phase in the tetragonal, I4/mmm, space group with the Ca phase in Cmc2i.

Cmc2i is equivalent to A2jam, therefore the rotations of the octahedra in
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Figure 1.10: Sr3Ti207 (left, tetragonal I4/mmm) and CasTi207 (right, or-

thorhombic Ccm2i) perovskite blocks Sr is green, Ca is blue and Ti06 octa-

hedra are grey

the Ca3Ti207 structure are analogous to those found in 2-layer Aurivillius

phases.

Most of the work reported on 2-layer Ruddlesden-Popper phases has been

done on samples containing Fe[58], Fe and Ru[59, ] or Mn[60, 61, 62]. These

samples have been studied as they have been found to possess Collossal Mag-

netoresistance (CMR), a property useful in applications such as computer

hard disk read heads. Also known for 2-layer Ruddlesden-Popper phases are

K2SrTa207.mH20 (m = 0, 2)[63] and the potential of ion exchanging the

K+ for H+ to give proton conductors[64]. Work on these proton conductors

is at an early stage and structural elucidation is hampered by the potential

presence of disordered water.
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3-Layer Phases

Structural work on the the 3-layer examples of the Ruddlesden-Popper phases

are the most prevalent. In the same paper that details the structure of

Sr3Ti207 and Ca3Ti207[57], the structures of Ca^ROio (shown as Figure-

1.11) and Ca3.6Sro.4Ti3Oi2 are also discussed. Both are refined as orthorhom-

bic Pcab structures, but it is noted that a 2-layer impurity phase is present

in each refinement. For the Mn analogue Ca4Mn30io the structure has been

refined as Pbca[65]. This is the same space group with the cell reset so that

the c-axis is the longest axis, unlike the Pcab stuctures. The room tempera¬

ture structures of Ca4Mn2FeOg.75 and Sr4Mn2FeOg.8 have been analysed[66]

using powder neutron diffraction and are given as I4/mmm. In this work

the key points are the ordering of the B-site cations and the location of the

oxygen vacancies. The oxygen vacancies are identified around the Fe3+ sites,

the Fe3+ is disordered over both sites, but has a slight preference for the

inner octahedral site.

In the three layer phases there is a rapidly expanding interest in the phases

which have alkali metal cations in the interlayer and lanthanides in the per-

ovskite A-site. The size and charge discrepancy between these two cations

results in ordering of the sites. In a powder neutron diffraction study on

Na2La2Ti30io[67] this ordering was observed and the structure was recorded

as a tetragonal cell with space group I4/mmm, see Figure-1.11. Reports of 3-

layer Ruddlesden-Popper phases which contain iron, ruthenium or manganese

are very few. However, R,u4+ has been inserted into the Na2La2Ti3_a,R.ua;Oio

structure[68]. The structure retains the parent structure's I4/mmm symrne-
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try. The Ru4+ inserts into both perovskite sites although there is a prefer¬

ence for the inner perovskite site. Work inserting Mn4+, producing phases of

composition Na2Ln2Ti3_j.Mn3.O10 (Ln = Sm, Eu, Gd and Dy)[69] has been

explored. In this work the authors detail the formation of 28 3-layer phases,

in some of these phases the Na+ has been ion-exchanged and replaced with

Li+ or NHj. The paper produces no full structural refinements, however,

lattice parameters have been given. For all 28 phases the patterns have been

indexed as tetragonal with the a parameter approximately twice that of the

ideal value at 7.5 A. This indexing is unlikely for the tetragonal cell. It would

appear that either the samples are orthorhombic and distorted or impure.

Interest in the 3-layer Ruddlesden-Popper phases with alkali metals as the

inter layer and lanthanides as the perovskite A-site have been widely studied.

The main interest is in their potential for ion exchange to introduce layers of

protons. The materials themselves have also been studied for their intrinsic

ionic conductivity. A study examining the effect of various lanthanides on the

structure and ionic conductivites of the 3-layer structures was performed[70].
From this study it was found by powder X-ray diffraction that the strutcures

are all tetragonal, I4/mmm, for Ln = La, Nd, Sm and Gd and that the cell

volume decreased with the ionic radius of the lanthanide. The decrease in

lanthanide ionic radius was accompanied by an increase in the ionic conduc¬

tivity of the material. Work on confirming the structure of the 3-layer phases

obtained by powder X-ray diffraction has been done by employing powder

neutron diffraction[71]. The neutron diffraction of A2La2Ti3Oio (A = Na, K,

Rb) yields the tetragonal I4/mmm space group with no interlayer / A-site

disorder. Ionic conduction is assumed to take place within the interlayer
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Figure 1.11: Ca4Ti3O10 (left, Pcab) and Na2La2Ti3O10 (right, I4/mmm), Na
is light purple, La is light blue, Ca is dark blue and Ti()fi octahedra are in

grey
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and not through the perovskite block. Further studies examining proton

conduction[72], the structure of Li2La2Ti3Oio[73], Nd containing phases[74]
and Rb2La2Ti3Oio[75], have all been reported widening the areas of interest

in these phases. There has also been reported the structure both hydrated

and dehydrated of K2Sri.5Ta3Oio[76], the dehydrated structure again being

identified as the tetragonal I4/mmm structure. Work has also been per¬

formed to ion-exchange these structures[77].
The 3-layer alkali metal-containing structures are predominantly reported as

I4/mmm. Some structures, particularly K+ containing phases, appear to be

hydrated. Work continues on both the CMR and ionic conduction properties

of the Ruddlesden-Popper phases.

1.2.3 Dion-Jacobson Phases

The Dion-Jacobson phases[78, 79] are closely related to the Ruddlesden-

Popper phases, having a general formula A'[An_iBn03n+i]. Instead of a

double layer of monovalent interlayer cations there is a single layer of mono¬

valent interlayer cations. Like the Ruddlesden-Popper phases the interlayer

cations are alkali metals, however due to there only being a single layer of

cations it is possible for some of the larger group 1 metals to be accommo¬

dated. There are documented no occurrences of any l-layer Dion-Jacobson

phases, the projected formula of this being A'BU7/04. There are no suit¬

able B site cations available for this formula, which would adopt octahedral

symmetry.
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2-Layer Phases

The smallest cation to be inserted into the interlayer of the Dion-Jacobson

phases by solid state sintering is K+, as shown in NaLaNb2O7[80], where

the Na phases can only be produced via ion-exchange. The NaLaNb207

phase is not found until it is heated to above 250 °C to fully dehydrate the

sample, which contains 16H20 at room temperature. Examining the struc¬

ture shown by Toda et al. [73] and the atomic co-ordinates it is clear that

there exists two layers of Na+, which are apparently only partially occu¬

pied. One of the layers is assigned as also possessing oxygen from the water

molecules. This hydrated interlayer structure bears close resemblance to the

Ruddlesden-Popper interlayer structure. The dehydrated phase, however,

appears unambiguously to be a Dion-Jacobson interlayer structure and has

been assigned I4/mmm symmetry. The perovskite blocks are arranged so

that the octahedra are staggered, 1/2 along a and 1/2 along b as shown in

Figure-1.12. The ability of the Dion-Jacobson phases to have the perovskite

blocks staggered or eclipsed is not found in either the Ruddlesden-Popper or

Aurivillius phases.

The next larger of the alkali metals, K+, can be inserted into the Dion-

Jacobson family of structures and it's ability to ion-exchange with H+ has

been reported[81]. The structure of KLaNb207 was reported by Sato et

al. [82] as a slightly orthorhombic structure with a/b unit cell parameters

still approximately 3.9 A. This unusual distortion and the selection of the

C222 space group would make it seem as if either the structure is hydrated,

or that there is a subtle supercell distortion in the structure that cannot be
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correctly assigned using powder X-ray diffraction. The assignment of the

staggering of the perovskite blocks is possible using powder XRD and the

structure appears to have the octahedra staggered along only one of the two

shorter axes, shown as Figure-1.12, as opposed to two for the Na+ analogue.

The Rb+ containing RbLaNb207[83] is considered the most reliable of the

structures published due to it's having been performed using powder neutron

diffraction. This resulted in a centrosymmetric orthorhombic structure, as¬

signed the space group Imma. The orthorhombic distortion of this structure

is very small and it is doubtful it could have been observed using powder

X-ray diffraction. In this structure the octahedra in the perovskite blocks

are not staggered along either of the shorter axes but are instead eclipsing

each other. For CsLaNb207[84] the compound was identified as P4/mmm,

a tetragonal phase. As found for the Rb+ containing phase the perovskite

blocks are eclipsed, as shown in Figure-1.12.

It may be that the lack of distortion for the Na+ and Cs+ samples reflect

their bonding stability in their environments. Or, the K+ and Rb+ sites are

both strained in their bonding environments and require distortions of the

perovskite block help reduce that strain. The distortions and staggering of

the perovskite blocks can be examined using the bonding requirements of the

interlayer cations which are dictated by cation size. The Na+ cation is bound

to four oxygen atoms in a tetrahedral arrangement. The K+ cation is bound

to six oxygens. It is a prism so the structure is bound to four oxygen atoms

in one block and two in the other. The Rb+ and Cs+ cations are bound to

eight oxygen atoms, four above and four below, in a cubic arrangement, and
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Figure 1.12: Structures of NaLaNb207 (top left), KLaNb207 (top right),

RbLaNb207 (bottom left), CsLaNb207 (bottom right), showing the effect of

the cation size on the arrangement of the perovskite block.
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so the perovskite blocks are eclipsed.

Also mentioned for the 2-layer Dion-Jacobson phases is a report of indexings

of ABiNL^Oy (A = Rb or Cs)[85]. These structures are interesting as the

Bi3+ cation has not been reported at the perovskite A-site in the Ruddlesden-

Popper phases, though it is well known in the Aurivillius phases. The in¬

sertion of Bi3+ and it's lone-pair into the perovskite A-site could result in

interesting properties, for example ferroelectricity. The work by Subrama-

nian et al. reports the possibility of ion-exchanging H+ for Rb+ and Cs+.

The study focuses on the ionic conduction capabilities of the materials, no

mention is made of any ferroelectric properties. The analysis of the structures

only proceeds as far as the identification of lattice parameters. These are or-

thorhombic with the a and b axes at approximately twice that of the tetrag¬

onal parent. It is unlikely that this indexing is correct. A re-examination of

this work is performed in Chapter 6.

3-Layer Phases

The 3-layer Dion-Jacobson phases can have compositions with divalent cations

in the perovskite A-site and hence the B-site is occupied totally by Nb5+ or

Ta5+. They can also have trivalent cations occupying the A-site and are then

of mixed valence in the B-site. In the case of the phases where the B-sites

are totally occupied by either Nb5+ or Ta5+, the structures are not compli¬

cated by issues of B-site cation ordering. The structures of the compounds

ACa2Ta3Oi0 (A = Li, Na, K, Rb and Cs)[86] have been examined, the co¬

ordination of the interlayer cations follows the same pattern as found in the

2-layer structures. In addition Li+ is found to occupy the same tetragonal



co-ordination as Na+. The alkali metal bonding environments are shown as

Figure-1.13. In another study the structure of KCa2Nb30io[87] is described

as orthorhombic, space group Cmcm, different to the Ta5+ analogue. The

structure is also given with the c-axis as twice that of the tetragonal parent,

an unlikely possibility. However, the environment around the K+ is similar

to that of the Ta5+ variant. These phases, as for most of the Dion-Jacobson

structures, have been examined for their ionic conductivity, either the alkali

metal containing compounds[88, 89] or the ion-exchanged proton containing

phases [90].

• •e #
• • • 9®®9 ®9

Figure 1.13: Alkali metal bonding envrionments in 3-layer phases; Li, top

left: Na, top right; K, bottom left; Rb, bottom middle; Cs, bottom right

For the 3-layer structures where the B-site is occupied by both Ti4+ and Nb5+

or Ta5+, the structure has the potential to be ordered in the B-sites. Three
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possible alternatives were highlighted by Hong and co-workers [91]. Firstly,

that the structure may be disordered over the two sites, such that both the

inner and outer octahedra are occupied by 1/3 Ti4+ and 2/3 Nb5+. Secondly,

the structure may be ordered, with all of the Nb5+ in the inner octahedra

and all of the Ti4+ in the outer octahedra. Lastly, the structure may be

ordered, with the inner octahedra occupied solely by Ti4+ and the outer

octahedra 1/2 Ti4+ and 1/2 Nb5+. For the structure CsLa2Ti2NbOio the

octahedra were found to be occupied in the third way; with the inner site Ti

and the outer octahedra occupancy split evenly, shown in Figure-1.14. The

structure is also given as tetragonal I4/mmm. This ordering is peculiar to

the Dion-Jacobson phases, as the Aurivillius and Ruddlesden-Popper phases

do not demonstrate this definite ordering. The same ordering was observed

for the RbLa2Ti2NbOio structure[92]. In another paper Hong et al. discuss

the Ta5+ analogues of the two previous compounds[93], again they are found

to exhibit the ordering of the B-site cation.

The NaLa2Ti2TaOio-xH20 (x = 2, 0.9, 0) structure was examined and it was

found to exist with varying water content at varying temperatures. The fully

dehydrated form is I4/mmm, the x = 0.9 form is P4/mmm and the x = 2 form

is I4/mmm. This loss and regaining of the body-centering is unusual, but

may be explained by the ordering of the water towards saturation and then

loss of ordering at lower x. A similar two stage loss of water is found for the

lanthanide series NaLn2TiNb2Oi0 (Ln = La, Pr, Nd, Sm)[94], the structures

are also identified as initially I4/mmm, then P4/mmm and finally I4/mmm

when fully dehydrated. All of these structures appear to show the same B-

site ordering found for CsLa2Ti2NbOi0. Work has been done on these 3-layer



Figure 1.14: Structure of CsI^T^NbOio, Cs in yellow, La in light blue,
Ti06 octahedra in red, (Nb,Ti)06 octahedra in dark grey
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structures to ion-exchange protons for the alkali metal interlayer cations[95].
The use of the protonic phases as solid acids for intercalation of amines is

described. In similar work the formation of layered brownmillerite phases

(defect perovskite with tetrahedra as well as octahedra) with Al3+ and Fe3+

doping is attempted[96], these structures are then ion-exchanged to include

protons and are used to intercalate amines. In both of these intercalation

studies the compounds have been indexed and are found to adopt tetragonal

unit cells. There are however no space groups given and no structural models

given in the papers. The possibility of using divalent transition metal cations

in both the B-site[97] and the interlayer[98] has been examined, again there

are no definitive structures reported.

Phases of More Than 3-Layers

Papers detailing 4 or more layers are not very common for the Dion-Jacobson

phases. In one early paper the series K[Ca2Nan_3Nbn03n+i] (3 < n < 7) was

described[79]. with details of the lattice parameters of the series, the proton

exchanged phases and the result of intercalation. In a following paper[99]
the delamination of the phases into perovskite sheets was identified. As

in the first paper no structural data are produced. Other papers discussing

the series K[Ca2(Ca,Sr)n_3Nb3Tin_303n+i] (n = 4, 5)[100], A[Bi3Ti4013] and

A[Bi3PbTisOi6] (A = K, Cs and n = 4, 5)[101] detail the lattice parameters

for phases but offer no other structural information. Only one paper to

date offers a full scale structural refinement, this was done using powder X-

ray diffraction on the samples RbCa2Nai_xSra;Nb40i3 (x = 0, 0.2, 0.4)[102].

Clearly for the x = 0.2 and 0.4 samples the structure is not charge balanced



and no explanation is offered for how this is consolidated. The structures are

given with the interlayer site as Rb+ and the perovskite A-sites as randomly

distributed Na+, Ca2+ and Sr+. All three structures were refined in the

P4/mmm tetragonal space group. These results are the most complete study

of a 4-layer Dion-Jacobson phase published.
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Chapter 2

Techniques for Materials
Analysis

2.1 Structural Analysis

In all materials the relationship between structure and properties is funda¬

mental. Without a good knowledge of the structure it would not be possible

to correctly understand the properties. For polycrystalline materials like

those in this work, the main methods employed to establish structural mod¬

els are diffraction methods. These methods rely on the crystalline nature of

the materials.

2.1.1 Crystals, Symmetry and Space Groups
Crystals

The scientific analysis of crystals has been dated as far back as 1669[1]. How¬

ever, before any analysis can be performed upon a crystal, what constitutes

a crystal must be defined. A crystal is a periodic arrangement of some motif.

The motif, or more commonly the asymetirc unit , is the description of some

section of a structure, that when translated, rotated or reflected, yields the
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unit cell of the structure. The unit cell can then be translated to produce

an infinite lattice. Shown as Figure-2.1 is the structure of CsCl showing the

unit cell which when repeated gives the structure.

Figure 2.1: CsCl structure, unit cell is outlined in purple, Cs is red, CI is
green.

Lattices

The unit cell of a structure must be able to be arranged in three dimensions to

give an infinite lattice filling all space, i.e. no gaps. The space must be filled

by only one type of cell for this to be the unit cell. There are seven crystal

systems, shapes of unit cell, that are possible. These are specified by three

axes a, b and c and three angles a, (3 and 7. These, however, are not what

define the seven systems, instead they are defined by a minimum number of

symmetry operations that the system must contain, given in Table-2.1. The

a, b and c values represent three vectors, the three angles, a, (3 and 7, are
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Table 2.1: The Seven Crystal Systems

Crystal System Minimum Symmetry
Requirements

Conditions Imposed on

Cell Geometry [2]
Triclinic None None

Monoclinic One twofold axis or

one symmetry plane

a = 7 = 90° ( b unique)
a = /3 = 90° ( c unique)

Orthorhombic Any combination of three
mutually perpendicular twofold

axes or symmetry planes

11 II -? II to°*\

Tetragonal One fourfold axis or

one fourfold improper axis

a = b; a = f3 = 7 = 90°

Trigonal One three fold axis a = b- a = (3 = 90°; 7 = 120°
(hex. axes)

a = b = c~, a = /3 = 7

(rhomboh. axes)
Hexagonal One sixfold or one

sixfold improper axis

a = b- a = (3 = 90°; 7 = 120°

Cubic Four threefold axis at

109.28 ° to each other

a = & = c;a = (0 = 7 = 90°

the angles between the vectors. The a is the angle between b and c, and so

on. The systems and the restrictions on the cell geometry are tabulated as

Table-2.1.

Crystals are also described using one of four different classes or lattice types;

primitive. P, where an atom on (0,0,0) is only on the corners of the cell. Body-

centred, I, where an atom on (0,0,0) is equivalent to (|,|,|), Face-centred,

F, where (0,0,0) is equivalent to (|,|,0), (|,0,|) and (0,^,|), C-centred, C,
where (0.0,0) is equivalent to (|,|,0). There are A and B equivalents to C,
but these are treated as the same class.
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Point Groups

To fully describe a crystal correctly more than just the system and the lattice

type is required. To obtain the 230 space groups the system and lattice must

be combined with the 32 point groups and other symmetry elements. The

point groups give the 'families' of permitted operations for a given system.

Point Group symmetry is specified with only proper or improper rotations

and mirror planes. To obtain the full 230 space groups the mirror planes

can be replaced by other translational elements, e.g. glide planes, and the

proper and improper rotation axes can be replaced by other rotational ele¬

ments, e.g. screw axes. It is possible to classify the 32 point groups into 11

Laue Groups, these Laue groups are the highest symmetry group in a set of

point groups. For example, the orthorhombic Laue Group mmm is used to

describe the point groups, mmm, 222 and mm2 (m2m and 2mm). The Laue

group represents the symmetry of the diffraction pattern and this is always

centrosymmetric.

Space groups can be described as being either centrosymmetric or non-

centrosymmetric. Non-centrosymmetric space groups may have a polari¬

sation, i.e. the centre of positive charge does not coincide with the centre

of negative charge. Non-centrosymmetric space groups can be described in

terms of four separate physical properties; polarity, circular dichroism, enan-

tiomorphism and piezoelectricity. For this work it is the polar space groups

that are of most importance. There are identified 11 polar point groups; 1,

2, 3, 4, 6, m, mm2, 3m, 4mm, 6mm and 42m. Common to all of these groups

is that for a given point (x,y,z) at least one coordinate will not be inverted to
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-x, -y or -z, giving a net polarisation and the potential to display ferroelectric

behaviour.

Miller Planes

The surface of a crystal does not necessarily correspond to the cell edge of the

crystal, instead it may correspond to some other plane. For this reason, and

reasons explained later, it is necessary to have a system to label the planes

in a crystal. There is a convention by which the points at which a plane

intercepts all three axes are expressed in terms of the axis length. These

numbers are then converted to their reciprocals and the lowest set of integer

values are taken, these are called the Miller indices. For example if a set of

planes intercepts the axes at |a, and |c, then the lowest set of reciprocals
for this would be 2 3 and 4. These are enclosed in brackets as (hkl), in the

example the plane would be given as (234).

The Bragg Equation

Use of these space groups and characterisation of the space groups is possi¬

ble due to the use of diffraction techniques. These techniques all rely upon a

beam of some particles (or wave) being refracted by the crystal. The equa-

tion governing this behaviour is the Bragg equation, Equation-2.1.

nX = 2dsin9 (2-1)

Where n is some integer value, A is the wavelength of the radiation, d is the
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d-spacing and 6 is the angle between the incident radiation and the sample.

The d-spacing is a distance between two crystal planes in a sample, for a

pictorial representation see Figure-2.2. Diffraction will only occur for an

integer n. when the waves of radiation constructively interfere to produce

intensity.

Figure 2.2: Diagram of Bragg Diffraction, showing d-spacing and 9

The Reciprocal Lattice[3]

The Bragg equation is able to provide the d-spacings of the reflections, but it

is unable to determine the scattering intensities. To determine the scattering

intensities it first must be understood that the diffraction pattern does not

show the real-space reflections of a crystal. Instead it is showing a map of

the reciprocal lattice, which is the Fourier transform of the real-space lattice.

If the real-space crystal lattice can be thought of as being a series of planes,

of some hkl, then the coresponding reciprocal lattice point is given by the line

perpendicular to this plane that meets the origin. This gives the direction



of the reciprocal lattice vector, the distance is given by 1/d^j where d^ is
the spacing of the planes in real-space.

Structure Factors [4]

The diffraction pattern of the crystal is given by the product of the Fourier

transform of the lattice multiplied by the Fourier transform of the motif. The

scattering density of a point x,y,z in the crystal is given by Equation-2.2.

p(x, y, z) = ^EhEkEiFhklexp[-2iri(hx + ky + /*)] (2.2)

The scattering from all hkl reflections are not the same, these different values

are termed structure factors and are given by Equation-2.3.

Fhki — VJJJp(x, y, z)exp[2m(hx + ky + lz)\dxdydz (2.3)
In a single crystal experiment as many structure factors are sampled as possi¬

ble and converted into real-space electron density maps, from which to solve

the structure.

Thermal Parameters

The atoms in a structure are not stationary upon a single position. They

are in fact vibrating around this point, in a temperature dependent fashion.

The vibration of the atoms leads to a distribution of the scattering intensity

and to a reduction of the structure factor, given as Equation-2.4.
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(Fhki)T~exp[-B(-j£-)]Fhki (2.4)

The thermal parameter refined, Uy, is related to the thermal parameter for
each atom, By, by Equation-2.5

Properties of X-rays

X-rays are a part of the electromagnetic spectrum with a wavelength ~ 10~10

X-rays ideal for probing the structure of crystals. Most X-ray diffraction

experiments are performed using either a Cu or Mo source, Cu being a very

common choice as it is cheap and produces good levels of intensity.

The X-ray scattering intensity is dependent upon the atomic number of the

atom. This is due to the interaction of the X-rays with the electron clouds of

atoms. This presents certain problems for X-ray diffraction. It is very difficult

to ascertain the correct location of a light atom in the presence of a heavy

one, as most of the observed intensity will be created by the heavier atom.

It is difficult to determine the difference between neighbouring atoms in the

periodic table, due to the similarity of the scattering. It is not possible using

X-rays to determine any magnetic structure, as the X-ray radiation does not

have any magnetic moment. Despite those problems X-ray diffraction is still

(2.5)

2.1.2 X-rays

m (1 A). This is the same order of magnitude as a chemical bond, making
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a very powerful tool for routine structural analysis.

Generation of X-rays

X-rays are generated by heating a metal coil, which gives off electrons which

accelerate down a large potential difference towards a cooled anode. The

anode then releases a stream of white X-rays within which are peaks corre¬

sponding to discrete emissions. These emissions are created by the generated

electrons removing a core electron from the anode, and an electron from an

outer shell filling the space. The energies of these transitions are consistent

and are specific for a selected metal. There are two primary transitions, one

from the n = 2 shell and one from the n = 3 shell, which produce Ka and Kg

radiation respectively. The alpha and beta lines are actually pairs of lines

Kqi, Ka2 and Kgi, K^- The radiation is filtered using a monochromator to

give only one wavelength, either a or On some machines the qj and «2

radiations are filtered.

Details of Machines Used

The machines used to perform X-ray powder analysis were Stoe STADI-P

diffractometers, using Cu anodes, with primary beam (Ge Crystal) monochro-

mation to give Cu Kqi radiation ( 1.5406 A) only. Data are recorded in

a transmission geometry with the sample mounted between two Polythene

disks, held in place with Vaseline™.
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2.1.3 The Neutron

Properties of Neutrons[5]

The neutron is a spin | uncharged particle with a mass of 1.67 x 10~27 kg.
As the neutron interacts with the nucleus of an atom the scattering from

different isotopes of an element are different. Neutrons are able to detect

light elements as the scattering cross-section does not vary systematically

with atomic number. This also means that it is possible to determine the

difference between atoms with similar atomic number. The neutron is spin |
so it will interact with magnetic species making magnetic structure solution

possible. All these points are advantageous over X-rays, the disadvantages

are the cost and complexity of generating neutrons.

Generation of Neutrons[6]

The neutron is generated from one of two sources, either a nuclear reactor

or a spallation source. The nuclear reactor sources rely on a controlled chain

reaction of of neutron-induced fission of 235U. The fission processes produce

a continuous source of neutrons for diffraction, however, these neutrons are

of too high an energy. This makes them of too short a wavelength to be

used in diffraction techniques. Therefore, the neutrons have to be slowed

using a moderator. At the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble three

different moderators are used to produce differing wavelengths of neutrons.

A graphite moderator is used to produce 2000 K neutrons, a D20 moderator

is used to produce 300 K neutrons and a D2 moderator is used to produce 25

K neutrons. The neutron beam at a reactor source is commonly monochro-
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mated to give a narrow range of wavelengths. This monochromation results

in the loss of large amounts of the flux.

The spallation source works by creating a beam of highly energised protons

(~ 50 MeV) using a linear accelerator and bombarding a heavy metal target

to produce the neutrons. This is an older design, modern spallation sources

use a synchrotron in combination with the the linear accelarator to produce

higher energies (~ 800 MeV). Spallation sources are often pulsed (~ 50 Hz).

A pulsed signal makes the source ideal for the use of time-of-flight neutron

diffraction. Using this technique the neutron wavelength can be found for

an elastic collision over a defined length by measuring the time taken. The

use of the pulses and time-of-flight means that the neutron beam is not

monoc.hromated. The result is that although the initial flux is less than for

a reactor source the final flux is comparable.

Details of Machines Used

Three separate neutron powder diffractometers have been used in the course

of this project. The D2B diffractometer at the ILL in Grenoble, is a fixed

wavelength machine ( A — 1.594 A) with a moving detector bank of 64 3He
tubes. The POLARIS instrument at ISIS, a time-of-flight diffractometer has

three fixed detector banks. These banks are fixed at 130-160 °, 85-95 ° and 28-

42 °, composed of 58 3He tube, 216 ZnS scintilator and 80 3He tube detectors

respectively. The HRPD diffractometer at ISIS also has three detector banks,

at 160-176 °, 87-93 0 and 28-32 °. The banks are composed of 720 ZnS

scintilator, 396 ZnS scintilator and 72 3He tube detectors respectively. The

resultant resolutions of these detectors are given as Table-2.2.



Table 2.2: Neutron Detector Bank Resolutions

Instrument Detector Bank Resolution (5d/d
D2B moving 5 x 10"4

Polaris 130-160 °

85-95 °

28-42 °

5 x 10~3
7 x 10~3
2 x 10~2

HRPD 160-176 °

87-93 0

28-32 °

4.5 x 10"4

2 x 10~3
1 x 10"2

2.1.4 Powder Diffraction

Powder diffraction data can be collected using both X-ray and neutron in¬

struments. The data points are collected using either constant wavelength,

variable 29 or constant 29, variable wavelength (time-of-flight). In a powder

diffraction pattern the observed intensities for a 3-dimensional sample are

compressed along 1 dimension. This occurs as the grains of the sample pow¬

der are randomly oriented and although they diffract as for normal crystals

they do not do so along a single direction. A single reflection will be seen

as a cone of intensity, the diffraction pattern being a slice through several

cones. However, using Bragg's law it is possible to determine the d-spacing

required for the reflection. By indexing all the peaks the unit cell can be

identified, several algorithms having been created for this purpose. In 1969 a

paper was published detailing a method of structure refinement from powder

neutron data[7].
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2.1.5 Rietveld Refinement

The Rietveld Method

Rietveld noted that many of the reflections occuring from the polycrystalline

samples overlapped, particularly at lower d-spacings, and it would not be

possible to match individual reflections. His method relies on fitting a struc¬

tural model to the whole pattern, not by matching individual peaks, but

by simulating the entire pattern. The pattern can then be matched by fit¬

ting certain parameters. The parameters able to be refined are such as the

atomic coordinates, thermal factors, the background (which is modelled by a

cosine fourier series), a preferred orientation coefficient, the lattice parame¬

ters, the peak profile shape and, for X-ray diffraction, the detector zero-point.

As previously mentioned thermal parameters are able to be refined, either

isotropically or anisotropically. The anisotropic refinement requires 6 times

as many variables to describe the thermal parameters.

The pattern calculated from the structural model is compared against the

experimental data using a least squares minimisation. The quantity being

minimised is the residual Sy [8], which is the sum over all points of one over

the observed intensity, yj, multiplied by the square of the difference between

the experimental and calculated intensites, yCj, given by equation-2.6.

Sy = X)—(ft -Vci)2 (2.6)
i Vi

This residual is a value that can be minimised, however, it is not used as

a measure of the overall quality of the fit. For this the R-factors are used,
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which are values calculated along similar lines to the residuals, giving a mea¬

sure of the quality of the fit. The two R-factors commonly used are the Rp

and R^p, the R-pat.tern and R-weighted pattern, respectively. R^p is a better

measure of the fit as it includes the residual value in the numerator. The y2

test is used as a statistical measure of fit qulaity as it factors in the number of

parameters and data points (N = number of points, P = number of variables,

C = number of constraints).

0 E\Vi(obs) -yi(calc)\
=

Eyiiobs) (2J)

R■wp {E^(yt(o6s) yi(calc)f
E ^{obs))2 (2.8)

x2 = N _p + c^(yi(obs) - Viicalc))2 (2.9)

Profiles

The profile shapes of samples can vary substantially. Peak shapes for a

certain sample on an instrument will not be the same as those obtained on

another. The shape is affected by the sample crystallinity, the radiation used

and the instrument geometry. The peak profile most often used for time-of-

flight neutron diffraction is a Pseudo-Voigt profile. This is a convolution of
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the Gaussian and Lorentzian peak shapes, incorporating the Ikeda-Carpenter

function. The Gaussian function is a natural symmetric distibution curve, the

Lorentzian distribution is also symmetric but is much sharper in profile, i.e.

more triangular and less like a natural distribution. The Ikeda-Carpenter

function was designed to simulate the sharp increase in flux created by a

pulsed source and the longer tailing off of the flux created by the moderation

process.

Using the GSAS program[9] this function presents 15 parameters for refine¬

ment, though not all are frequently used. The parameters are «o, ai, An

k, ctq, <7j, g\, 7o> 7i, 72, 7ie, 72e, DIFC, DIFA and ZERO. The «0 and aq

parameters are part of the Ikeda-Carpenter function, which is a convolution

of two functions, representing the fast leakage from the moderator. The 3o

corresponds to the other part of the Ikeda-Carpenter function, representing

the slow leakage from the moderator. The k parameter is associated with the

mixing parameter for the two parts of the Ikeda-Carpenter function. The crfi,

af and o\ parameters are related to the Gaussian part of the profile function.

The 7 parameters relate to the Lorentzian part of the profile. The DIFC,

DIFA and ZERO parameters are diffractometer constants. Normally for a

refinement only of, o\, 71 and 72 are refined, as these are sample dependent.

Values that are machine dependent are not refined.

2.1.6 Glazer Notation

In perovskite based materials the tilting of the octahedra in the structure

is key to many of the interesting properties. A method was established by
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Glazer[10] to describe the relative tilting of the octahedra. In this method

two octahedra that tilt in-phase are described as + and out of phase is This

is a useful way in which to examine the relationship of various structures to

one another.

2.1.7 Bond Valence Calculations

It is desirable to understand the actual valence of the atoms in a structure.

This can be particularly of interest if there are atoms where more than one

valence is feasible. Calculation of the Bond Valence Sum (BVS) is performed

to examine the bonding environment around an ion and to infer it's oxidation

state from the length of the bonds present. The method proposed by Brown

and Altermatt[ll], involves the initial assumption of the oxidation state of

an ion and the use of an established bond length for a valence of 1. Using

Equation-2.10. the established value for B (0.38), the bond lengths, r7, of the
structural model and the tabulated values for r0[ll], the theoretical valence

of an ion can be calculated.

^• = £er°-r'/B (2.10)
3

2.2 Physical Property Analysis

In the course of this work two physical properties were encountered; fer-

roelectricity and oxide ion conduction, properties that are well known for
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perovskite based systems.

2.2.1 Ferroelectricity

A ferroelectric crystal has a permanent electric dipole which exists even in

the absence of an external electric field. This is common also to pyroelectrics.

The separate domains of polarity in the ferroelectric material will align with

an applied field, and also display hysteresis behaviour, i.e. the polarisations

will realign in the opposing direction as the field direction is changed. This

behaviour is not observed for a pyroelectric material. Ferroelectric behaviour

is found in the dielectric state below the Curie Temperature, Tc, above which

the material is paraelectric.

2.2.2 Oxide Ion Conduction

Oxide ion conductors permit the movement of oxide ions through the ma¬

terial, creating a conduction of charge. This conduction can be achieved by

a variety of methods, the method proposed for the materials in this work

is the hopping mechanism. For the hopping mechanism the material must

possess oxygen vacancies, which can be either intrinsic or extrinsic, extrinsic

vacancies usually being created by doping or reduction of one of the metal

cations. The oxide ion is believed then to move through the material along

these vacancy sites, this has also been termed vacancy migration.
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2.2.3 a.c. Impedance Spectroscopy[12]

In the course of this work it has been necessary to characterise the electri¬

cal properties of certain materials. To do this a.c. impedance spectroscopy

has been used. This technique was selected as it is possible to separate the

electrical properties of the bulk material from other electrical components.

Components are able to be separated due to each individual RC (resistive /

capacitive) component possessing a characteristic time constant, r, given by

Equation-2.11

T = RC (2.11)

The RC elements can be separated with frequency due to the relationship

given as equation-2.12. This holds for the angular frequency where the max¬

imum impedance signal is recorded, Umax-

umaxRC = 1 (2-12)

Umax = 27T/MAX (2-13)

Scans are performed over a range of frequencies, however, data are normally

plotted as Z" versus Z' where:

Z* = Z'-iZ" (2.14)
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Plots of Z" versus Z' typically show two semicircles, these can be assigned to

regions of the sample based on the magnitude of the capacitance, obtained

by applying equation-2.12 to the semicircles. The grain boundary would be

expected to be in the order of 10_11-10~8 F, with the bulk at 10~12 F. For

a ferroelectric material the bulk capacitance can be 10_1°-10~9 F, leading

to only one observable semicircle. In these cases the data can be exam¬

ined using a plot of the imaginary component of the electrical modulus, M",

versus log f. Where the complex electrical modulus is given by Equation-2.15.

Where u> = 27rf, C0 = e0A/l and i2 = -1.

The plot of M" versus log f will normally produce two peaks, as opposed to

the plot of Z" versus log f, which produces one peak. For the M" plot the

higher frequency peak represents the bulk structure. This is possible as the

impedance plot picks out the most resistive elements, but the modulus plot

picks out the smallest capacitances. For samples in this work capacitances

were able to be obtained from Z" versus Z'.

To use a.c. impedance spectroscopy to investigate a potential ferroelectric

phase change capacitances are measured as described, but at various temper¬

atures. The permittivity, e', of the sample is calculated using equation-2.16

M* = iuiC0Z* (2.15)

C = e'e0
A

(2.16)
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Where eo is the permittivity of free space, 8.854 x 10~14 Fcm-1, A is the

surface area of the electrode and 1 is the length of the pellet.

For the ferroelectric phase change e' is plotted against T and a peak in this

plot will correspond to the Curie temperature Tc
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Chapter 3

Aurivillius Phases Containing
Trivalent Cations

3.1 Ga3+ Containing Aurivillius Structures

In 1994 and 1995 zur Loye et al. reported the synthesis of two new Ga3+

containing Aurivillius phase oxide ion conductors. These two compounds,

Bi2Si"2Nb2GaOn.5[l, 2] and BaBi4Ti3GaOi4.5[3], are members of the solid so¬

lutions of the two families Bi2Sr2Nb2Tii_a;Gax012-x/2 and BaBi4Ti4_xGaxOi5_x/2
where x=l. The doping of Ga3+ for Ti4+ in the perovskite B-site was sug¬

gested to create the vacancies required for the oxygen conduction via a hop¬

ping mechanism.

These compounds are unusual as Ga3+ is often found in tetrahedrally co¬

ordinated sites, so when it is placed into an octahedral site it is expected

that the octahedron will be distorted. Such a distortion would lead to oxy¬

gen displacements and octahedral B06 rotations, and the unit cell would be

expected to be an orthorhombic cell with a and b approximately ^/2at (at = a

of tetragonal cell). Indeed the original model proposed for Bi2Sr2Nb2GaOii.5

is orthorhombic and has lattice parameters a = 5.528(2) A, b = 5.534(2)
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A and c = 33.29(1) A. The figure presented by zur Loye[l] shows the octa-

hedra in the perovskite block as being tilted. However, in a later paper[2]
the structure is indexed as tetragonal with a = 3.913(1) A and c = 33.29(1)

A, where tilting of the octahedra is not permitted. So it would appear that

there is some confusion as to the precise oxygen locations, as is to be ex¬

pected for an X-ray study. However it is also possible that the assignment

of both tetragonal and orthorhombic unit cells indicates a possible problem

with the purity of the compound. Also in the same paper the difficulty of in¬

dexing reflections (106) and (216) in B^S^h^AlOn.s and Bi2Sr2Ta2A10n.5

is discussed. Although not explicitly stated it appears to be implied that

there is some similar difficulty in indexing the Ga3+ containing compounds

also. Mention is made that at high 29 there appears to be peak splitting

for Bi2Sr2Nb2GaOn.5, again it may be that the peak splitting and indexing

problems are due to incorrect lattice assignment or an impurity. This index¬

ing was the most complete structural study to date and is clearly insufficient.

Preferable would be a full structural refinement.

For the 4-layer phase no diffraction pattern has been published, though some

unit cell parameters are given[3]. BaBL^TbOis; a=5.682(3) A and c—41.74(3)

A. BaBi4Ti3GaOi4.5; a=5.447(2) A and c—41.80 A. These would indicate a

tetragonal unit cell which would not permit octahedral rotations, which seems

unlikely given the bonding requirements of Ga3+. Given that the a parameter

proposed is ^/2 that for the tetragonal cell it could be proposed that the cell

is actually orthorhombic with a very small difference between a and b. Such a

difference would be difficult to detect from powder X-ray diffraction, neutron

diffraction having the advantage of more easily-observable super lattice peaks.



Reference is made in the paper that it is not possible to determine ordering

of B-site cations but that previous experience would indicate that there is

no ordering in the B-site, hence there would probably be no ordering of the

oxygen vacancies in the unit cell.

Reported here is the presence of a second phase in both the B^S^N^GaOn.s

and BaBi4Ti3GaOi4.5 X-ray data. This second phase has been identified and

refined as ^-B^Os, a well known oxide ion conductor, the presence of which

casts doubt on the ionic conductivity of the two Aurivillius phases. Also it

is no longer clear what the composition of those phases formed is. Work

has been done on samples where x=0, 0.2, 0.5 and 1 for the two families

Bi2Sr2Nb2Ti1_xGaxOi2_x/2 and BaBi4Ti4_xGaxOi5_x/2, these samples have
been analysed by powder X-ray diffraction except for BaBi4Ti40i5 where

additional neutron diffraction data were collected.

3.2 Crystallography
3.2.1 BaBi4Ti4Oi5

X-ray Refinement

This compound was originally reported by Aurivillius in 1950[4], It was iden¬

tified at that time by powder X-ray diffraction as being tetragonal with the

space group, I4/mmm. Later it was identified as ferroelectric at room tem¬

perature and therefore a centrosymmetric space group like I4/mmm would

appear incorrect. This compound was remade in St. Andrews by

Dr. Susan Blake. It was examined closely using X-ray and neutron diffrac¬

tion, the original model was found to be incorrect and the orthorhombic
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A2iam space group, as predicted by Newnham[5], was assigned.

Refinement began by adjusting the A2iam model for the 4-layer Aurivillius

structure, Bi5Ti3FeOi5 already obtained by powder neutron diffraction, to

fit the desired stoichiometry. This model was used to refine the lattice pa¬

rameters but not atomic data, which were fixed. The atomic occupancy of

the mixed Ba/Bi sites were examined by setting the sites to purely Bi and

refining the occupancies. This is done as the total scattering from these sites

will decrease as the percentage of Ba in the site increases. This indicated

that the interlayer sites were tending to be purely Bi, with the Ba spread

over the remaining two sites. A model with the interlayer site purely set as

Bi and the perovskite A-sites permitted to refine for the Ba/Bi ratio was

created and compared with a model where all sites have an identical occu¬

pancy of Ba/Bi. The disordered model possessed x2==2.53 and the refined

model possessed ;y2=2.52. This difference is not significant enough to justify

the continuation of the ordered model, henceforth the disordered model is

used. At this point it was not possible to refine accurately the positions of

the oxygen atoms. However, as the compound appeared pure it was taken

forward to be analysed by powder neutron diffraction.

Neutron Refinement

The sample was measured for 100 /iAhr on the POLARIS station at ISIS.

The backscattering and 90° banks were used for data analysis. Using the

model from the X-ray data the lattice parameters were refined, followed by

the atomic co-ordinates and then SIG2 and GAM2, peak profile coefficients.

At this point the fit was acceptable with x2=10. With a chemically logical
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model now established, it was then possible to go on to refine the isotropic

thermal parameters for the model. This resulted in a lower y2 of approxi¬

mately 7. This is already a good model of the structure, however it can be

improved by refining the thermal parameters as anisotropic. With the ex¬

ception of the three mixed Ba/Bi sites the thermal parameters for the atoms

were permitted to refine anisotropically, this produced a final y2 of 4.29 for

115 variables. Attempts to refine the thermal parameters anisotropically for

the mixed Ba/Bi sites would be unsuccessful, as although they are stated as

being on the same position, it is not necessarily the case that they will be,

due to local coordination preferences. For the final refinement the R^p was

2.47 % and 2.94 % for the backscattering and 90° banks respectively.

After this refinement was completed it was left for a duration of time in what

was believed to be a satisfactory state. Whilst this work was ongoing two

papers reporting the structure were published. The first a synchrotron X-ray

study assigned the polar orthorhombic space group F2mm[6]. The second

study done using a lab X-ray source reported the structure as I4/mmm[7].
With these suggested structures it was decided to return to the refinement.

When re-examining the POLARIS data (Figure-3.1) it was found that it

was difficult to convince ourselves of the validity of the A2!am space group.

Looking at the data it was not possible to see any additional peaks due

to the orthorhombic distortion and no splitting of any peaks was observed.

At this point it was decided to examine data from HRPD, which would

be as decisive a test as was possible, as it is the highest resolution powder

neutron diffractometer available. It is important to determine whether the

structure is present in either A2jam or F2mmm. The A2!am group will



BaBi4Ti4Clb Hist

D-spacing# A

Figure 3.1: BaBi4Ti40is POLARIS data, 2.2 to 2.3 A, showing reflections
for A2jam

permit octahedral rotations, the F2mm group permits movement along the

polar a-axis but not rotation of the octahedra.

The data obtained from HRPD were analysed using only the highest resolu¬

tion backscattering bank. Before analysing the data it is apparent that the

data were of a significantly higher resolution, and a peak splitting can be ob¬

served for the most intense peak, as shown in Figure-3.2. The model initially

used was that obtained from the A24am refinement of POLARIS data. This

demonstrated a good fit to the data, but contained many additional possible

reflections that were not observed. Hence it was decided to attempt fitting

to three higher symmetry space groups, namely F2mm with a>b, b>a a.nd

Frnmm. Also a fit was attempted for the tetragonal 'parent' group I4/mmm,

this refinement was so unstable it would not converge to any minimum value.

Previously all 2 and Player Aurivillius phases which have been identified as
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Figure 3.2: BaBi4Ti40i5, HRPD data, orthorhombic peak splitting (0 2 10)
and (2 0 10). Reflection marks shown for A2iam

orthorhombic have been described by the A-centred space group A2iam[8,

9], with the exception of Bi5Ti3FeOi5. The assignment of F2mm to this

structure using single crystal X-ray diffraction is now judged incorrect and is

discussed later in the chapter. However, in this case the phase is not present

in this space group. This has important implications for the ferroelectric

nature of the compound. Most Aurivillius structures are orthorhombically

distorted to satisfy the bonding conditions of the perovskite A-site cation.

This distortion occurs via a shift of the atomic position of the cation leading

to complementary rotations of the perovskite octahedra. It is the movement

of the oxygens away from the crystallographic special positions that leads to

the lowering of the space group symmetry from face-centred to A-centred.

For BaBi4Ti40i5 to be identified in any of the face-centred groups would
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therefore indicate that the octahedra are less distorted with oxygens located

on higher symmetry positions within the unit cell. Due to the ferroelectric

behaviour of the compound it is known that it is not centrosymmetric and

so would have to be in one of the previously unreported face-centred space

groups.

For each of the three face-centred space groups the same refinement procedure

was followed; first the lattice parameters then the GAM-1 peak shape were

refined. At this point it was noted that the peak shape parameters were

ill-behaved and needed to be heavily damped in order to obtain a suitable

fit. It was also not possible to switch on all four SIG-1, SIG-2, GAM-1 and

GAM-2 parameters. This was not due to an overall lowering of quality of

the fit but due to the peak shape losing the peak splitting of the peak at

2.29 A. Instead of refining the peaks as two separate and distinct peaks the

refinement tended to 'smear' the intensity and lose the resolution of the two

peaks. Clearly this loss of resolution was unacceptable as this is a key feature

of the data collected, hence the refinement of only the GAM-1 parameter.

Next the atomic parameters were permitted to refine for both atomic position

and thermal coefficients. At this point the SIG-1 parameter was refined and

was stable with respect to the splitting of the peak at 2.29 A. It would appear

that the early problems with the peak parameters were due to the inaccuracy

of the unrefined model, which was adapted from the A2xam model. At this

point the refinement of the isotropic model was finished and the Rwp and

X2 values of the refinements were compared, as given in Table-3.1. It was

then decided to attempt to improve the fit by permitting the oxygen atom

thermal parameters to refine anisotropically, again the Rwp and \2 values



are noted, data included in Table-3.1.

Table 3. Fit Data for BaBLTLOis, HRPD Refinements
Isotropic Anisotropic

Space Group Rwp x2 Rwp x2
F2mm a>b 10.69 16.32 9.75 13.66

F2mm b>a 10.52 15.80 9.78 13.70

It is not clear from the y2 values for the anisotropic refinement of the data

as to which of the two settings for the F2mm space group is most likely.

Looking at the isotropic refinement the b>a setting is clearly better and

hence this is the model that is put forward as the final result, the model is

given as Table-3.2 and selected bond lengths as Table-3.3, and displayed as

Figure-3.3. This was done as it was considered that the thermal parameters

may have been being used in the a>b refinement to 'fudge' the data slightly,

and that the isotropic model requires a more accurate placement of atoms in

the unit cell. As is clear from the Figures-3.4 to 3.6, Rwp and y2 values, the

quality of the fit. to the data collected is good.

Once the structure had been established by Rietveld refinement in the final

F2mm space group (b>a) the structure was examined for interesting struc¬

tural features. The Bi/Ba ordering had been re-examined during the previous

refinements and it was found that the ordering suggested by the X-ray re¬

finement was again favourable. When looking at layered perovskites most

careful attention is paid to the perovskite block as this is the section within

which the interesting properties are thought to originate. First, examining

the overall structure it is clear the the oct.ahedra are distorted, plotted here

(Figure-3.3) is the view of the structure along the [110] direction. It is clear
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Figure 3.3: BaBi4Ti4015, cell view along [100]
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BaBi4Ti4015 F2mm Hist 1

Bank 1, 2-Theta 168.3, L-S cycle 128 Obsd. and Diff. Profiles
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Figure 3.4: BaBi4Ti40i5 Rietveld refinement, F2mm, HRPD backscattering

data
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Figure 3.5: BaBi4Ti40i5 Rietveld refinement, F2mm, 0.7 to 1.5 A
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Figure 3.6: BaBLTLjOis Rietveld refinement, F2mm, 1.5 to 2.2 A

from this picture that the Ti4+ cations are not lying on the exact centres of

the perovskite octahedra, also the oxygens around these sites have changed

from the ideal octahedral positions to compensate for this movement. Look¬

ing closely at just the perovskite sites (Figure-3.7), it can be seen that the

mirror plane between the middle two octahedra leads the two inner octa¬

hedra to be identical and the two outer octahedra to be identical, but not

the outer and inner octahedra. Clearly the inner octahedra appear to have

larger displacements of the oxygens in the 'equatorial' position (relative to

the c-axis), however this is apparently different to the Ti4+ position, which

is closer to the idealised central position of the octahedra. This greater dis¬

tortion in the octahedra is apparent in Figure-3.8, where the plan view of

the outer octahedron is seen to be closer to a square and that of the inner

octahedron has a parallelogram profile. Examining the bond distances in the
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Figure 3.-7: BaBLtTLjOis octahedra, showing mirror plane

octahedra (Figure-3.9) it is clear why the outer octahedra appear to possess

less distortion of the 'equatorial' oxygens; this due to the size of the 'axial'

oxygen bond lengths. Whilst the perovskite B-site to oxygen bond length

for the oxygen shared with the inner perovskite octahedra is lengthened, the

oxygen adjacent to the interlayer is drastically reduced. Examining the two

perovskite B-sites using a bond valence calculation it is found that the inner

octahedron has a calculated value of 4.27 with a 7% error and the outer site

has 4.14 with a 3% error. Both of these values are slightly higher than would

be expected and may indicate a strain in the perovskite block.

The perovskite distortions are important not only in terms of their crystal-
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Figure 3.8: BaBi4Ti40i5 outer(right) and inner(left) octahedra, polyhedra

plan view
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Figure 3.9: BaBi4Ti40is outer(right) and inner(left) octahedra, ball and stick
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Table 3.2: BaBLjTUOis Atomic Parameters from 25 °C HRPD Data, space
group F2mm, a = 5.45083(5) A, b = 5.46406(5) A, c = 41.8542(4) A. Rwp
= 0.098, x2 = 13.7, for 3128 data points and 986 contributing reflections,
0.80 < d < 2.35 A

Atom Multiplicity x y z Uiso/Uequiv x 100
Bil2 4 O.OOOOOO1 0.000000 0.000000 4.8(1))
Bi23 8 0.002(7) 0.000000 0.1060(1) 4.8(1)
Bi34 8 0.002(7) 0.000000 0.2202(1) 4.0(1)
Til 8 0.009(7) 0.000000 0.4502(2) 1.4(2)
Ti2 8 0.019(7) 0.000000 0.3455(2) 1.4(2)
01 4 0.486(9) 0.000000 0.000000 6.59*

02 16 0.773(5) 0.216(1) 0.9539(2) 4.62*

03 8 0.002(5) 0.000000 0.5949(1) 3.40*

04 16 0.757(6) 0.244(2) 0.8558(1) 2.11*

05 8 0.002(8) 0.000000 0.6950(1) 4.15*

06 8 0.266(5) 0.250000 0.250000 1.43*

1. Fixed to define origin of polar axis
2. Occupancy refined to 0.12(4) Ba / 0.88(4) Bi
3. Occupancy refined to 0.44(2) Ba / 0.56(2) Bi
4. Occupancy fixed to 0.0 Ba / 1.0 Bi

Atom Ull U22 U33 U12 U13 U23

01 10(2) 4.8(9) 4.7(5) 0.00 0.00 0.00

02 3.85 1.93 8.44 -1.77(4) -2.8(6) 1.9(5)
03 6.1(6) 2.5(4) 1.7(3) 0.00 1.5(9) 0.00

04 1.7(3) 1.3(3) 3.5(2) -1.1(2) 1.1(5) 1.2(4)
05 5.6(6) 6.4(6) 1.1(3) 0.00 -2.7(8) 0.00

06 1.3(5) 2.2(4) 0.8(2) 0.00 0.00 1.0(6)
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Table 3.3: BaBLjTLOis Selected Bond Lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bil 01 2.80(5) Bi2 02 3.04(1) Bi3 05 2.928(2)
Bil 01 2.65(5) Bi2 02 3.04(1) Bi3 05 2.928(2)
Bil 01 2.733(1) Bi2 02 3.29(1) Bi3 05 2.92(3)
Bil 01 2.733(1) Bi2 02 3.29(1) Bi3 05 2.92(3)
Bil 02 2.58(2) Bi2 03 2.771(1) Bi3 06 2.34(1)
Bil 02 2.58(2) Bi2 03 2.771(1) Bi3 06 2.34(1)
Bil 02 2.58(2) Bi2 03 2.77(3) Bi3 06 2.25(1)
Bil 02 2.58(2) Bi2 03 2.76(3) Bi3 06 2.25(1)
Bil 02 2.89(2) Bi2 04 2.47(1)
Bil 02 2.89(2) Bi2 04 2.47(1)
Bil 02 2.89(2) Bi2 04 2.54(1)
Bil 02 2.89(2) Bi2 04 2.54(1)

bond length A bond length A
Til 03 2.496(8) Ti2 01 2.094(8)
Til 04 2.01(2) Ti2 02 2.05(2)
Til 04 2.01(2) Ti2 02 2.05(2)
Til 04 1.95(2) Ti2 02 1.83(2)
Til 04 1.95(2) Ti2 02 1.83(2)
Til 05 1.692(8) Ti2 03 1.889(8)
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lography but also in terms of the phenomena that these structural distortions

imbue. In the case of BaBi4Ti40i5 it has been previously documented to be

ferroelectric[10]. Perovskites are known to be displacive ferroelectrics and the

A-site cation's local environment is highly important. What can be noted

is that the BaBi4Ti40is structure is strongly affected by the [B^C^]24" layer
and this in part has an influence on the distortion of the perovskite B-site.

It is clear that the influence of the Aurivillius interlayer diminishes from the

outer perovskite layer to the inner, this in turn leads to a greater distortion

of oxygens in the aft-plane to accommodate the bonding requirements of the

B-site cation.

3.2.2 BaBi4Ti4_xGaxOi5_;E/2

X-ray Refinement

This series of compounds was made with x = 1 as per the original paper[3]
and with x = 0.2 and 0.5. The first step was to replicate the sample made

by zur Loye et al. This synthesis was done by Dr. Susan Blake. The X-ray

pattern of this structure was examined and compared to that obtained by

zur Loye et al. As the two patterns matched, several attempts were made

to index the pattern as a single phase, all of these were unsuccessful. The

pattern appeared to be successfully indexed except for one peak at d = 3.19.

This value of d-spacing was compared to those found for the most likely

other products and the starting materials. A match was found for ^-Bi203,

so a two phase refinement was carried out using the BaBi4Ti40i5 model and

a model for /J-BLOsfll]. It is possible to extract weight percentages and
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relative percentages in a two phase Rietveld refinement in GSAS. This is

done by first refining the main phase to give the best quality of fit to the

data possible. All possible refinable parameters are used at this point. Once

this step is established, all parameters relating specifically to this phase are

switched off, the only parameters left on are the background parameters

and zero point. To perform the refinement using two phases the second

phase is entered. A constraint must be set up such that the sum of the

relative abundances of the two phases should equal 1. The refinement is

then performed with the histogram scale factor turned off and the two phase

scale factors turned on. For this refinement it was judged prudent to also

turn on the lattice parameters for the second phase as it was suspected that

the composition entered for this phase was not exact due to potential Ga3+

doping. The weight percentages of the two phases can then be found in the

GSAS generated .LST file.

For the refinement of the single phase problems are created due to the number

of peaks from the two phases which overlap. Initially it was attempted to

refine both the histogram scale factor and the four peak profile coefficients

(GV, GW, GY and LX). It was found that if all of these were refined freely

the histogram scale factor was very small and the value of GW too large, this

manifested itself in the inability of the refinement to match the intensity of

the largest peak as shown in Figure-3.10. Hence the histogram scale factor

was not permitted to refine for these refinements, for x = 1 it was held at

a value of 0.8, when refined the figure was approximately half of this. By

holding the value of the overall histogram scale factor to this value it was

found that the peak profile parameters were less likely to be ill-defined, as can
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Figure 3.10: BaBi4Ti3GaOi5, poor match to histogram intensity for single

phase refinement
4-Layer Hist 1
Lambda 1.5406 A, L-S cycle 1679 Obsd. and Diff. Profiles

26.0 27.0 28.0 29.0 30.0 31.0 32.0 33.0 34.0 35.0 36.0

2-Theta, deg

Figure 3.11: BaBi4Ti3GaOi5, improved match to histogram intensity by fix¬

ing the scale factor
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be seen from Figure-3.11 the fit to the intensity is much better. Whilst the

peak profile co-efficients are better behaved they are still not as well behaved

as would be desired. It can be observed that the peak shape includes a

leading and trailing edge, this is problematic due to the overlapping of so

many peaks of the two phases. It has been decided that it is much better to

refine the peak shape than to set it to an arbitrary value or not refine it at

all, leading to a too narrow a peak profile. These problems with the intensity

of the main phase are important, if the main phase is poorly defined then the

predicted percentages of the two phases may be incorrectly estimated. This

makes the choice of refinable parameters for the two phases very important.

Here it was decided that the peak profile coefficients were combining with

the histogram scale factor to give a lower x2- This is not due to the peak

profile giving a good estimate of all the recorded points, instead it is giving

an excellent estimate of the lower portion of the peak slopes and a very poor

estimate of the highest points of a peak. Together these are giving a better

fit statistically, however, it is a less acceptable fit for the desired purpose of

this refinement, where the whole peak must be matched.

Taking the values established for the single phase refinement, all parameters

were switched off except the background and zero-point, at this point the

second phase was introduced and the constraint set up. This was refined to

check the stability and accuracy of the starting model for the second phase.

The model was found to give a good fit and the lattice parameters were

refined for the second phase to enable a more accurate fit. Attempting to

improve the fit the next step was to refine the peak profile coefficients, which

resulted in a terminal problem for the refinement. Instead of progressing to
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a good match for the peak shape the parameters tended to flatten the peak,

attempting to reduce the intensity down to zero. This happened regardless

of what damping was applied or what peak profiles were refined. Attempting

to estimate the relative percentages using an unrefined peak model of peak

profile no. 2 (Pseudo-Voigt) is unrealistic as this results in a very sharp peak

with a poor fit to the peak width, instead another peak profile was selected.

Using peak profile no. 1 (Gaussian) the peak is fitted very well without the

refinement of any parameters, therefore this was the final model used for the

description of the peak shape of the second phase. This unusually wide peak

shape may be attributed to the second phase being of lower crystallinity than

the main phase.

The values extracted for the percentage of the impurity phase can be

plotted against the level of Ga3+ doping, from this it will be clear if the level

of doping has an effect upon the formation of the impurity. If the presence

of the /?-Bi203 is independent of the Ga3+ content then the line will be flat,

if the two are directly related there will be some line or curve decreasing

with the value of x. Also the values of the lattice parameters for the main

4-layer phase can be compared against composition to ascertain whether this

is the same phase in each refinement or not. Shown as Figure-3.12 is the

single phase refinement, the improvement given by the two phase refinement

is shown as Figure-3.13.

As can be seen from Figure-3.14 the percentage of impurity present is de¬

creasing with decreasing Ga3+ content. Indeed the impurity is still decreasing

at x=0.2 hence it can be said that if any Ga3+ is being inserted into the 4-

layer phase it must be less than this value. From Table-3.4 it is clear that
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Figure 3.12: BaBLiTLGaOi^, single phase refinement

BaBi4Ti3Ga014.5 + Bi203 Hist 1

Lambda 1. 5406 A, L-S cycle 1677 Obsd. and Diff. Profiles
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Figure 3.13: BaBi4Ti3GaOi4.5, two phase refinement
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Figure 3.14: 4-Layer BaBi4Ti4_xGa:rOi5_x/2. Ideal Ga3+ content (x) vs.

percentage ,3-Bi203

Table 3.4: BaBi4Ti4_xGax015_x/2 4-layer unit cell parameters
X a (•^■) b (A) c (A)
1 5.470(1) 5.453(1) 41.744(8)
0.5 5.470(1) 5.452(1) 41.715(7)
0.2 5.446(1) 5.463(4) 41.770(3)
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the lattice parameters of the 4-layer phase are not changing significantly with

composition and are therefore in agreement with the idea that the doping

limit is below x = 0.2. It is also noted that the lattice parameters a and b

have switched in x = 0.2 so that b > a. This is due to the structure being only

slightly metrically orthorhombic, the refinement has difficulty in determining

a difference between a and b.

3.2.3 Bi2Sr2Nb2Tii_a;Gax012_a;/2

Refinement

The synthesis of this 3-layer structure was attempted with Ga3+ doping levels

of x=l, x=0.5 and x=0.2, the x=l sample having been previously prepared

by Dr. Susan Blake. Examining the powder pattern obtained from these

syntheses it is clear that there is a second phase present in the pattern,

assigned as iJ-BEOs. The refinement of the two phases was carried out as

for the 4-layer phase (Section-3.2.2) to examine the limit of Ga3+ solubility

in this system.

It was found that the refinement of the 3-layer phase progressed much more

smoothly than that for the 4-layer, possibly due to the higher (I4/mmm)

symmetry assigned to the main phase. It was possible for these structures to

refine the histogram scale factor and lattice parameters, without the lattice

parameters going outside acceptable limits. The second phase peak shape

was defined with the pseudo-Voigt function as for the main phase and this

was found to give an acceptable fit to the data. The single phase refinement

is shown as Figure-3.15 and the two phase as Figure-3.16.
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It can be observed from Figure-3.17 that the trend is for the presence of the

impurity to diminish with decreasing Ga3+ concentration, to the extent that

the impurity has almost vanished at x = 0.2. As for the 4-layer phase the

conclusion must be that the maximum doping level in this system is below

x = 0.2, this is backed up by the consistent lattice parameters obtained for

the main phase, shown in Table-3.5.

Having now examined both 3 and 4-layer Aurivillius phases for the possibility

of substituting Ga3+ for Ti4+, it seems clear that the solubility of Ga3+ in

these systems is very low. It can be stated that the phases published by zur

Loye[l, 2, 3] are impure. The presence of an impurity which is itself a very

good oxide ion conductor would suggest that the Aurivillius phases produced

may not be good oxide ion conductors, as originally believed.
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Figure 3.15: Bi2Sr2Nb2GaOn.5, single phase refinement

Bi2Sr2TiNb2012 + Bi203
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Figure 3.16: Bi2Sr2Nb2GaOn.5, two phase refinement
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Figure 3.17: Bi2Sr2Xb2Ti1_xGaxOi2_x/2- Ideal Ga3+ content (x) vs. percent¬

age J-Bi203

Table 3.5: Bi2Sr2Nb2Tii_xGaxOi2_x/2 unit cell parameters

X a (A) b (A) c (A)
1 3.9102(1) a 33.270(3)
0.5 3.8990(1) a 33.187(1)
0.2 3.8967(1) a 33.173(2)
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3.3 Aurivillius Phases Containing Fe3+

Aurivillius Phases containing transition metals are very rare. Fe3+ contain¬

ing phases have been examined as the inclusion of a trivalent cation into the

perovskite B-site will result in a different distortion of the octahedra. This

distortion takes place in an attempt to adjust the bonding requirements for

the site to those of the mixed Ti4+/Fe3+ occupancy. Octahedral distortions

in perovskite type structures are known to give rise to ferroelectric character,

hence it is for this property that most of the papers to date have focussed.

There have been reported 4,5 and 6-layer Aurivillius phases containing Fe3+.

Bi7Ti3Fe302i[12] is a proposed 6-layer Aurivillius structure which has been

examined for both dielectric and magnetic properties, this proposed struc¬

ture would seem unlikely as no reports of any other 6-layer phases exist.

Magnetoelectric measurements have been carried out for Bi6Ti3Fe20i8 and

Bi5Ti3FeOi5[13], 5 and 4-layer structures. All of these papers contain inves¬

tigations into the properties of these compounds, however very little crys-

tallographic work has been performed upon them. Without in-depth studies

of the crystal structure of these phases it is difficult to comment accurately

upon their electrical and magnetic properties. Also, increasing the number

of layers in the perovskite block would make it more difficult to produce

phase pure material as the desired composition becomes more akin to the

infinite-layer, AB03 type perovskite.

The most detailed study of the crystal structure of these Fe3+ containing

systems is the work done by Kubel and Schmid[14]. This single crystal X-

ray study of the 4-layer Bi5Ti3Fe015 indicated that at room temperature
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the structure adopted Fmm2 symmetry (more commonly written as F2mm,

with c as the long axis). It was suggested that there was an orthorhombic-

orthorhombic phase transition from the non-centrosymmetric Fmm2 to the

centrosymmetric Fmmm, observed at 560 °C by optical measurement. Also

stated was the orthorhombic-tetragonal phase change at 750 °C, close to the

ferroelectric Curie temperature of 720 °C[15]. This is contrary to more re¬

cent work done on other 4-layer Aurivillius phases and on 2-layer SrBi2Ta20g

(SBT), where it has been shown that an orthorhombic to orthorhombic phase

transition corresponds to the ferroelectric transition[16]. Hence in this study

we hope to clearly identify, using neutron diffraction, the space group of the

room temperature phase and the phase transition(s) which the structure un¬

dergoes. By using powder neutron diffraction it is hoped that the space group

of the compound and it's transitions can be more clearly observed. This is

due to the superiority of neutron scattering compared to X-ray scattering in

the detection of oxygen atoms in these systems. The oxygen positions are of

vital importance when attempting to identify the octahedral rotations and

distortions taking place. Supplementary to the work done by Ismailzade an

a.c. impedance experiment has been performed in order to determine Tc-

3.4 Bi5Ti3Fe015

3.4.1 Neutron Data

Powder neutron diffraction data at 25 °C were collected on POLARIS, the

variable temperature runs were collected on HRPD, both at ISIS.
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25 °C Study

The room temperature structure proposed by Kubel and Schmid permits

movement of all the atoms along the polar a axis, however, it does not permit

rotations of the octahedra in the perovskite layer. So instead of beginning

with the 'F2mm model', A2xam, was used. It can be seen from Figure-3.18

that the F2mm space group does not adequately describe all of the peaks

found in the neutron data, particularly those peaks at approximately 2.34 A,
and 2.37 A. These additional peaks are due to the freedom of the oxygens

within the octahedra to rotate, and are indicative of a lowering of symmetry

away from face-centred. Once the basic model was entered the refinement was

begun by checking that the new lattice parameters were accurate. Once these

were acceptably close to the experimental findings, i.e. that the calculated

and experimental peaks had begun to overlap, the lattice parameters were

permitted to refine.

The next stage was to refine the atomic co-ordinates of the atoms in the unit

cell except those for the B-site cations. The B-sites were not refined due to

the scattering from mixed Ti4+ and Fe3+, the neutron scattering length (b)
for Ti4+ is -3.438 xlO-15 m, and 9.45 xlO-15 m for Fe3+. Due to there being

three times as much Ti4+ as Fe3+ the neutron scattering from the B-sites is

effectively zero, making it impossible to refine them. Positions therefore are

held at those values found for the X-ray refinement. Next the peak shape

parameters GAM-1, GAM-2 and SIG-2 were refined, followed by the thermal

parameters for all sites except the B-sites. This produced a good model,

however, on close examination of the Rietveld plot it was found that certain
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Figure 3.18: A2!am vs F2mm space groups. Upper marks; F2mm, lower

marks; A2iam

Bi5Ti3Fe015 25C A21am Hist 2

Bank 2, 2-Theta 145.0/ L-S cycle 705 Obsd. and Diff. Profiles
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Figure 3.19: BisTUFeOis, 0.4 to 2 A, 145° bank
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Bi5Ti3Fe015 25C A21arn Hist 2

Bank 2, 2-Theta 145.0, L-S cycle 705 Obsd. and Diff. Profiles
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Figure 3.20: Bi5Ti3FeOi5, 2 to 3 A, 145° bank

Bi5Ti3Fe015 25C A21am Hist 1

Bank 1, 2-Theta 90.0, L-S cycle 705 Obsd. and Diff. Profiles
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Figure 3.21: Bi5Ti3FeOi5, 2.1 to 4 A, 90° bank
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Table 3.6: Bi5Ti3FeOi5 atomic parameters from 25 °C neutron data, space

group A2iam, a = 5.4698(1) A, b = 5.4389(1) A, c = 41.197(1) A. Rwp =

0.032, x2 = 5.3, for 7878 data points and 4632 contributing reflections, 0.43
< d < 4.2 A

. ,

Atom Multiplicity x y z Uiso*100

Bil 4 0.2500001 0.2494(7) 0.000000 1.28(5)
Bi2 8 0.2381(11) 0.2446(5) 0.1045(1) 0.73(3)
Bi3 8 0.2297(8) 0.2678(5) 0.2195(1) 1.07(4)
Til2 8 0.250000 0.250000 0.450000 0.50

Ti22 8 0.250000 0.250000 0.350000 0.50

Ol 4 0.3362(11) 0.1772(9) 0.500000 0.34(8)
02 8 0.6073(9) 0.5460(7) 0.0518(1) 1.22(7)
03 8 0.3250(10) 0.3060(7) 0.4050(1) 0.72(6)
04 8 0.5325(9) 0.4854(6) 0.1385(1) 0.57(5)
05 8 0.2911(11) 0.2034(7) 0.3049(1) 1.36(8)
06 8 0.5045(8) 0.4888(6) 0.2506(1) 0.44(4)
07 8 0.0333(11) -0.0299(7) 0.0394(1) 1.17(6)
08 8 0.0832(9) 0.0323(6) 0.1469(1) 0.43(5)

1. Fixed to define origin of polar axis

2. Occupancy fixed to 0.75 Ti / 0.25 Fe
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Figure 3.22: Bi5Ti3FeOi5 Cell View Along [110]
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Table 3.7: Bi5Ti3FeOi5 bond lengths at 25 °C

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bil 01 3.148(6) Bi2 02 3.388(4) Bi3 05 2.606(5)
Bil 01 2.374(7) Bi2 02 2.554(4) Bi3 05 3.235(5)
Bil 01 2.299(6) Bi2 03 2.310(5) Bi3 05 3.247(4)
Bil 01 3.231(6) Bi2 03 3.246(5) Bi3 05 2.596(4)
Bil 02 3.314(4) Bi2 03 2.464(5) Bi3 06 2.313(4)
Bil 02 2.531(4) Bi2 03 3.115(5) Bi3 06 2.217(4)
Bil 02 2.531(4) Bi2 04 2.502(4) Bi3 06 2.233(4)
Bil 02 3.314(4) Bi2 04 2.318(4) Bi3 06 2.466(4)
Bil 07 2.520(5) Bi2 07 3.268(4)
Bil 07 2.542(5) Bi2 07 3.341(3)
Bil 07 2.542(5) Bi2 08 2.259(4)
Bil 07 2.520(5) Bi2 08 2.981(4)

peaks were not being fitted accurately. This was examined and attributed

to a false minimum created by the oxygen displacements. The oxygen atom

(08) in the refinement was moved by GSAS to below 0 for both the x and

y co-ordinates and stabilised below that value at the false minimum. The

true values were in fact higher than 0 and if started above 0 will stabilise

there in what is an improved fit to the data, shown as Figures-3.19 to 3.21.

The final structural model is tabulated in Tables-3.4.1 and 3.4.1, and shown

as Figure-3.22. It is difficult to comment upon the octahedral distortions of

the perovskite layer as it was not possible to accurately identify a definite

position for the B-site cations. It is probable that the Fe3+ and Ti4+ do

not actually occupy an absolutely identical position and are in fact on very

slightly different positions favoured by their valencies. Due to this and the

lack of strong scattering from the B-sites, analysis of the octahedral tilting

is limited to examining the octahedra in relation to each other.
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Mirror

Figure 3.23: Effect of the mirror plane on octahedral rotations in the per-

ovskite block of BisTiaFeOis

It can be observed that the octahedra of the perovskite block must obey

the symmetry of the space group. Therefore the two inner octahedra must

be mirror images of one another, also the outer octahedra must display the

same behaviour. Here the outer octahedra can be seen to be rotating in

the opposite direction to the inner octahedra. In notation analogous to that

by Glazer[17] the octahedra can be described as being - + along the c-

axis. This is highlighted in Figure-3.23. Next, the compound was examined

using variable temperature powder neutron diffraction to examine the phase

change(s) present.
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Elevated Temperature Study

Data were collected at temperatures up to and including 800 °C, this is high

enough to identify accurately the lattice transitions. The model used for the

refinements up to and including 700 °C was the A2iam model from the room

temperature refinement, above 700 °C the tetragonal I4/mmm space group

is assigned. It can be seen from Figure-3.24 that the additional peaks due to

the orthorhombic distortion are present at both 650 °C and 700 °C but not at

750 °C. The data were examined carefully to see if the first phase transition

reported by Kubel and Schmid (approximately 560 °C) could be identified.

Clearly from Figure-3.25 and Table-3.4.1 there is no merging of the a and b

axes. There is a slight decrease in the quality of the fit to the data arround 560

°C, which is assumed to be due to the diminishing intensity of the weaker

orthorhombic peaks. The plot of the c-axis against temperature (Figure-

3.26) was examined, for a change in the slope of the graph similar to that

found for the 2-layer Sr0.85Bi2.iTa2O9. For Sro.85Bi2.iTa209 an orthorhombic

to orthorhombic phase transition can be observed by the change in slope at

the point where the phase change occurs. This change in slope is not present

and neither is the slight increase in orthorhombicity found for the 2-layer

analogue.

Due to the lack of any change in the slope of the c-axis (Figure-3.26) or

an increase in the orthorhombicity (Figure-3.27), there is no evidence from

the variable temperature powder neutron diffraction data for an intermedi¬

ate phase transition. Due to this it would appear likely that the structure

undergoes a ferroelectric transition at the orthorhombic to tetragonal phase
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Bi5Ti3FeO!5 at 700C Hist 2
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Figure 3.24: Bi5Ti3Fe015 phase transition show by orthorhombic peaks

present in 650 °C and 700 °C, A2!am refinements, e.g. at 2.47 and 2.479

A, no longer present in 750 °C, 14/mmm, refinement.
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Figure 3.25: Bi5Ti3FeOi5, a and b vs temperature
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Figure 3.26: BisTisFeOis, c vs temperature
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Figure 3.27: Bi5Ti3FeOi5, orthorhombicity (2(a-b)/(a+b)) vs temperature
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Figure 3.28: Bi5Ti3FeOi5, Bi3 apical Bi-0 bond lengths vs. temperature
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Table 3.8: Bi5Ti3FeOi5 Variable Temperature Lattice Data

Temp. Sp. Grp. a b c x2
150 A2iam 5.47035(6) 5.44453(5) 41.2993(5) 1.597

250 A2iam 5.47299(6) 5.44845(5) 41.3444(5) 1.611

350 A21am 5.47674(6) 5.45418(5) 41.4142(5) 1.532

450 A2iam 5.47950(5) 5.45956(5) 41.4864(4) 1.455

500 A2iam 5.48130(4) 5.46373(3) 41.5425(3) 2.653

550 A2iam 5.48268(4) 5.46677(3) 41.5879(3) 1.921

600 A2iam 5.48418(3) 5.47017(3) 41.6373(2) 3.428

650 A2iam 5.48518(4) 5.47500(4) 41.6983(3) 5.423

700 A2iam 5.48367(6) 5.47985(7) 41.7604(3) 3.687

750 I4/mmm 3.88035(2) a 41.8076(4) 5.328

800 I4/mmm 3.88335(2) a 41.8431(4) 4.266

transition. It can be considered that there is no phase transition present

at 560°C therefore the ferroelectric phase transition would be expected at

720°C. The transition that Kubel and Schmid published may have appeared

due to the incorrect assignment of the space group for the lower temperature

data.

From the change in the apical Bi-0 bond lengths, i.e. interlayer Bi3 to apical

O of perovskite block, it should be possible to determine whether the phase

transition is first or second-order. If the bond lengths are continuous in their

change as they approach Tc then the change is second-order. Were the bond

lengths not to change in a continuous fashion, but were instead to change

suddenly then the transition would be first-order. From the plot of the Bi-0

apical bond lengths (Figure-3.28) it can be seen that the transition is very

difficult to define. Two of the bond lengths appear to show a first-order

transition and the other two bond lengths show a second-order transition.

It has been noted that the first and second-order transitions as are defined
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classically are extremes. A first order transition may show some continuous

change, this makes this method for the determination of the phase change

open to some degree of interpretation. From the plot of apical Bi-0 bond

lengths it could be inferred that the phase transition is first-order. Therefore

an intermediate phase, such as Amam as observed for Sro.85Bi2.iTa20g, would

not be expected.

Examining the effect of increasing temperature on the structure can be done

by examining the Bi-0 bond lengths. From these bond lengths the first-order

nature of the phase transition will be apparent. Examining the change in

the environment around the two 12-coordinate perovskite A-sites will demon¬

strate the effect of temperature at the local structural level. The bonds of

the inner Bi3+ site can be plotted against temperature for the bonds in the

Bi-0 plane and for the bonds to oxygen ions in the Ti-0 plane, above and

below. From Figure-3.29 it is observed that the in-plane bonding, whilst not

constrained by symmetry to be two pairs of equivalent bonds, appears to

deviate only slightly from this arrangement. The increase in temperature

has very little influence on the bonds until 700 °C where the bonds appear

to be converging, at 750 °C, when the refinement is tetragonal, they are con¬

strained equal. From these bond lengths it would appear as if the structure

is undergoing a first-order transition. Figure-3.30 shows the plot of the out

of plane bonding. Here, as the oxygens are placed on either side of an atom

lying on a mirror-plane then the bond lengths will mirror one another. This

results as can be seen from the plot, in four different sets of bond lengths,

shown as Figure-3.31. It is interesting to note that there appears to be one

distinctly longer bond length and three shorter distances. In this case the
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Figure 3.29: Bi5Ti3FeOi5, Bil equatorial bond lengths vs temperature
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Figure 3.30: Bi5Ti3FeOi5, Bil to 02 and 07, bond lengths vs temperature
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Figure 3.31: BisTisFeOis, plan view of inner perovskite octahedra, showing

off-centre displacement of Bil

Bi is positioned closer on the afr-plane to one oxygen, the distortion of the

B06 octahedra brings two other oxygens closer and one is necessarily fur¬

ther away. The behaviour of these bonds, and therefore the Bi3+ ion, is not

discretely first-order, but appears predominantly so. In Figure-3.30 there

are two pairs of bond lengths, one indicated by a X shape and the other

by a triangle. These two bond lengths appear relatively unchanged by the

increase in temperature, though they are slowly converging. The other two

pairs, indicated as a cross and a dash, show a much larger effect and can be

observed to converge also. The behaviour being more pronounced due to the

large difference in the lower temperature bond lengths. The final tetragonal

bond length is an approximate average of the two converged distances and

corresponds to a definite discontinuity.
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For the outer Bi3+ site, Bil, the bonding is more complex as it is possible to

have 12 different bond lengths. For ease of analysis these have been plotted

as three graphs, corresponding to the three different oxygen positions found

in the final tetragonal refinements. These correspond to the bonding in the

plane and to the bond from above the Bi-0 plane and also from below. The

plot of the in-plane bonding, Figure-3.32, shows that the bonds are, though

not constrained to be so, approximately 'paired'. This is similar to the inner

Bi site, however, unlike the inner Bi site there is a definite gradual merging

of these two pairs. The discontinuity of a first-order transition is harder

to discern, indeed it is not possible to confidently describe this as showing

first-order behaviour. The plot of the bonding to the oxygens in the inner

B06 octahedra, Figure-3.33, shows that there are three longer bonds and one

shorter one. The longer bonds are expected, as the perovskite block cations

are all shifted along c towards the Bi^C^ interlayer. Correspondingly in the

plot of the bonds to the oxygens in the outer BC>6 octahedra, Figure-3.34,

there are three shorter bonds and one longer.

What is observed is behaviour not unlike that of the Bil site. Figure-3.33

shows that the shorter bond and one of the longer bonds appear to converge

prior to the tetragonal phase change. As with the inner Bi site the other

two bond distances are relatively unchanged. For Figure-3.34 the description

is very similar, here the longer bond and one of the shorter bonds converge

before Tc, the other two bonds remaining similar. In both of the out of plane

plots the bonding appears to show some first-order and some second-order

behaviour. It is noted that it is not unusual for a first-order transition to

display some second-order behaviour.
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Figure 3.35: Bi5Ti3FeOi5 a.c. impedance plot

Data from an a.c. impedance experiment were measured over three sweeps,

two in an increasing temperature gradient and one on a decreasing slope.

The data obtained have been plotted as the curve of the sample permittivity

against temperature, shown a Figure-??. Clearly the curve has a maximum

point at around 710 - 720 °C. This is the ferrroelectric Curie temperature

(Tc) and coincides with the temperature of the phase transition from A2xam

to I4/mmm.

3.5 Summary

The powder X-ray diffraction study of the Ga3+ doped phases shows that it is

very difficult to obtain phase purity. For the two series BaBi4Ti3_xGaxOi5_x/2
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and Bi2Sr2Nb2Tii_xGaxOi2-x/2 it has been demonstrated experimentally
that a phase pure compound has not been established, even for doping as low

as x = 0.2. The main impurity phase in these reactions has been established

as BI2O3, itself a very well known and good oxide ion conductor. With the

presence of an oxide ion conductor, the main Aurivillius phase, the exact

composition of which is still unknown, cannot be assumed to be an oxide ion

conductor.

The 4-layer Aurivillius phase BaBbiT^O^ has been identified in the F2mrn

setting using powder neutron diffraction. It is clear from the ferroelectric

behaviour of this material that it cannot be I4/mmm. However, at the

time of writing this another paper has been published on the structure of

BaBi4TLiOi5[18], this time reported in space group A2iam. In this paper

no attempt to identify the validity of A2iam versus F2mm has been made.

Although it is noted that the A2jam model fits the data well, it is possible

that this is due to the large number of variables that the lower symmetry

structure permits.

The structure of Bi5Ti3FeOi5 has been established as having A2jam sym¬

metry at less than 750 °C. The material has been identified as undergoing

only one transition; from orthorhombic to tetragonal at Tc- Both of these

findings are contrary to the single crystal study of Kubel and Schmid. The

incorrect identification of the compound in F2mm can be attributed to the

use of X-ray data. The additional phase transition observed is also thought to

have been due to incorrect assignment of the lower temperature space group.

The Tc has been confirmed to be 720 °C by a.c. impedance spectroscopy, in

accordance with previous work.
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Chapter 4

Mixed Layer Aurivillius Phases

The mixed layer Aurivillius phases are not particularly well studied struc¬

turally. The main work has been performed on Bi7Ti4Nb02i[l], a structure

which is an intergrowth of the 2-layer Bi3TiNb09 and the 3-layer Bi4Ti30i2.

This structure is referred to as an A2 A3 phase, to represent the 2-layer Au-

rivillus then 3-layer Aurivillius blocks. The work performed in this study has

been on two Al A2 phases, Bi5TiNbWOis and Bi5Nb30i5. Powder neutron

diffraction studies have been performed on all three samples. TEM images

and electron diffraction of the Bi5TiNbWOis phase have also been performed.

4.1 Bi5TiNbW015

The Bi5TiNbWOi5 phase is an intergrowth of Bi2W06 and Bi3TiNb09. Of

interest in this sample is whether the W6+ is present in the single layer of

perovskite, in the double layer or disordered over both. Arguments as to

why ordering should occur are discussed later. There are very few papers

which mention Bi5TiNbWOis[2], and to date 110 structural studies have been

performed.
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X-ray Data

The X-ray powder diffraction pattern was examined in space group I2cm,

based on the model of Bi7Ti4Nb02i (a fuller description of the construction

of this model is given later). The full refinement plot is shown in Figure-4.1,

which reveals no visible impurities. Therefore the sample was taken forward

to be analysed using powder neutron diffraction.

XnAiUL Wka

Figure 4.1: Full XRD refinement plot of BisTiNbWOis in space group I2cm

Neutron Diffraction Data

The neutron diffraction data were collected at ISIS on the POLARIS diffrac-

tometer. The refinements were carried out using both the backscattering

and 90° banks. The model proposed from the X-ray diffraction based on the

I2cm model for the A2 A3 phase Bi7Ti4Nb02i was used as a starting point

for the neutron refinements.
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The I2cm model for Bi7Ti4Nb02i[l] was obtained using powder neutron and

electron diffraction. The structure has the Ti4+ cation of the inner octahedra

of the A3 block on the z = 0 and 0.5 positions along c. The c-axis is defined by

the inclusion of two A2 and two A3 blocks. This is referred to as a 'doubling'

of the c-axis leading to the I-centred cell observed. The model of the Al A2

phase was based on this by placing the B-site of the Al block on the z = 0

and 0.5 positions along c. The c-axis was shortened to an appropriate length

(for A2A3 c ~ 58 A, for A1A2 /-N-/ 41 A) and the relative atomic postions were

based around those for BiyT^NbC^i, see Figure-4.6 for atomic labelling.

The permitted reflections of the I2cm model were co-incident with the posi¬

tions of intensity in the neutron data and it appeared that the structure could

be described as I2cm. The analysis proceeded with the refinement of the lat¬

tice parameters, SIG-1 and GAM-1 profile coefficients for both histograms,

a preferred orientation correction along the c-axis, the atomic positions and

their isotropic thermal parameters. At this point in the refinement it is noted

that the thermal parameters of the mixed Nb/Ti site and the W site, the

two sites being identified as those of the two constituent Aurivillius phases,

are constrained to be equal. The fit obtained from the refinement of these

parameters is good, the atomic positions and the thermal parameters are

generally very good, except that some of the thermal parameters are slightly

larger than ideal. The Bi3 and 01 sites in particular have large thermal

factors, see Table-4.1 for details.

To ensure that the large thermal parameters, observed for Bi3 and 01, were

not due to the refinement finding a false minimum, a manual search was

performed. Atoms were manually moved 'down' from the special position
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Bi5TiNbW015 Hist 1

Bank 2, 2-Theta 145.0, L-S cycle 350 Cbsa. and Diff. Profiles

Figure 4.2: Bi5TiNbWOi5 neutron refinement. 145 0 0.4 to 3 A

Bi5TiNbWOl5 Hist 1

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

D-spacing, A

Figure 4.3: Bi5TiNbWOi5 neutron refinement, 145 0 0.4 to 1.7 A
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Figure 4.4: Bi5TiNbW015 neutron refinement, 145 ° 1.7 to 3 A

Bx5TiNbW015 Hist 2

Ban}; 1, 2-Theta 90.0, L-S cycle 350 Obsd. and Diff. Profiles

Figure 4.5: Bi5TiNbWOi5 neutron refinement, 90 ° Bank 3 to 4 A
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()6 O?

Figure 4.6: View along the [1 1 0] direction of BisTiNbWOis
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and refined to see where the refinement stabilises. If it stabilises at the same

position then no false minimum has been found. If it stabilises at a value

'down' from the special position, then a comparison of the two minima in the

refinement must be made to find the correct result. In this case the refinement

always returned the same result, so it is taken as the final refinement, given

as Figures-4.2 to 4.5.

Thermal parameters for the 01 atom were changed to anisotropic to see along

which axis the scattering was present. It was found that the scattering was

larger along both a and b than along c. 01 is in the plane of the W1 atom, it

is noted that W1 has a very small thermal coefficient. An attempt to refine

the thermal parameters for the W site separate to that for the Ti/Nb site was

made, to see if the constraint was creating an artificially small W scattering.

The result was a large thermal parameter for 01 and a small value for Wl.

So the constraint was reinserted.

It was decided that the thermal parameters of the Bi3 and 01 whilst being

larger than would be desired, were not able to be reduced. The sites are not

symmetrically constrained so no lowering of the symmetry would seem to

help, no false minima were identified. The refinement was attempted with the

thermal parameters anisotropic and this was found to be unsuccessful with

the ellipsoids becoming non-positive-definite, also this refinement involves

approximately 130 parameters, which is an unacceptably large amount. The

filial refinement is therefore the isotropic I2cm model, given as Table-4.1 and

Figure-4.6with selected bond lengths given as Table-4.2.
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Table 4.1: BisTiNbWOis atomic parameters from 25 °C neutron data, space
group I2cm, a = 5.4231(2) A, b = 5.4027(2) A, c = 41.744(1) A. RWP =

0.041, x2 — 19-48, for 7792 data points and 5079 contributing reflections,
0.43 < d < 4.16 A

Name Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bil 8 0.543(1) 0.016(1) 0.0671(1) 1.1(1)
Bi2 8 0.027(1) -0.009(1) 0.1286(1) 1.4(1)
Bi3 4 0.035(2) 0.010(1) 0.250000 3.4(1)
W1 4 0.014(2) 0.000000 0.000000 0.1(1)

Nb/Ti2 8 0.502(3) -0.035(2) 0.1983(2) 0.1(1)
01 8 0.270(2) 0.231(3) -0.0059(2) 5.7(2)
02 8 -0.057(1) 0.057(1) 0.0440(2) 1.8(1)
03 8 0.261(2) 0.241(1) 0.0992(1) 0.32(9)
04 8 0.753(2) 0.755(1) 0.0975(1) 0.1(1)
05 8 0.480(2) -0.042(1) 0.1543(1) 1.2(1)
06 8 0.180(1) 0.204(1) 0.1979(1) 0.3(1)
07 8 0.774(1) 0.787(1) 0.2074(1) -0.1(1)
08 4 0.460(2) 0.060(2) 0.250000 1.7(2)

4.1.1 Electron Microscopy

One interesting result is the location of the Ti, Nb and W cations. Earlier, it

was stated that the refinement began with the W in the l-layer site and the

Ti and Nb in the 2-layer site. The final refinement preserved this ordering

of the cations. One argument for such ordering is based on the charges of

certain blocks within the system, proposed by Zhou[3, 4]. The theory is that

if there is no charge present when the charges of the neighbouring blocks are

summed then there is no need for a structural distortion. However, if the

sum of charges on neighbouring blocks do not equal zero then the structure

will distort to isolate the areas of higher charge. This results in a stepped

structure as shown in Figure-4.7. These steps occur for Aurivillius phases
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Table 4.2: Bi5TiNbWOi5 bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bil 02 3.397(7) Bi2 03 2.229(5) Bi3 06 2.537(6) x 2
Bil 02 2.385(8) Bi2 03 2.383(6) Bi3 06 3.270(7) x 2
Bil 02 3.275(8) Bi2 04 2.347(6) Bi3 07 2.569(6) x 2
Bil 02 2.568(9) Bi2 04 2.223(5) Bi3 07 2.736(8) x 2
Bil 03 2.360(6) Bi2 05 3.171(8) Bi3 08 3.12(1)
Bil 03 2.228(7) Bi2 05 2.672(8) Bi3 08 2.34(1)
Bil 04 2.219(7) Bi2 05 2.662(8) Bi3 08 3.13(1)
Bil 04 2.492(6) Bi2 05 3.177(8) Bi3 08 2.33(1)

bond length A bond length A
W1 01 1.90(1) Nb2 05 1.85(1)
W1 01 1.90(1) Nb2 06 2.17(2)
W1 01 1.99(1) Nb2 06 1.99(2)
W1 01 1.99(1) Nb2 07 1.79(2)
W1 02 1.895(6) Nb2 07 1.93(2)
wi 02 1.895(6) Nb2 08 2.23(1)
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Figure 4.7: Possible BisTiNbWOis structures from charge ordering.

and have been documented for the A1 A2 structure BisNbaOisfS]. From

this charge ordering argument it would be expected that, if the structure

is ordered, as is suggested from the X-ray diffraction data, then the bulk

structure would not be stepped. To examine the structure for any domains

of stepped defect, and to confirm the bulk structure, electron microscopy was

performed by Dr Wuzong Zhou.

The view of the structure down the long c-axis shows no discernible defect

structure, see Figure-4.8. However, in this case, as the structure is over¬

lapping regularly, it is not expected that a defect would be observed even

if one were present. The defect can only be observed looking along either

of the two short axes. Figure-4.9 shows a regular structure for the bulk

of BisTiNbWOis and it is this kind of structure that is observed for most

of the particles examined by the microscope. This agrees with the model

established from the powder neutron diffraction data. Also observed, very

occasionally, in small domains of certain particles are stepped structures.

Some of the stepped structures look similar to those previously published by

\mo2 2
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Figure 4.8: View down [001] for the bulk structure of Bi5TiNbWOis

Zhou[4] for the Bi2Nb0.5W0.5O5.75 structure. In these defects the defect is

a continuous step, shown in Figure-4.10. For some of the defects there are

stepped regions where the stepping forms a herringbone pattern, see Figure-

4.11 and Figure-4.12. The presence of these defect regions within particles,

but not as entire particles, suggests that the sample is mainly to be found

as an ordered, pure, layered compound. It also suggests that these defect

domains may be caused by an imbalance in the ratio of the B-site cations.

Alternatively, there may be some degree of disorder among the B-site cations,

leading to a less even charge distribution, then to the stepped defect struc¬

ture. The fact that these defect domains are rare and small would suggest

that the model obtained from the neutron diffraction data is correct for the

bulk average structure.

This compound is believed to be ferroelectric as, in a previous paper[5], the
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Figure 4.9: view down the a/b axis BisTiNbWOis
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Figure 4.11:

Bi5TiNbW015

An area of herringbone stepped defect structure in

Figure 4.12: A larger area (lower magnification) of the herringbone stepped

structure found in BisTiNbWOjs
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Figure 4.13: Octahedral rotations in the A2 layer of Bi5TiNbWOi5. Left,

view along tetragonal a-axis. Right, view along c-axis. Both pictures show

a 2 x 2 x 2 block of octahedra.

dielectric constant of the sample was rising with temperature. Conductivity

measurements were carried out to 400 °C, but were stopped without reaching

any maximum due to a large increase in electrode interferences. The rotations

in the 2-layer block have been examined and may be described as a~a~c+ in

Glazer[6] notation. This is the same as for the ferroelectric 2-layer Aurivillius

phases. The in-phase rotation along the c-axis is described by the mirror

plane between the two octahedra in the block. The 2-layer rotations are

shown in Figure-4.13. The body-centering of the unit cell results in the W06

octahedra at the base of the unit cell being tilted in the opposing direction

from those at the midpoint of the unit cell.

The component perovskite blocks of the BisTiNbWOis phase can be com¬

pared to the perovskite blocks in the two intergrown phases. For the Ti/Nb06
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of Ti/NbC>6 octahedra for BisTiNbWOis (left) and

BisTiNbOg (right)

Figure 4.1-5: Comparison of W06 octahedra for Bi5TiNbWOi5 (left) and

Bi2W06 (right)
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octahedra (Figure-4.14) the octahedra are clearly very similarly distorted

along the c-axis. The displacement of the Ti/Nb site within the a6-plane is

greater for the Bi5TiNbWOi5 phase than for BbTiNbOg. For the W06 octa¬

hedra the displacement along the c-axis is zero for the Bi5TiNbWOis phase

as it is constrained by a 2-fold axis. For the WC>6 octahedron in the BBWOe

phase, although there is no constraint the two corresponding bond lengths

are very similar (Figure-4.15). For the W-0 bonds within the a6-plane there

is greater distortion in the Bi2W06 phase. The Ti/Nb site is more distorted

than expected and the W site is less distorted. It may be that in order to

intergrow the two compositions, the distortions of the two perovskite blocks

have had to compromise.

4.2 BisNbsOis

The BisNbaOis phase is another Al A2 mixed-layer Aurivillius phase, but in

this case it is not composed of two previously identifiable structures. Previ¬

ously the structure was identified as having a stepped defect structure when

viewed along [010] [7]. The composition was indexed with a unit cell; a =

31.79 A, b = 5.45 A, c = 41.02 A. This represents a structure that is ordered,

with similar periodicity to Bi5TiNbWOi5 for b and c, however, the a-axis is

6\/2ao- It was noted that the nature of the structure in the a direction

means that it could be twice as large[7] as the stated cell. In the same paper

the powder X-ray diffraction data were analysed at various temperatures.

The structure was indexed as tetragonal with a = 10.936 A, which is twice

aq. It is unlikely that this is the correct indexing, the authors themselves
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point out that for a high resolution dataset they are unable to index all of

the peaks with this model. To date no accurate model of the bulk structure

has been produced. Due to the stepped nature of sections of the structure,

and the possibility of a very large unit cell, it may be that the structure is

very difficult to characterise. In this study the structure has been examined

using powder X-ray and neutron diffraction data.

4.2.1 Diffraction Data

For the X-ray diffraction data the compound could be indexed using a tetrag¬

onal cell, with a = 3.86, 5.46 or 7.73 A. It would appear that, whilst the

tetragonal model matches the X-ray data there are very few peaks from

which to get an accurate cell determination. Also the additional peaks which

are referred to previously[7] are hard to identify in the data collected here.

The sample was taken to POLARIS at ISIS to be used for powder neutron

diffraction. The data obtained from this experiment were compared against

the tetragonal models and it was found that it was not possible to index the

material as tetragonal. A check was performed to see if any of the additonal

peaks were due to other phases. This was done by displaying the permitted

reflections for the Pmmm, 'single' c-axis cell, and the Immm cell, with a

'doubled' c-axis, see Figure-4.16. It was found that certain peaks could not

be indexed by either system, therefore it is unlikely that the material is pure.

It was decided to attempt to fit an I2cm model based on the Bi5TiNbWOi5

structure. This resulted in a reasonable fit to the experimental data, as
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Figure 4.16: Plot of backscattering neutron data for Bi5Nb30i5, 2 to 3 A.
Lower tick marks are for Immm, c = 2Co- Upper tick marks are for Pmmm,

c = C0.

shown in Figure-4.17. On close inspection there were some problems with

peak fitting (Figure-4.18) probably due to the presence of a second phase.

From the data that are available it is not possible to determine unambigu¬

ously the structure of Bi5Nb30i5. However, it has been modelled well by

the I2cm structure, which would make it analogous to Bi5TiNbWOi5. The

orthorhombic distortion of the Nb5+ phase is very small, which has caused

some of the difficulty in identifying the correct model. The final model ob¬

tained is given in Table-4.3, however, no detailed analysis of the structural

distortions is performed due to the unreliable nature of these results. Given

the uneven charge distribution in the layers of the compound, it is likely that

far more of the Bi5Nb30i5 would be found as the 'staggered' phase than for
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Figure 4.17: Plot of backscattering neutron data for Bi5Nb30i5, I2cm model.
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Figure 4.18: Plot of backscattering neutron data for Bi5Nb30i5, 0.5 to 1.5

A, I2cm model.
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Table 4.3: Bi5Nb30is atomic parameters from 25 °C neutron data, space

group I2cm, a = 5.4647(7) A, b = 5.4612(8) A, c = 41.840(2) A. Rwp —

0.0627, x2 — 49.85, for 7792 data points and 5184 contributing reflections,
0.43 < d < 4.16 A

Name Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bit 8 0.498(2) -0.003(3) 0.0644(2) 4.4(2)
Bi2 8 -0.006(2) -0.010(2) 0.1274(1) 1.49(9)
Bi3 4 0.010(3) -0.043(4) 0.250000 4.2(3)
Nbl 4 -0.014(2) 0.000000 0.000000 0.49(6)
Nb2 8 0.489(2) 0.011(2) 0.1959(1) 0.49(6)
01 8 0.287(2) 0.200(2) -0.0035(3) 0.8(2)
02 8 -0.088(2) -0.010(3) 0.0462(2) 1.9(2)
03 8 0.246(4) 0.266(3) 0.0978(3) 2.6(3)
04 8 0.730(2) 0.740(2) 0.0985(2) -0.48(7)
05 8 0.445(4) 0.045(4) 0.1522(3) 4.2(4)
06 8 0.240(3) 0.270(2) 0.2083(2) 1.0(2)
07 8 0.703(2) 0.720(3) 0.2046(2) 0.7(2)
08 4 0.416(4) -0.060(5) 0.250000 4.0(6)

Bi5TiNbWOis
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Chapter 5

Lanthanides in Aurivillius
Phases

Aurivillius phases are known to be potential 'fatigue free' ferroelectrics, suit¬

able for use in devices such as smart card memory. Two papers in Nature have

highlighted the possibilities of such materials, one reporting SrB^Ta^Ogfl]

and the other[2] reporting Bi4_xLaxTi30i2- It is on the materials with lan¬

thanum doping that this chapter focuses. Two solid solutions have been

investigated, the 2-layer, Bi3_xLaxTiNbOg and the 3-layer, Bi4_xLaxTi30i2.

5.1 Bi3_xLaxTiNbOg

The solid solution Bi3_xLaxTiNbOg was prepared for values x = 0, 0.2, 0.4,

0.6, 0.8 and 1. The samples were analysed by powder X-ray and neutron

diffraction, perfomed on HRPD at ISIS. It was believed that the samples

would gradually decrease in orthorhombicity with increasing La3+ content.

At some value of x a phase change was anticipated, from A2iam to I4/mmm.

Previously recorded dielectric measurements on the series[3] had shown that

at x = 0.8, it becomes difficult to discern a maximum in the plot of e vs
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temperature, indicating the loss of ferroelectric behaviour.

5.1.1 Bi3TiNb09

The undoped phase has previously been studied using single crystal X-ray

and electron diffraction methods[4]. The setting used here to describe the

structure is different to the prior report. The structure used for the refine¬

ment is based on the model of SrBi2Nb209 as given by Blake et al[5]. The

atomic coordinates of the final model obtained are displayed as Table-5.1 and

as Figure-5.1 and a plot of the final refinement is given as Figure-5.2.

Table 5.1: BiaTiNbOg atomic parameters from 25 °C HRPD data, space

group A2!am, a = 5.44150(4) A, b = 5.40299(4) A, c = 25.1057(2) A. R^/p
= 0.082, x2 — 5.22, for 4270 data points and 4495 contributing reflections,
0.70 < d < 2.5 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso x 100

Bil 4 0.195(1) 0.7607(6) 0.500000 1.07(4)
Bi2 8 0.204(1) 0.7315(4) 0.69903(6) 1.07(4)

Ti/Nb1 8 0.250000 0.241(2) 0.5873(2) -0.5(2)
01 4 0.288(2) 0.1815(8) 0.500000 0.8(1)
02 8 0.257(2) 0.3040(5) 0.6595(1) 1.03(8)
03 8 0.473(2) 0.5062(6) 0.2500(1) 0.60(6)
04 8 0.481(2) 0.5333(6) 0.5680(1) 0.63(7)
05 8 0.562(2) 0.0500(7) 0.5853(1) 0.97(8)

1
occupancy is 0.5 Nb5+ / 0.5 Ti4+

There are no fundamental problems with the model. It is noted, however,

that the thermal parameter for the Ti/Nb site has gone slightly negative.

This model was used to give a starting structure for the La3+ doped compo¬

sitions.
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Figure 5.1: Bi3TiNbO() structure; bismuth is blue, oxygen is red and the
TiOg octahedra are in purple
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Figure 5.2: Bi3TiNbOg neutron refinement plot, 0.7 to 2.5 A. Tick marks are

for A2iam

For the x = 0.2 doped phase the compound was indexed as A21am. The

structure was refined using a combined X-ray and neutron refinement, utilis¬

ing an X-ray histogram, and the backscattering and 90° banks of the HRPD

diffractometer at ISIS. This was deemed necessary to identify the level of

disorder in the mixed Bi3+/La3+ sites. The discrimination between Bi3+ and

La3+ using neutron data is limited as the scattering factors are 8.532 x 10~15

m and 8.24 x 10~15 m, repectively. To successfully perform a combined X-

ray and neutron refinement it may be necessary to perform an absorption

correction for the X-ray data. It was found for this dataset, and all others in

this chapter, that this was not necessary. The refinements can be performed

5.1.2 Bi2.8Lao.2TiNbOg
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as normal, except that the diffractometer constant, DIFC, is switched on for

both the neutron histograms to avoid compromising the values of the unit

cell parameters.

From Figures-5.3 and 5.4 it is clear that there is a second phase present in the

x = 0.2 sample. This was unexpected at such a low dopant level. Examining

the X-ray diffraction data (Figure-5.5) there is no obvious impurity present.

At this point the impurity cannot be identified and it is uncertain if it is only

present in the neutron data, possibly due to an unclean sample can.

Already the effect of the La3+ doping can be observed, there is a small de¬

crease in the c-axis length and there is a large reduction of the orthorhom-

bicity. These changes will be discussed in a more detailed fashion later. It

is noted that the La3+ occupancy is given as -0.097 for the Bi/La2 site, this

has been retained to highlight the difficulties in refining such a small dopant

level. It is assumed that the refined levels can be approximated to an ordered

structure with all of the La3+ located in the perovskite block, i.e. Bil site.

5.1.3 Bi2 6Lao 4TiNbOg

The x = 0.4 phase was also refined using the polar A2iam space group.

Examining the backscattering bank/shown as Figure-5.6, an impurity similar

to that for the x = 0.2 phase is observed. Examining Figure-5.7 it is clear

that this impurity is not identifiable in the X-ray data. It seems unlikely

that the impurity is due to an unclean sample can for both samples, far more

likely is that this is some systematic impurity phase. The impurity remains

unknown due to a lack of clearly identifiable peaks. Still observable, from
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Figure 5.3: B^Lao^TiNbOg neutron refinement plot, 0.7 to 2.5 A, backscat-

tering bank. Tick marks are for A2iam
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Figure 5.4: B^.sLacmTiNbOg neutron refinement plot, 1.8 to 2.5 A, showing
the impurity peaks. Tick marks are for A2xam
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Figure 5.5: B^.sLao^TiNbOg X-ray refinement plot, showing no impurity

peaks. Tick marks are for A2iam

Figure-5.6, are the superstructure peaks which indicate the orthorhombic

supercell, which requires the A2jam symmetry. Again the Bi/La2 site has

a negative occupancy of La, this is assumed to indicate an ordering of the

perovskite A-site and the [B^C^] layer site.

For the x = 0.6 phase the orthorhombic distortion is reduced to almost zero.

It would appear from the plot of the neutron data that there is still some

orthorhombic distortion present in the sample, observable as superlattice

reflections, observable in Figure-5.8. Also, the impurity that was found for

both the x = 0.2 and x = 0.4 sample does not appear to be present in this

5.1.4 B^Lao.eTiNbOg
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Figure 5.6: B^.eLao^TiNbOg neutron refinement plot, backscattering data,

from 1.8 to 2.5 A. Tick marks are for A2iam
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Figure 5.7: B^Lao^TiNbOg X-ray refinement plot, showing no impurity

peaks. Tick marks are for A2xam
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Figure 5.8: B^^Lao.gTiNbOg neutron refinement plot, backscattering bank,

1.8 to 2.5 A. Tick marks are for A2iam

5.1.5 Bi2.2Lao.8TiNb09

The x = 0.8 sample was the most difficult to justify as either the orthorhombic

or the tetragonal phase. However, during refinement the lattice parameters

were verjr close to tetragonal. Also the additional orthorhombic peaks could

not be seen as clearly as for the x = 0.6. Analysis was complicated by

some small impurity peaks in the same region as the superstructure peaks.

However, the structure was refined as 14/mmm, shown as Figure-5.9, as the

use of the lower symmetry A2iam, could not be justified,

ft can be seen by examining the Rietveld plots for the refinements, that the

fit to the intensity of the main peak, just below 2.3 A, is decreasing in quality
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Figure 5.9: B^Lao.gTiNbOg neutron refinement plot, backscattering bank,

1.8 to 2.5 A. Tick marks are for I4/mmm

with increasing x. The reason for this is unknown, it could be that there is

some overlapping intensity with the impurity phase. The shape of the peak

may also be changing, so the refined peak shape coefficients are not correctly

fitting the experimental profiles.

A potential problem with the refinements could be the ALPHA-1 parame¬

ter, which was manually adjusted. The ALPHA-1 value is specified in an

instrument parameter file supplied by ISIS. On the visit to HRPD. where

most of the data in this chapter were collected, the normalization procedure

had been altered to an automated sequence, included in the Ariel software.

The change of normalization procedure resulted in a change of instrument

parameter file. The manual adjustment was necessary as the peak shapes

given by the ALPHA-1, in the new instrument parameter file, gave peak
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shapes where the curve diverged; into the separate Gaussian and Lorentzian

parts (for a fuller explanation on peak profiles see Section-2.1.5). Examining
the new and old instrument parameter files; the ALPHA-1 value in the new

hie was approximately one order of magnitude larger than the old value. For

this reason the value was manually reset from 2.56 to 0.256. This resulted

in an immediate improvement to the fit of the data, however, the value of

ALPHA-1 could still be incorrect. Attempts were made to refine ALPHA-1

to compensate for this, but these were unsuccessful.

5.1.6 B^LaTiNbOg

For the x = 1 sample it appears, without ambiguity, to be metrically tetrag¬

onal and not orthorhombic. From Figure-5.10 it is clear that there is also a

small amount of an impurity phase present. It is also clear that the fit to

the most intense reflection is much better for this sample. Whatever strain

has been caused on either side of the phase transition may account for the

diminishing quality of the fit to the most intense peak. It does appear un¬

likely that it is an effect of the impurity phase, as this is least prevalent for

the x = 0.8 sample, where the fit to the main peak is of lowest quality.

5.1.7 Comparison of Laa+ Doped Samples

Having looked at each of the refinements individually, here the trends occur-

ing with doping are analysed. The results are presented in graphical form.

Tables of these values and the experimental models are given in the appen¬

dices.
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Figure 5.10: Bi2LaTiNbOg neutron refinement plot, backscattering bank, 1.8

to 2.5 A. Tick marks are for I4/mmm

The Unit Cell

The effect of the doping on the unit cell can be examined through the unit

cell parameters. For the plot of a and b against x (Figure-5.11) the graph

shows a gradual merging of the lattice parameters. A more subtle point is the

slightly anomalous a and b parameters for the x = 0.6, both values appear

higher than may have been expected. However, the a for x = 0.6 is still

larger than b. This is important as it is sometimes found that models near

an orthorhombic to tetragonal phase transition have the values of a and b

'crossing over'. In these cases the refinement is having difficulty identifying

the orthorhombic nature of the sample. For the x = 0.6 sample this was not a

problem, hence, the result is taken as valid. It is possible that the unexpected
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size of the x = 0.6 cell can be explained by the poor quality of the fit to the

most intense peak in the refinement. This fit may be symptomatic of a

small discrepancy in the lattice parameters caused by the combined neutron

and X-ray refinement, and a potential impurity phase. For the c-axis the

behaviour is much simpler, Figure-5.12 clearly shows a linear decrease in the

value of c. For the plot of unit cell volume against x, Figure-5.13 clearly

shows the effect of the unexpectedly large a and b values for x = 0.6. Here

the plot shows the large volume of the unit cell of x — 0.6, which is larger

than even the x = 1 phase. Splitting the change in the c-axis length into the

perovskite block, Figure-5.14, and non-perovskite section, Figure-5.15. The

perovskite block encompases the octahedra height from 02 to 02, the non

perovskite space is the remaining cell height. The two plots show that the

contraction in the structure along c is almost entirely due to the contraction

of the perovskite block and at higher values of x, a small contraction in the

[Bi202] layer site.

B-site Bonding Environment

In the orthorhombic structures, where octahedral tilting is permitted, there

are six distinct bond distances. For the tetragonal model the bonds in the

the Ti-0 plane are all equivalent. In Figure-5.16 the two apical bonds are

represented by a square and a diamond. The square is the long bond to

the oxygen linking the polyhedra and the short bond is that to the oxygen

adjacent to the [B^C^] layer.
The in-plane bonds are behaving as two pairs, one pair is represented by the

star and the cross. These start out far apart from one another and come
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together as the doping increases, this indicates that initially the Ti4+ is off

centre towards one of the oxygens, creating a long and short bond within the

plane. The other pair are represented by the triangle and the circle. The

lengths of these bonds begin as close together, they then spread apart as

the oxygens rotate and the Ti4+ moves. Then as the structure becomes less

distorted they become gradually more similar.

For the equatorial bond angles there is no discernible pattern to be seen

in Figure-5.17. However, it can be observed that the introduction of La3+

into the system creates a greater distortion in the equatorial bond angles.

From the axial bond angles there is a clear trend as the octahedra become

more regular as the La3+ content is increased, given as Figure-5.18. As for the

equatorial bond angles the introduction of La3+ has created greater distortion

than for the undoped sample. For both the equatorial tilting (Figure-5.19)
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and the axial tilting (Figure-5.20) there is a gradual increase in the tilt angle

before x = 0.8.

A-site Bonding Environment

The A-site cation bonding environment is plotted as the in-plane and out-of-

plane Bi-0 distances against x. For the in-plane oxygens (Figure-5.21) there

are two longer Bi-0 bonds and two shorter bonds, these abruptly change

to a single bond length at the phase transition. Examining closely it can

be seen that those bond lengths represented by the cross and the triangle

are converging faster than the other two bonds. The two bonds that are

converging faster lie along the a-axis from the Bil site. The out of plane

bonding, shown as Figure-5.22, shows three very similar shorter bonds and
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one longer bond. It is noted that due to the mirror symmetry element there

are two bonds of each type present. The longer bond is steadily decreasing

and the three shorter bonds homogenise, with increasing x. There is a clearly

observable discontinuity at the orthorhombic to tetragonal phase change, in¬

dicating that as the Bil cation moves to the tetragonal position its movement

is greater along the polar a-axis.

Bi202 Site Bonding Environment

Examining the plot of the apical Bi2-02 bond lengths (Figure-5.23) there are

four distinct bond lengths, as the Bi is displaced along both a and b. The

bonds are grouped into two shorter and two longer bonds, the distortion being

slightly greater, at lower x values, for the 6-axis. The a-axis shows a slightly

higher tendency to homogenise with increasing La3+ content, however none

of the bonds vary much in length. As the bonds are consistently split into

shorter and longer bonds, the 02~ site is therefore remaining displaced along

both a and b, whilst the structure is orthorhombic. The bonding within

the [Bi2C>2] layer is shown as Figure-5.24. There is clearly one long bond

and three short bonds, indicating that the distortion is inclined towards one

corner. However, the movement of the oxygens has resulted in three bonds

of relatively equal length. With increasing La3+ content the longest bond is

seen to decrease slowly and the shorter bonds homogenise.

Lanthanum Occupancies

The lanthanum occupancies obtained by refinement are plotted in Figures-

5.25 and 5.26. It can be observed that the refinements for the x = 0.2, 0.4
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and 0.6 phases are not exact. Due to the low levels of doping no definite

value can be established. The refined values for the Bi/La2 site are below

zero, an impossibility. It is assumed that in these refinements the structure

actually has the La3+ content solely in the perovskite A-site, and that the

[Bi202] layer is composed solely of Bi3+. What appears to be suggested from

Figure-5.25 is that the orthorhombic structure does not wish to permit the

inclusion of La3+ into the [B^C^] layer. Conversely, when the La3+ content

is sufficiently large some La3+ is inserted onto the [B^C^] layer site and the

structure prefers to adopt the tetragonal symmetry.
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5.2 Bi4_xLaxTi30i2

The paper published by Park et al[2] is an examination of the composition

Bi3.25Lao.75Ti3012. This poses certain questions. In the paper no explanation

is offered as to why the composition x = 0.75 was chosen, does this have the

largest ferroelectric polarisation? Is it the most resistant to fatigue? Or is it

a good compromise to both of these? Most importantly of all is what effect

does altering the La3+ composition have on the structure and properties of

the material?

The structure of the parent BRTRO^ (BTO) phase has been well

established[6]. Within our group preliminary powder XRD refinements of

the x = 1 and x= 2 Bi4_xLaxTi30i2 structures have been published[7]. The

parent phase is an orthorhombic phase, in space group B2cb. This polar

group permits displacement of the A and B-site cations and rotations of the

octahedral sites. The x = 1 and x = 2 La3+ doped structures were sug¬

gested as I4/mmm, the 'parent' tetragonal phase, where no distortions are

permitted. The I4/mmm structures are not polar and hence are not ferro¬

electric. However, the studies on these two phases were done using powder

XRD and hence would not be expected to provide accurate oxygen positions.

For this reason a powder neutron diffraction study was performed. In a more

recent study[8] using Convergent Beam Electron Diffraction (CBED) it was

suggested that the structure of Bi3LaTi30i2 was B121, a monoclinic group.

This was based on the absence the c-axis plane of symmetry, in the CBED

experiment. As the distortion is very subtle and cannot be observed using

the diffraction techniques presented here, the B2cb model has been retained.
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5.2.1 X-ray and Neutron Diffraction Data

From the X-ray data it appeared that all of the phases were pure, though no

accurate assignment of the structure could be performed due to the limita¬

tions of using X-rays. The compositions were x = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.1,

1.3, 1.5 and, in addition, an x = 2.0 sample as made by Dr. Charles Her-

voches. Identification of the Bi/La ratio in the [B^C^] layer and perovskite

A-site were established using powder X-ray data, with the model first estab¬

lished from neutron data. This was done as there is a very small difference

between the neutron scattering lengths of Bi and La, 8.532 and 8.24 xlO~"15

m respectively. The samples were analysed on the HRPD and POLARIS

diffractometers at ISIS. HR.PD data were collected for the x = 0.3 to 1.3 and

POLARIS for the x = 0.1, 1.5 and 2.0.

The refinements began with the BAgLao.xTisO^ sample. This structure was

refined using a version of the parent structure, adjusted for the La3+ con¬

tent and the lattice parameters. Initially the structure was refined using the

backscattering bank of the neutron data only. For this refinement the frac¬

tional occupancies of the Bi/La sites were not varied. The model obtained

from this refinement was then used to perform an X-ray refinement, where

the lattice parameters, preferred orientation, zero point and peak profile co¬

efficients (GX, GY, GZ, LX) were refined. Also, the thermal parameters and

fractional occupancies of the Bi/La sites were refined, with the thermal pa¬

rameters all constrained to be equal. It was found that by using this method

of refinement for such a low quantity of La, the final occupancies were depen¬

dent on the initial starting occupancies. Clearly this was unacceptable. It
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was decided to perform a combined X-ray and neutron refinement. A problem

with this method of refinement is that the thermal parameters obtained are

affected by the absorption of the X-rays by the sample. In the case of these

refinements a correction is not required. So the combined X-ray and neutron

refinements were carried out, using the variables discussed in Section-5.1.2.

The structure was refined as A2jam without problems Figure-5.27 shows the

[110] view of the structure. For the x = 0.1 phase the orthorhombic peaks

are clearly visible in Figure-5.28.

For the samples x = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 the orthorhombic reflections

are unambiguously identified and the sample can be refined as A2iam. For

the x = 0.1 and 0.3 refinements no other phase is observed. Starting with

the x = 0.5 sample a second phase can be identified. This is identified by the

most intense peak at d = 2.30, clearly observable for x = 0.5 in Figure-5.28.

Also observable is a loss of fit to two peaks due to their merging with larger

peaks. This is seen for the reflections at around 2.36 and 2.43. For the x =

0.7 and 0.9 samples the main impurity peak is still able to be observed, also

a smaller peak at d = 2.35 is present. Whilst intensity in this position is

permitted by symmetry it is not observed for samples of lower La3+ content.

It is therefore considered to be due to some impurity phase.

For the x = 1.1 refinement (Figure-5.29) the peak at d = 2.40 is no longer

able to be observed and the peak at 2.418 is also noticably weaker. The

main impurity peak is also very weak. This suggests that the impurity is

not increasing with increasing La3+ content, and is therefore not caused by

the level of the La3+ doping. The diminishing of these peaks may be linked

to the presence of two broader peaks at 2.35 and 2.41. These peaks can
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(top to bottom) members of the series Bi4_xLarTi30i2, for 2.3 to 2.5 A. Tick
marks are for B2cb.
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also be weakly observed for the x = 0.7 phase. For the x = 1.3 phase the

impurity peaks at 2.30, 2.35 and 2.45 are all clearly observable. Both the

2.40 and 2.42 orthorhombic reflections are hard to discern, the d = 2.43 and

2.45 reflections are both clearly still present. The structure still appears to

be orthorhombic.

For the x = 1.5 and 2.0 samples (Figure-5.30) the neutron diffraction data

were collected on POLARIS at ISIS. The difference in the resolution can be

clearly observed from Figure-5.30. For the x = 1.5 sample the impurity peak

at d = 2.30 is still present. Also present are the orthorhombic reflections at

d = 2.43 and 2.45, hence, the structure was refined as A2iam. For the x =

2.0 sample the impurtiy peak at 2.30 is present, however, the orthorhombic

supercell peaks have gone. The structure now appears to be tetragonal, and

was refined as I4/mmm.

5.2.2 Effect of Composition on Structure

Unit Cell

The a and b parameters versus composition, given as Figure-5.31, show a

merging of the a and b-axes at the x = 1.1 sample. At this point, and for

the x = 1.3 and 1.5 samples, the a and b parameters were constrained to be

equivalent. This was done to prevent the b-axis from becoming larger than

the a-axis. 'Crossing over' of the axes can occur when the orthorhombicity (

2[a-b/a+b]) of the samples is so low that the refinement cannot identify it.

The orthorhombicity is plotted as Figure-5.32, this clearly shows the steady

decrease of the orthorhombicity of the sample with La3+ content. Clearly
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the sample is metrically tetragonal, however, as shown previously there are

clearly orthorhombic superstructure peaks still present until x = 2.0.

The change in the c-axis with composition, see Figure-5.33, shows a large

increase with the initial La3+ doping and then a slower increase with higher

dopant concentration. The unit cell volume appears eratic (Figure-5.34) but

across most of the compositions the volume is decreasing. Dividing the c-axis

into the perovskite and non-perovskite sections. As for the 2-layer structures

these lengths are defined by the distance from apical (04) oxygens. It can

be observed (Figures-5.35 and 5.36) that it is the behaviour of the perovskite

block that is dominating the c-axis behaviour. For the volume, other than

the x = 0.1, the trend is decreasing with increasing La3+ content. This trend

is the opposite of that observed for the 2-layer phase.

Perovskite A-site Bonding Environment

The bonding to the A-site is from the oxygen atoms in-plane (01) with the

site, the oxygens in the outer perovskite octahedron (05 and 06) and the

oxygens in the inner octahedron (03). The in-plane bonding (Figure-5.37)

displays no large changes with the increasing La3+ content. One bond re¬

mains longer and one shorter, there are some fluctuations in the difference

between the two intermediate bond lengths, though, not enough to extrapo¬

late any trend. For the bonding to 03 (the oxygen in the inner perovskite oc¬

tahedron, given as Figure-5.38), there are two shorter and two longer bonds.

Due to the oxygen atoms being located on a mirror plane there is no dis¬

placement along c. This results in two of the oxygens mirroring one another.

As the bond to the oxygen represented by the cross decreases in length, the
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bond represented by the triangle increases in length. Similar mirroring is

observed for the other two bond lengths. This homogenising of the two bond

lengths occurs along the a-axis, the two bond lengths along b are far less

similar. It is observed that even though the models of x = 1.1, 1.3 and 1.5

are constrained with a and b equal the bonds are still non-homogenous. For

the bonding to the oxygens in the outer perovskite octahedra (Figure-5.39)

the movement of the A-site cation along the a-axis is again observed with

the drastic shortening of the one long bond present and the compensating

small increases of the three shorter bonds.
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[Bi202] Layer Site Bonding Environment

From the subtle changes in the lengths of the bonding within the [Bi202]

layer, the Bi/La site appears to be displaying greater movement along the a-

axis. From Figure-5.40 it is clear that even after x = 1.1 the refinements are

still producing an unambiguously orthorhombic structure. For the bonding

to the apical oxygen (04) of the outer octahedron of the perovskite block

the bonds are slowly converging, but, have not yet merged by x = 1.5. The

plot of the bonding within the [Bi202] layer (Figure-5.41) shows that there

are clearly two long and two short bonds. This splitting into the two long

and short bonds indicates that the Bi/La site is displaced along both a and

b. The bonds along the a axis are those represented by the triangle and the

cross, these two bonds show far greater change with x than the bonds along

the 6-axis. It is therefore believed that movement is greater along a with

increasing La3+ content. There is also a sudden decrease in the length of the

bond represented by the cross, and a corresponding increase in that of the

triangle, when the a and b-axes are constrained to be equal.

Perovskite Octahedral Distortions

For the inner perovskite octahedra the B-0 bonds are constrained by symme¬

try to be three pairs, two pairs in plane with Til and one pair representing the

apical oxygens. The in-plane bonding, shown as Figure-5.42, is represented

by the square and the diamond. These converge towards one another to x =

0.9, then at x = 1.1 they diverge again. The apical bond lengths are relatively

constant throughout, with only a slight decrease. Evidently constraining the
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refinement to have both a and b equal has created some problems for the

refinements. From Figure-5.44 it can be seen that the initial doping of La34"

leads to an increase in the distortion of the inner octahedron. This distor¬

tion then decreases until the refinements are constrained with a and b equal,

whereupon the distortion dramatically increases. As yet the exact cause for

this remains unknown.

For the outer octahedral site the longer apical bonds, shown as the diamond

in Figure-5.43, are increasing only very slightly. The in-plane bonding be¬

gins to decrease at around x = 0.9, before which it is constant. The inner

octahedral bond angles (Figure-5.44) are consistent until the constraining of

a and b, where they diverge. The outer octahedral equatorial bond angles

(Figure-5.45) are decreasing in disorder, showing that the addition of the

lanthanum has decreased the need for distortion in the outer octahedra. The

perovskite octahedra do not appear to show any clearly identifiable trends

in terms of geometry. It may be that the presence of the impurity phases is

hindering correct identification of trends in the perovskite octahedra. Also

noted is the effect of constraining the x = 1.1, 1.3 and 1.5 refinements with

a and b equal.

Three tilt angles are measured the outer octahedral tilt, 05-06-05, the inner

octahedral tilt, 03-03-03 and the axial tilt, 04-04-04. All of the octahedral

tilt angles are increasing (Figure-5.46) towards a regular tetragonal structure.

The axial angle is the slowest increasing, indicating that the distortion is

retained most along c. The inner equatorial site is the least distorted, due in

some part to the fixed c parameter for the B-site. This behaviour is closely

related to the axial bond angles (Figure-5.47) where the inner octahedral site
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is not as heavily distorted as the outer site.

Lanthanum Distribution

The distribution of La3+ over the two sites is showing a clear preference for

the A-site of the perovskite block over the [B^Cb] layer. At low values of x

correctly identifying the distribution of La3+ is difficult, with several of the

values obtained for the occupancy of the [B^Cb] layer being negative, see

Figure-5.48. For the perovskite A-site, as observed in the 2-layer sample,

there is a linear increase in the occupancy with the increase in dopant level,

shown as Figure-5.49. One point is clearly incongruous, at x = 1.3 there is a

large increase in the amount of La3+ in the [Bi202] layer and a correspond¬

ing decrease in the A-site occupancy. It is unclear why the refinement has

stablilised at these values, but it appears to be a stable minimum.

5.2.3 Discussion

Initially it was hoped that some values of x would be established for the

change from an orthorhombic structure to a tetragonal structure. For the

Bi3_xLaxTiNbOg series for x up to 0.6 the structure appears to be orthorhom¬

bic. at x — 0.8 it would appear to be tetragonal. For the n = 3 Bi4_xLaxTi30i2

at values up to x = 1.5 the structure appears to be orthorhombic, by x = 2

it appears tetragonal. In both series the presence of small impurities in the

samples hampered the identification. One point to arise from these investi¬

gations was the question of the change of the c-axis. For the n = 2 series

this can be seen to decrease, shown in Figure-5.12. In the case of the n = 3
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series it is seen to increase, given as Figure-5.33. From the plots of the La3+

occupancies (Figures-5.25, 5.26, 5.48 and 5.49) it is suggested that the La3+
is initially, and predominantly to be found in the A-site of the perovskite

block. It is then to be considered why a cation which will desire a more

central position in a-site, thus less space, can create both expansion and

contraction along the c-axis.

For the Bi3_xLaxTiNbOg series examining Figure-5.20 there is very little

change in the axial tilting. A larger change in the axial tilt would suggest

the structure was moving towards a more vertically straight alignment of the

octahedra. In this case there is little change and the La3+ would be expected

to have a contracting effect on the lattice parameters. The equatorial tilting

is increasing a faster rate than the axial tilting, Figure-5.19, this may explain

why the 6-axis appears to be increasing towards the a-axis. In the case of

the Bi4_xLaxTi30i2 series the axial tilting increases more than for the two

layer, Figure-5.46. It can also be observed that the axial (apical) bond angle

for the octahedral sites is increasing, Figure-5.47, particularly for the inner

site. This would be indicative of an aligning of the octahedra with the c-axis,

thus creating an increase in the overall c-axis length.
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Chapter 6

Other Layered Phases

Whilst most of the work presented in this thesis has been done on Auriv-

illius phases, a significant amount of work has been carried out on both

Dion-Jacobson and Ruddlesden-Popper phases. This work was carried out

to examine the different distortions present in the layered phases, that is the

work presented here.

6.1 Dion-Jacobson Phases

The Dion-Jacobson phases are a family of layered perovskites of general for¬

mula A'fAn-xBnOsn+i], where the perovskite blocks are separated by a single

layer of large monovalent cations, e.g. Rb+ or Cs+. Previous structural work

on the Dion-Jacobson phases has focused on the potential for B-site ordering,

and the inclusion of differing A-site cations to produce different structural

distortions. The B-site ordering is a previously documented phenomenon

for 3-layer structures, with 2 Ti and 1 Nb in the B-site. These previous

studies were done using powder X-ray diffraction. For this study it was at¬

tempted to ascertain if there were actually some subtle structural distortions
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of the structures, hence, neutron diffraction has been performed upon the

CsLa2TiNb20io sample.

It is common that the A-site cation should either be a lanthanide or a divalent

metal such as Sr or Ca, however, it is unusual to find any report of Bi as the A-

site cation in Dion-Jacobson phases. A previous study by Subramanianfl] re¬

ports the indexing of the 2 and 3-layer Dion-Jacobson phases CsBiNb207 and

CsPb2Nb30io- In this previous study the CsBiNb207 structure is metrically

orthorhombic. However, the lattice parameters for a and b are given as 7.599

A, and 7.714 A, respectively, i.e. approximately 2ax x 2ax- If the structure is

distorted so as to require being orthorhombic, it would be more normal for it

to be with a and b approximately 5.4 A, i.e. y/2ax- In the paper only lattice

parameters are given. Since these structures are potentially very interesting

as a comparison to the Aurivillius phases, a full structural refinement was

required. It was decided to prepare the 2-layer CsBiNb207 and CsNdNb207

and the 3-layer CsLa2TiNb2Oio, CsNd2TiNb2Oio and CsBi2TiNb2Oio sam¬

ples.

Also documented previously are indexings of powder X-ray diffraction pat¬

terns for CsBiaTLtOia and CsBi3PbTi50i6[2], n = 4 and 5-layer phases re¬

spectively, these two structures are both described as tetragonal. Here the

n = 4 phase CsBi3Ti40i3 was prepared and analysed using powder neutron

diffraction.
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6.1.1 CsMNb207

CsNdNb207

This compound was analysed using powder X-ray diffraction to identify

whether it appeared to be either tetragonal (a = ax) or orthorhombic (a,b ~

yj2ax\ It is clear from Figure-6.1 that the structure cannot be described by

P4/mmm. the space group observed for the La3+ containing analogous com¬

pound. as there are unmatched intensities. It is believed that if the structure

is distorted then it will be found in an orthorhombic space group. Also, the

orthorhombic Pmmm space group has too many permitted reflections, as was

expected. Pmmm is not often observed for layered perovskites. Hence the

actual space group is probably of higher symmetry than Pmmm and lower

than P4/mmm. To establish which space group requires the use of powder

neutron diffraction.

This sample was analysed by powder neutron diffraction at the HRPD sta¬

tion at ISIS. Already, using powder X-ray diffraction, we have been able

to discount the tetragonal structure of CsLaNb207[3]. Therefore, a small

change in the size of the lanthanide has resulted in a significant change in

the structure of this phase. Another structural refinement of a 2-layer Dion-

Jacobson phase, RbLaNb207[4], was previously performed using powder neu¬

tron diffraction. The model for the Rb phase is orthorhombic, with the 6-axis

set as the long axis, space group Imma. The Imma spacegroup is centrosym-

metric and so the RbLaNb207 phase is not ferroelectric. This structure was

examined against our neutron data and found to be an unsuitable model. In

this case a change in the size of the alkali metal cation has also produced a
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Figure 6.1: CsNdNbaOy XRD data, showing P4/mmm permitted reflections
(lower marks) and Pmmm supercell permitted reflections (upper marks)

notable structural change. This, along with the change caused by altering

the A-site cation, demonstrates that the structural behaviour of these phases

is very sensitive to composition. Using the absences, two space groups were

identified as possibilities for modelling the structure, the centrosymmetric

Pmam and the non-centrosymmetric P2iam. These two space groups have

the same absences, however, the Pmam group will not permit rotations of

the octahedra around the c-axis. The P2iam space group permits octahedral

rotations around all three axes, though the tilting must be in phase along c

due to the mirror plane. This behaviour is analogous to that observed for

the 2-layer Aurivillius phases.

Fitting the simpler centrosymmetric model to the data resulted in certain

fitting problems. Notably the y2 was 6.8, which is a good value, so the model
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Figure 6.2: CsNdNb207, Pmam refinement from 2 to 2.4 A, showing unfitted
intensities

CsNdNb207 Hist 2

D-spacing/ A

Figure 6.3: CsNdNl^Cp, P2!am refinement from 2 to 2.4 A, showing correctly
fitted intensities
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Figure 6.4: CsNdNb207 structure, Cs = yellow, Nd = orange Nb = grey, O
= red
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Table 6.1: CsNdNb207 atomic parameters from 25°C HRPD data, space

group P2!am, a = 5.4722(1) A, b = 5.4474(1) A, c = 11.1695(1) A. RWP =

0.043, x2 — 3.36, for 7667 data points and 3001 contributing reflections, 0.4
< d < 3.3 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso/Uequiv x 100
Cs 2 0.245(1) 0.2655(6) 0.500000 1.95(7)
Nd 2 0.2645(6) 0.2552(4) 0.000000 0.90(5)
Nb 4 0.2451(5) 0.7537(4) 0.2020(1) 0.98(3)
Ol 2 0.220(1) 0.6791(5) 0.000000 2.38

02 4 0.2454(6) 0.8021(4) 0.3552(2) 1.46

03 4 0.0072(6) 0.0278(6) 0.1443(2) 1.71

04 4 0.4323(4) 0.4532(5) 0.1906(2) 2.16

Atom Ull U22 U33 U12 U13 U23

Ol 2.4(3) 1.9(2) 2.8(2) -0.4(2) 0.00 0.00

02 1.6(1) 1.0(2) 1.8(1) -0.5(2) 1.7(2) -0.7(1)
03 0.4(1) 2.4(2) 2.4(1) 0.0(1) -0.9(2) -0.5(2)
04 2.7(2) 1.7(2) 2.2(1) -1.0(1) 0.1(1) -0.5(1)

Table 6.2: CsNdNb207 selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Cs 02 2.998(4) x 2 Nd Ol 3.148(3) Nb Ol 2.297(1)
Cs 02 3.341(4) x 2 Nd Ol 2.322(4) Nb 02 1.731(2)
Cs 02 3.198(6) x 2 Nd Ol 3.002(7) Nb 03 2.083(4)
Cs 02 3.202(6) x 2 Nd Ol 2.517(7) Nb 03 1.972(5)

Nd 03 2.473(4) x 2 Nb 04 1.935(4)
Nd 03 2.596(3) x 2 Nb 04 2.053(4)
Nd 04 2.558(2) x 2
Nd 04 3.219(3) x 2
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is fitting most of the data well. However, looking at the plot of the refinement

it is clear that although the general fit is good it appears to be failing to fit

some of the structural data, see Figure-6.2. These small discrepancies in

the fit quality are most likely caused by the inability of the centrosymmetric

model to accommodate the oxygen displacements required by the structure.

Therefore the next step was to attempt a fit to the data with a P2iam model

and compare the result. The non-centrosymmetric model for P2iam gave a

X2 of 3.2, which is a significant improvement on the Pmam model. Examining

the fit it is clear that those peaks not fitted by the Pmam model are now

being fitted, shown as Figure-6.3. The subtle differences between the two

models shows up clearly in the plots of the Rietveld refinements. It can be

stated unambiguously that the P2jam model provides a better representation

of the structure, shown as Figure-6.4 and Tables-6.1 and 6.2.

CsBiNb207

The Bi3+ variant of the 2-layer structure was examined using powder X-ray

and neutron diffraction. From the X-ray diffraction data (Figure-6.5) it is

clear that the structure is orthorhombic, a = \j2aj~. The neutron analysis

followed the same pattern as for the Nd3+ analogue, with the two space

groups, Pmam and P2iam being selected. It was found for these two groups

that generally the fit of the Bi3+ sample was of poorer quality than the Nd3+

sample. However, the same conclusion was reached and the P2iam model

was found to produce a superior fit, the y2 actually halving from the Pmam

to P2iam model. The two fitted histograms are shown as Figure-6.6 and

Figure-6.7, with data given as Tables-6.3 and 6.4. The structure displays
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Figure 6.5: X-ray diffraction pattern of CsBiNb207. Upper marks are

Pmmm. lower marks are I4/mmm

similar distortions of the perovskite layer to those observed for CsNdNb207.

shown as Figure-6.8.

From Figure-6.9 the relative rotations of the two perovskite blocks can be

examined. It would appear that the Nd3+ sample has larger tilting of the

octahedra than the Bi3+ sample. The ionic radius of the Bi3+ cation is

slightly larger than that of the Nd3+, so it would be expected that it may

require a larger site and thus create smaller octahedral tilting. For both the

a and c axes the CsNdNb2C>7 phase is smaller than the CsBiNb207 phase,

the situation is reversed for the b-axis. This is believed to be due to the

Cs layer only tolerating a certain range of values for the afr-plane, so as the

a-axis contracts the b-axis expands to compensate.

Bi3+ also has a lone pair, this has a strong effect on the bonding of the Bi3+.
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Figure 6.6: Neutron diffraction pattern of CsBiNb207, backscattering bank,

showing fit of P2!am model
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Figure 6.7: X-ray diffraction pattern of CsBiNb207, 90° bank, showing fit of

P2jam model
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red
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Table 6.3: CsBiNb207 atomic parameters from 25°C HRPD data, space

group P2iam, a = 5.4953(1) A, b = 5.4225(1) A, c = 11.3766(1) A. RWp =
0.063, x2 = 7.60, for 7326 data points and 627 contributing reflections, 0.70
< d < 3.1 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso/Uequiv x 100
Cs 2 0.2536(7) 0.2590(5) 0.500000 2.18(7)
Bi 2 0.3045(3) 0.2776(3) 0.000000 1.43(6)
Nb 4 0.2456(4) 0.7577(4) 0.2078(1) 1.22(4)
Ol 2 0.2157(5) 0.6840(5) 0.000000 1.65*

02 4 0.2474(4) 0.7797(4) 0.3617(2) 1.41*

03 4 0.0099(5) 0.0267(4) 0.1604(2) 1.72*

04 4 0.4288(3) 0.4480(4) 0.1861(2) 2.64*

Atom Ull U22 U33 U12 U13 U23

Ol 1.9(2) 1.3(2) 1.7(2) -1.2(2) 0.00 0.00

02 1.6(1) 1.14(1) 1.5(1) 1.1(1) -1.1(1) 0.2(1)
03 1.5(1) 2.8(2) 0.9(1) 0.9(1) -0.6(2) -0.6(1)
04 3.5(2) 1.6(2) 2.8(2) 1.6(1) -0.9(1) -0.8(1)

Table 6.4: CsBiNb2C>7 selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Cs 02 3.038(4) x 2 Bi Ol 3.256(3) Nb Ol 2.403(1)
Cs 02 3.232(3) x 2 Bi Ol 2.257(3) Nb 02 1.755(2)
Cs 02 3.202(4) x 2 Bi Ol 3.243(3) Nb 03 2.024(4)
Cs 02 3.144(4) x 2 Bi Ol 2.269(3) Nb 03 1.941(3)

Bi 03 2.794(3) x 2 Nb 04 1.973(3)
Bi 03 2.707(3) x 2 Nb 04 2.082(3)
Bi 04 3.311(3) x 2
Bi 04 2.409(2) x 2
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Figure 6.9: View along [110] for CsBiNf^Oy (left) and CsNdNl^Oy (right),

showing the out of phase rotations of the octahedra along the tetragonal

a-axis

From Figure-6.10 it is clear that the Bi3+ cation is more displaced from the

idealised centre than the Nd3+ cation. It is most likely that this is an effect

of the lone pair. These structures are distorted layered perovskites with

distortions similar to ferroelectric 2-layer Aurivillius phases. To examine the

samples for any potential similar ferroelectric behaviour an a.c. impedance

experiment was performed.

A.C. Impedance

An a.c. impedance spectroscopy experiment was carried out on the

CsNdNb2C>7 sample. For this experiment no ferroelectric peak was observed

in the plot of permitivity versus temperature, e' ~ 4. Therefore, there is no

ferroelectric phase change over the range 150 °C to 850°C.
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Figure 6.10: View along [010] for CsBiNb207 (left) and CsNdNb207 (right),

showing the displacement of the A-site cation.

6.1.2 CsM2Ti2NbO10 (M = La, Nd & Bi)

The three compositions CsM2Ti2NbOio (M = La, Nd & Bi) are 3-layer Dion-

Jacobson phases, these have been analysed here using powder X-ray and

neutron diffraction. The CsLa2Ti2NbOio sample was prepared previously by

Richard Riggs.

CsLa2Ti2NbOio

The 3-layer La3+ containing phase has been previously reported by powder

X-ray diffraction as tetragonal, in the P4/mmm space group, a = 3.8495(1)

A, c = 15.3927(2) A[5]. B-site ordering was reported where the inner octa¬

hedral site is occupied solely by Ti4+ and the outer site is a 50/50 mix of

Ti4+ and Nb5+[5]. Examining laboratory X-ray diffraction data the sample

prepared appeared to be tetragonal. In order to confirm this the sample was

taken to POLARIS at ISIS where powder neutron data were collected. Using

the model of Hong et al. it is clear that the structure is tetragonal, as no su-
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perstructure peaks are able to be observed (Figure-6.11). There is one small

impurity phase peak present at d = 2.35, shown in Figure-6.12. However,

no other impurity peaks could be identified and so the second phase was not

identified.

The ordering of the B-site was set initially as that proposed by Hong and co¬

workers. When the model was permitted to refine these occupancies, it was

found that they retained the initial ordering. For this structure although no

superstructure was found the neutron data analysis is certainly worthwhile

to establish without doubt the validity of the Hong model. The final struc¬

tural parameters are given as Table-6.5 and bond lengths as Table-6.6. For

this structure the position of oxygen 01 is disordered away from the ideal

tetragonal position at x = 0 for both the Hong model and that of this refine¬

ment. It was found that it was necessary to place oxygen 01 away from the

ideal position or the thermal parameters for 01 would become very large.

As this creates a site of twice the multiplicity of the idealised site, the occu¬

pancy is set to 0.5 to preserve the stoichiometry. The refinements continually

proceed to the same minimum and so this result is viewed as valid. It may

be that there is some degree of disorder on the ab plane for this position.

The bond lengths produced by this displacement are still chemically sensible.

The effect of the weak bonding of the Cs+ layer can be seen from the large

difference between the outer (shorter) and inner (longer) apical bond lengths

in the outer octahedra. Evident from Figure-6.13 is the disorder of the 01

site and the displacement of the Ti/Nb site in the outer octahedra.
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Figure 6.11: Rietveld refinement plot of P4/mmm model of CsLa^T^NbOio,

backscattering data
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Figure 6.12: Rietveld refinement plot of P4/mmm model of CsL^T^NbOio,

2 to 2.5 A
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Table 6.5: CsLa2Ti2NbOio atomic parameters from 25 °C HRPD data, space
group P4/mmm, a — 3.8499(1) A, c = 15.3887(3) A. Rn/p = 0.025, x2 =

4.96, for 9939 data points and 5719 contributing reflections, 0.70 < d < 4.2
A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uequiv x 100
Cs 1 0.500000 0.500000 0.500000 1.64

La 2 0.500000 0.500000 0.1406(1) 0.55

Ti/Nbl1 1 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.31

Ti/Nb22 2 0.000000 0.000000 0.2810(2) 0.31

01 4 0.1171 (3)3 0.500000 0.000000 0.73

02 2 0.000000 0.000000 0.1238(1) 1.05

03 4 0.000000 0.500000 0.2501(1) 0.67

04 2 0.000000 0.000000 0.3955(1) 1.14

1 fraction set to Nb 0.0 / Ti 1.0
2 fraction set to Nb 0.5 / Ti 0.5
3 fraction set to 0.5

Atom Ull U22 U33 U12 U13 U23

Cs 1.30(5) 1.30(5) 2.3(1) 0.00 0.00 0.00

La 0.48(2) 0.48(2) 0.69(3) 0.00 0.00 0.00

Ti/Nbl 0.33(4) 0.33(4) 0.27(7) 0.00 0.00 0.00

Ti/Nb2 0.33(4) 0.33(4) 0.27(7) 0.00 0.00 0.00

01 0.93(4) 0.12(4) 1.15(6) 0.00 0.00 0.00

02 1.37(3) 1.37(3) 0.40(6) 0.00 0.00 0.00

03 0.80(2) 0.33(3) 0.87(4) 0.00 0.00 0.00

04 1.47(3) 1.47(3) 0.47(5) 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Figure 6.13: Perovskite block of P4/mmm model of CsLa2Ti2NbOi0. Show¬

ing the effect of the 01 displacement and the displacement of the Ti/Nb site

along c. Ti4+ site in grey, Ti4+/Nb5+ site in orange, oxygens in red.
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Table 6.6: CsLa2Ti2NbOi0 selected bond lengths

bond length A
Cs 04 3.162(1)
La 01 2.618(1) x 41
La 01 3.213(1) x 41
La 02 2.735(1) x 4
La 03 2.558(1) x 4
Til 01 1.977(2) x 81
Til 02 1.905(1) x 2
Ti2 02 2.419(3)
Ti2 03 1.983(1) x 4
Ti2 04 1.762(3)

1 fractional occupancy of 01 is 0.5

CsNd2Ti2NbO10

The 3-layer Dion-Jacobson structure with Nd3+ as the A-site cation has not

previously been reported. Of interest was whether the reduction of the size

of the A-site cation could create a lowering of the symmetry, and whether

the ordering of the B-site cations, observed for CsLa2Ti2NbOio, would be

present.

From the X-ray data the sample appears to be tetragonal as for the La3+

composition, shown as Figure-6.14. There is however one very small addi¬

tional peak at 26 — 28 °. This is the only additional peak visible and the

phase present is not able to be identified using only this peak.

The compound was taken to ISIS and neutron diffraction was performed us¬

ing the HRPD instrument. The presence of the impurity phase complicated

the structural refinement. The P4/mmm model of the CsLa2Ti2NbOi0 was
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Figure 6.14: X-ray diffraction patterns of CsLa2Ti2NbOio (bottom) and

CsNd2Ti2NbOio (top), from 5 to 100 26. No superstructure is observed

in either case.

selected and a refinement performed. This results in a good fit to the exper¬

imental data, see Figure-6.15. From Figure-6.16 it can be seen that there

are several peaks unmatched, all believed to be impurity peaks. Whilst it

is believed that these additional peaks observed, on the neutron diffraction

pattern, are from an additional phase, it does mean that the possibility of

a subtle orthorhombic distortion may have been missed. In the presence of

the impurity peaks there is no way to determine unambiguously any super¬

structure from the data.

CsBi2Ti2NbO10

Like the Nd3+ containing structure, this composition has not previously been

reported. For this composition it was felt that it would be much more likely
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Figure 6.15: Rietveld refinement of CsNd2Ti2NbOi0 , showing P4/mmm

reflection marks.
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Figure 6.16: Rietveld refinement of CsNd2Ti2NbOio , 2 to 2.5 A, showing

P4/mmm reflection marks and additional peaks.
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to be orthorhombically distorted. It was considered that the lone-pair effect

of the Bi3+ cation would help to create these distortions.

The X-ray data appear to support the hypothesis that this compound should

be orthorhombic. From Figure-6.17 peak splitting at 32.6 and 37.3 0 can

clearly be observed. The peaks can be indexed as orthorhombic with a small

difference between a and 6, with a = \j2ay.

Indexing the neutron data is not easy, as the additional peaks may prove

to be orthorhombic superstructure peaks or impurities. As for the Nd3+

variant the identification of the structure was hindered by this problem. In

the case of the CsBi2Ti2NbOio phase the structure is already appearing to

be orthorhombically distorted. To correctly model the structure it must be

decided if the c-axis is 'doubled' or not. Figure-6.18 shows the permitted

reflections for both the Immm ('doubled' c-axis), c ~ 31 A, and the Pmmm

cells, c ~ 15.5 A. For the Pmmm cell there are additional peaks, also, there

are intensities at positions where no intensity is permitted, d = 2.37 and

2.38. For the Immm cell, there are few additional peaks. The only potential

additional intensities are very weak, d = 2.32, 2.34. Both space groups fail

to match the intensity at d = 2.26, suggesting the presence of some impurity

phase. The body-centred model with the 'doubled' c-axis was selected and

the space group Ic2m was identified from absences. As can be seen from

Figure-6.19, the overall quality of the fit for the Ic2rn model is good. The

superstructure peaks corresponding to the larger body-centred cell are also

matched well, seen in Figure-6.20.

The Ti/Nb content of the two B-sites were refined for this model and the

sites do tend towards the ordering previously observed for CsLa2Ti2NbOi0.
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Figure 6.17: X-ray diffraction pattern of CsBBTUNbOio, from 20 to 50 29,

showing orthorhombic peak splitting.

CsBi2Ti2Nb010 Hist

Bank 1, 2-Theta 168.3, L-S cycle 37 Observed Profile
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Figure 6.18: Neutron diffraction pattern of CsB^T^NbOio, from 2 to 2.5 A.

Upper marks, Immm, c ~ 31 A. Lower marks, Pmmm, c ~ 15.5 A.
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Figure 6.19: Neutron refinement of CsBi2Ti2NbOio in Ic.2m.

CsBi2Ti2Nb2O10 Hist 1

D-spacing, A

Figure 6.20: Neutron refinement of CsBi2Ti2NbOio in Ic2m, from 2 to 2.

showing the fit to the orthorhombic superstructure peaks.
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However, there is observed a degree of disorder in the sites. Whilst it is

thought that this result is correct, it would be unwise to assume the actual

values of the occupancies are correct, due to the presence of the impurity.

The final model is given in Table-6.7 and the selected bond distances in

Table-6.8.

Comparing the distortions of the perovskite octahedra in CsBi2Ti2NbOio, see

Figure-6.21, with those of CsLa2Ti2NbOi0, see Figure-6.13, it is clear that

the inner octahedral site remains heavily constrained. The CsLa2Ti2NbOio

structure has the inner B-site and the oxygens in-plane (perpendicular to

c) on a mirror plane, resulting in equal axial and equal equatorial bond

lengths. The Ic2m model for CsBi2Ti2NbOio results in three pairs of bond

lengths. This is caused by the two-fold rotation axis along b, the B-site

cation lies on this axis, with the result that the oxygen atoms are equivalent

pairs. The outer site in the P4/mmm model is able only to displace along

the c-axis. For the Ic2m model the distortion can occur along all three axes.

The displacement of the mixed Ti/Nb site along the c-axis is greater in the

CsLa2Ti2NbOio structure than for CsBi2Ti2NbOi0, as might be expected.

Notable is that the shortest bond length for the outer octahedral site in

CsBi2Ti2NbO]0 is not the apical bond to the oxygen nearest the Cs+ layer,

instead it is one of the equatorial bonds. The B-site cation has not moved very

much along either the a or the b-axis, it is the displacement of the oxygens

which has created the high degree of distortion in the outer octahedra of the

perovskite block.

The Bi3+ containing structure is non-centrosymmetric and polar, and as such

may be a ferroelectric. However, no a.c. impedance data were collected on
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Table 6.7: CsBi2Ti2NbOio atomic parameters from 25 °C HRPD data, space
group Ic2m, a = 5.5001(1) A, b = 5.4499(1) A, c = 30.7591(4) A. RWP =

0.092, x2 = 12.49, for 8356 data points and 4609 contributing reflections,
0.70 < d < 3.25 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso x 100

Cs 4 0.996(1) 0.033(3) 0.250000 2.6(2)
Bi 8 0.9643(5) 0.034(2) 0.0721(1) 2.97(9)

Ti/Nbl1 4 0.500000 0.058(6) 0.000000 1.2(7)
Ti/Nb22 8 0.492(4) 0.019(8) 0.1379(5) 1.2(7)

01 8 0.202(1) 0.267(2) 0.0059(2) 4.7(2)
02 8 0.488(1) 0.085(2) 0.0618(2) 9.2(3)
03 8 0.224(1) 0.299(1) 0.1239(2) 1.7(1)
04 8 0.717(1) 0.753(2) 0.1324(2) 3.2(2)
05 8 0.495(1) 0.046(2) 0.1982(1) 3.3(1)

1 Occupancy refined to Ti 0.842(9) / Nb 0.158(9)

2 Occupancy refined to Ti 0.579(4) / Nb 0.421(4)

Table 6.8: CsBi2Ti2NbOio selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A
Cs 05 3.180(8) x 2 Bi 01 2.736(8)
Cs 05 3.178(8) x 2 Bi 01 2.865(8)
Cs 05 3.10(1) x 2 Bi 01 3.104(7)
Cs 05 3.22(1) x 2 Bi 01 3.154(8)

Ti/Nbl 01 2.01(2) x 2 Bi 02 2.652(8)
Ti/Nbl 01 1.94(2) x 2 Bi 02 2.913(8)
Ti/Nbl 02 1.909(5) x 2 Bi 02 2.482(8)
Ti/Nb2 02 2.37(2) Bi 02 3.030(8)
Ti/Nb2 03 2.16(4) Bi 03 2.582(7)
Ti/Nb2 03 1.75(4) Bi 03 2.665(8)
Ti/Nb2 04 1.91(4) Bi 04 2.763(7)
Ti/Nb2 04 2.05(4) Bi 04 2.420(7)
Ti/Nb2 05 1.86(2)
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Figure 6.21: Perovskite block of Ic2m model of CsB^T^NbOio- Ti44 site in
grey, Ti4+/Nb5+ site in orange, oxygens in red.
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Table 6.9: Rwp and x2 values for primitive orthorhombic refinements of
CsBi3Ti40i3

Space Group Rwp x2 No. Parameters

P2iam 0.0275 19.63 57

Pbam 0.0406 42.34 34

Pmam 0.0375 36.34 42

this as it would not have been reliable in the presence of an unknown impurity

phase.

6.1.3 CsBi3Ti4Oi3

The 4-layer phase was previously described as tetragonal[2] with a = 7.685 A,
c = 38.99 A. X-ray diffraction patterns indexed with the a = 2supercell

are usually found to be weakly distorted orthorhombic systems with a =

\J1aT- For this reason the compound was analysed using powder neutron

diffraction on POLARIS at ISIS.

Examining the experimental X-ray diffraction pattern, one peak is unable to

be indexed as part of the main phase, shown in Figure-6.22. This impurity

peak can be assigned to BLiT^O^. This is a logical impurity phase as the

3-layer Aurivillius phase, BLiT^O^, is highly stable. However, there is only

one observable impurity peak in the X-ray diffraction data. Therefore the

impurity cannot be uniquely assigned, though it is most likely to be the

Aurivillius phase.

The neutron data quite clearly show the peak splitting in several of the more

intense peaks, so the main phase is identified as orthorhombic, a ~ b ~
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2-Theta, deg

Figure 6.22: X-ray diffraction pattern of CsBi3Ti40i3, from 20 to 40 20,

showing the Br^THO^ impurity peak

\]2clt- The presence of the BriTfjO^ impurity is also able to be seen in

several peaks which cannot be indexed by the main phase. The presence of

this impurity phase makes the identification of the correct space group for

the main phase difficult. However after careful examination of the data it

was decided that the main phase was present in P2iam, Pbam or Pmarn. To

confirm which of the three space groups the structure was best described as.

refinements were carried out for all three groups. From the fits of the three

refinements it is clear that the P2]am refinement is the most suitable. The

X2 and Rwp values for the refinements are given as Table-6.9.

The P2!am space group offers the possibility of greater structural distortions

over both the Pbam and Pmam space groups. In the Pmam space group the
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Figure 6.23: CsBi3Ti40i3, showing (right to left) P2!am, Pbam and Pmam

models. Top, [001] view. Bottom, [110] view.
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Table 6.10: CsBi3Ti40i3 atomic parameters from 25 °C POLARIS data,
space group P2iam, a = 5.4181(2) A, b = 5.4577(2) A, c = 19.6117(9) A. Rwp
= 0.028, x2 — 19.63, for 3664 data points and 5727 contributing reflections,
0.70 < d < 3.1 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso x 100

Cs 2 0.212(2) 0.236(2) 0.500000 0.3(2)
Bit 4 0.219(2) 0.267(2) 0.2315(2) 3.2(1)
Bi2 2 0.233(1) 0.273(1) 0.000000 0.8(1)
Til 4 0.261(1) 0.758(2) 0.1026(3) -1.07(6)
Ti2 4 0.256(2) 0.756(2) 0.3311(3) -0.40(9)
01 2 0.312(2) 0.824(2) 0.000000 0.4(1)
02 4 0.289(1) 0.702(1) 0.1970(4) 1.2(1)
03 4 0.223(1) 0.763(2) 0.4170(2) 0.6(1)
04 4 0.067(1) 0.038(1) 0.1109(5) 0.8(1)
05 4 -0.008(1) 0.5460(9) 0.0851(3) -0.14(8)
06 4 -0.009(2) -0.013(2) 0.3048(4) 0.7(1)
07 4 -0.007(2) 0.499(1) 0.3048(4) 0.4(1)

Table 6.11: CsBLTLjOia selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Til Ol 2.062(5) Bil 02 3.18(1) Bi2 Ol 2.49(1)
Til 02 1.882(9) Bil 02 2.50(1) Bi2 Ol 3.04(1)
Til 04 1.86(1) Bil 02 2.43(1) Bi2 Ol 2.34(1)
Til 04 2.01(1) Bil 02 3.17(1) Bi2 Ol 3.18(1)
Til 05 1.888(9) Bil 04 2.80(1) Bi2 04 2.68(1)
Til 05 2.109(8) Bil 04 3.46(1) Bi2 04 3.302(8)
Ti2 02 2.65(1) Bil 05 3.473(8) Bi2 05 2.588(7)
Ti2 03 1.695(7) Bil 05 3.388(9) Bi2 05 2.396(8)
Ti2 06 1.98(1) Bil 06 2.43(1) Cs 03 3.05(1) x 2
Ti2 06 1.96(1) Bil 06 2.48(1) Cs 03 3.31(1) x 2
Ti2 07 2.06(1) Bil 07 2.27(1) Cs 03 3.11(1) x 2
Ti2 07 1.97(1) Bil 07 2.43(1) Cs 03 3.21(1) x 2
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Figure 6.24: CsBi3Ti4013 structure, view along [110]. Cs atoms in yellow, Bi
atoms in blue, TiOe octahedra in red.
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atomic positions are fixed along a, but not along b. The exception to this

are the oxygens in the TiO plane, which are also fixed along b. This results

in the view down [001] of the inner octahedra in the structure, as shown

in Figure-6.23, appearing regular like the tetragonal parent. The [110] view

shows the movement of the oxygens in the perovskite block in the BiO plane.

The apparent movement of the oxygens in the TiO plane is not due to any

displacement along b. There are two oxygen atom positions in-plane of the

Ti cations and they have very slightly different z parameters, giving rise to

the apparent distortion. The Pbam model clearly permits movement along

both a and b-axes in the TiO plane, shown in Figure-6.23. Looking at the

[110] view, the inability of the BiO plane atoms to move along either a, or b

is apparent. The P2iam model movement is permitted both along a and b

for all the perovskite atoms, hence, the structure is not regular when viewed

along [110] or [001]. Clearly it is this reduction in the symmetry that is

required by the structure. The final strutural model is given in Table-6.10

and Figure 6.24, with selected bond lengths in Table-6.11.

The distorting effect of the Cs+ layer can be examined through the compari¬

son of the octahedron from the CsBiNb2C>7 2-layer phase with the octahedra

of CsBi3Ti40i3. Though the Ti4+ and the Nb5+ will have different bonding

requirements there will still be some effect from the Cs+ layer on the apical

oxygen bond length.

As would be expected the outer Ti site in CsBi3Ti40i3 has the largest dis¬

placement along c, see Figure-6.25, with the Nb site of CsBiNb207 the next

most displaced and the inner Ti site in CsBi3Ti40i3 the least affected. The

two sites that are next to the Cs+ layer are not only larger in their dis-
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torted apical bonding, they are very much more distorted. This indicates

the strength of the effect of the Cs+ layer. For the CsBiNb207 phase the

bond valence calculation gives the oxidation state of the Nb as 5.07, the

inner and outer Ti octahedral sites in CsB^TLjOis are 3.98 and 4.09 respec¬

tively, showing that the Cs layer has the effect of creating overbonding in the

B-site adjacent.

Figure 6.25: Bonding environments for inner Ti site of CsBi3Ti40i3 (left),

outer Ti site of CsBi3Ti40i3 (middle) and Nb site of CsBiNb2C>7 (right).

6.2 Ruddlesden-Popper Phases

The Ruddlesden-Popper phases are characterised as having a double layer of

mono or divalent cations separating a perovskite block. These phases can

be divided into two different types, those in which the A-site and interlayer

atoms are divalent[6, 7] and those in which the interlayer is monovalent and

the A-site is trivalent[8]. In this work the focus was on 3-layer mono/trivalent

systems, specifically the possibility of doping transition metals into these

systems. The Na2La2Ti30i2 phase was characterised by Greaves[9] using
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neutron diffraction and was identified as being tetragonal in the I4/mmm

space group. The parent phase is centrosymmetric and therefore cannot be

a ferroelectric material.

The first dopant that was considered was Ru4+. As a tetravalent. ion it does

not require any compensatory oxygen vacancies for charge balancing, when

it is substituted in for Ti4+. Prior work[10] in this area had suggested that

doping of up to x=l is possible for the Na2La2Ti3_xRuxOi2 series, also that

the structure remains tetragonal and that there is disorder of the B-site occu¬

pancies. It had previously been thought that there may be some opportunity

for the B-site to order in a similar way as for the 3-layer Dion-Jacobson

phases. This work was a powder X-ray diffraction study, therefore it would

be desirable to obtain neutron diffraction data, to identify the degree of dis¬

order, and verify that the material is indeed tetragonal. Neutron diffraction

is better for determining accurately the unit cell, due to the increased promi-

nance of superstructure reflections for the oxygen atoms. It is also better for

determination of the disorder in the B-site as Ti4+ has a negative scattering

length (-3.438 x 1CT15 m) and Ru4+ has a positive scattering length (7.03 x

10~15 m).

There has been very little work performed on the effect of the lanthanides on

the crystal structure of the 3-layer phases. The work to date has tended to

be focused on the possibility of ion exchange and of ionic conduction, most

of the structural studies being limited to powder X-ray diffraction. The most

complete assessment of the structures is of Na2Lii2Ti30i2 (Ln = La, Nd, Sm

and Gd)[11], where the structures are all identified as I4/rnmm. Looking

closely at the details given the trend expected would be for both a and c



to decrease with decreasing lanthanide size. The a parameter does indeed

decrease along the series, however c decreases from La to Nd, increases from

Nd to Sm and decreases again from Sm to Gd. This is unusual, and may

suggest that the structures are not actually tetragonal, but, that it was simply

not possible to discern the orthorhombic distortion using X-ray diffraction. It

also may be the case that impurities are present in the sample. The authors

detail the attempted synthesis using molten NaN03 which resulted in large

amounts of impurities, again demonstrating the difficulty in producing phase

pure materials.

Previous work on 1st row transition metal doping into the mono/tri-valent

Ruddlesden-Popper phases is limited to one report. This details the forma¬

tion of the three layer Na2Ln2Ti3_xMnxO10 series (Ln = Sm, Eu, Gd and

Dy)[12]. In this work the formation of x = 1 materials are reported. It was

found to be difficult to produce single phase materials, as shown by the need

to regrind the samples 6 to 12 times. The materials are all indexed as or¬

thorhombic with a approximately 7.6 A, which represents a doubling of the

idealised tetragonal a parameter. This doubling of the a length is unusual

and is possibly due to the structures being distorted to orthorhombic, though

there does exist the possibility of some remaining impurity phase.

6.2.1 Na2La2Ti3_a;Ru:rOio

Samples were prepared at x = 0.5 and 1. The x = 0.5 phase was analysed

using powder X-ray diffraction, the x = 1 phase was examined using both

powder X-ray and neutron diffraction. Neutron diffraction data having been
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collected on POLARIS at ISIS.

Na2La2Ti2RuOio - Neutron Diffraction

The phase was previously described in the I4/mmm setting, so this model

was used as the initial basis for the Rietveld refinement using the neutron

data. It was apparent that the neutron data collected were fitted very well

by the tetragonal space group. Examining closely the plots of the refinement,

Figures-6.26 to 6.29, it is clear that the sample is not completely pure. It

is however difficult to identify from the data what the other phase may be

due to the weakness of the additional peaks. They are however not super¬

structure peaks, based on the a ~ ax distortion, so the structure may still

have interesting magnetic properties but it will not be a ferroelectric mate¬

rial. Examining the structure for any evidence of ordering reveals that the

prediction of the X-ray study was correct. There is present in the structure

a degree of disorder over the two octahedral sites, with a slight preference of

Ru4+ for the inner site.

In the final refinement (Table-6.12 and Figure-6.30 with bond lengths in

Table-6.2.1) it can be seen that the 01 position has been moved from the

special position at x = 0. The doubling of the multiplicity of this ion has

been compensated for by halfing the occupancy of the site. This deviation

from the normal I4/mmm model was present in the previous powder X-ray

structural refinement. Originally it had been thought that the improvement

gained by moving the oxygen away from the special position may be evidence

of some structural distortion, possibly an orthorhombic distortion. It appears

that, if it is a distortion, however, it is only a local, or short-range, distortion
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Figure 6.26: Na2La2Ti2RuOio, Rietveld refinement showing I4/mmm reflec¬

tions, backscattering bank
Na2La2Ti2RuOLO Hist 2

Bank 2, 2-Theta 145.0, L-S cycle 294 Obsd. and Diff. Profiles
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D-spacing, A

Figure 6.27: Na2La2Ti2RuOio, Rietveld refinement, showing I4/mmm reflec¬

tions, 0.4 to 1.5 A, backscattering bank
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Figure 6.28: Na2La2Ti2RuO10, Rietveld refinement showing I4/mmm reflec¬

tions, 1.5 to 2.5 A, backscattering bank
Na2La2Tx2RuO10 Hist 4

2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0

D-spacing/ A

Figure 6.29: Na2La2Ti2RuOio, Rietveld refinement showing I4/mmm reflec¬

tions, 2.5 to 4 A, 90 0 data
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Figure 6.30: Na2La2Ti2RuOio, Na in purple, La in blue, TiOe octahedra in
grey
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Table 6.12: Na2La2Ti2RuOio atomic parameters from 25 °C POLARIS data,
space group 14/mmm, a = 3.85866(6) A, c = 28.4032(6) A. Rvt/p = 0.039,
X2 = 5.85, for 8660 data points and 1280 contributing reflections, 0.40 < d
< 4.1 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso/Uequiv x 100
Na 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.2923(2) 1.77

La 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.42439(5) 0.54

Ti/Rul1 2 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.26(7)
Ti/Ru22 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.1509(1) 1.26(7)

01 8 0.1101(6)3 0.500000 0.000000 0.63(4)
02 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.06710(8) 1.16

03 8 0.000000 0.500000 0.13486(5) 1.15

04 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.20983(9) 1.52

1 Ti/Rul site occupancy is 0.378(5) Ti / 0.622(5) Ru
2 Ti/Ru2 site occupancy is 0.811(2) Ti / 0.189(2) Ru
3 01 has occupancy 0.5

Atom Ull U22 U33 U12 U13 U23

Na 1.8(1) 1.8(1) 1.7(2) 0.00 0.00 0.00

La 0.56(4) 0.56(4) 0.49(5) 0.00 0.00 0.00

02 1.67(6) 1.67(6) 0.14(8) 0.00 0.00 0.00

03 1.48(7) 0.13(6) 1.8(1) 0.00 0.00 0.00

04 2.06(7) 2.06(7) 0.44(9) 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table 6.13: Na2La2Ti2RuO10 selected bond lengths

bond length A
Na 03 2.829(3) x 4
Na 04 2.729(1) x 4
La 01 2.616(2) x 4
La 01 3.183(2) x 4
La 02 2.739(1) x 4
La 03 2.565(2) x4
Til Ol 1.976(1) x 81
Til 02 1.901(3) x 4
Ti2 02 2.413(5)
Ti2 03 1.989(1) x 4
Ti2 04 1.648(5)

1 01 has occupancy 0.5

and not long range throughout the structure.

As expected the outer octahedra show an off-centre displacement of Ti4+

along the c-axis. The cation has moved towards the [Na2] layer to increase

the bonding to the apical oxygen ion, as the bonding from the [Na2] layer is

weak. The I4/mmm space group permits only displacement along the c-axis,

no displacement along a or b, or any tilting of the octahedra are possible.

6.2.2 Na2Nd2Ti3_a;RuxOio

Synthesis of samples where x = 0.5 and 1 were attempted. For the x = 0.5

sample, analysis was performed using only powder X-ray diffraction. For the

x = 1 sample, analysis was performed using both X-ray and neutron powder

diffraction data.
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Table 6.14: Na2Nd2Ti2.5Ru0.5O10 atomic parameters from 25 °C X-ray data,
space group I4/mmm, a = 3.82293(5) A, c = 28.2829(7) A. Rwp = 0.050, y2
= 7.84, for 4999 data points and 103 contributing reflections, 1 < d < 17.6
A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso x 100

Na/Ndl1 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.2850(7) 2.50

Na/Nd22 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.4248(1) 2.50

Ti/Rul3 2 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 2.50

Ti/Ru24 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.1492(3) 2.50

Ol 4 0.000000 0.500000 0.000000 2.50

02 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.0617(9) 2.50

03 8 0.000000 0.500000 0.1319(6) 2.50

04 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.214(1) 2.50

1 Na/Ndl site occupancy is 0.960(3) Na / 0.040(3) Nd

2 Na/Ndl site occupancy is 0.040(3) Na / 0.960(3) Nd

3 Ti/Rul site occupancy is 0.780(2) Ti / 0.220(2) Ru

4 Ti/Ru2 site occupancy is 0.860(2) Ti / 0.140(2) Ru

Table 6.15: Na2Nd2Ti2.5Ru0.5O10 selected bond lengths

bond length A
Nal 03 3.03(1) x 4
Nal 04 2.70(1) x 4
Nd2 Ol 2.86(1) x 4
Nd2 02 2.73(1) x 4
Nd2 03 2.49(1) x 4
Til Ol 1.91(1) x 4
Til 02 1.75(3) x 2
Ti2 02 2.47(3)
Ti2 03 1.97(1) x 4
Ti2 04 1.83(3)
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Na2Nd2Ti2.5Ru0.5O10 in N2 Hist 1

Lambda 1.5406 A, L-S cycle 96 Obsd. and Dxff. Profiles
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2-Theta, deg

Figure 6.31: Na2Nd2Ti2.5Ru0.5O10, X-ray data. Refined as I4/mmm

Na2Nd2Ti2.5Ru0.5O10

From the refinement of the X-ray diffraction data, Figure-6.31 it appears that

the sample is phase pure. The refinement was performed with the lattice pa¬

rameters, background parameters, peak profile parameters (GX. GY, GZ.

LX) and the atomic thermal parameters and fractional occupancies (except

for the oxygen positions) permitted to refine. The sample has been indexed as

tetragonal, 14/mmm, the same indexing as for the Na2La2Ti2RuOi0 phase.

Like the Na2La2Ti2RuOio refinement there is disorder of the Ti/Ru sites,

with Ru4+ preferring the inner octahedral site, though it is a less drastic dif¬

ference between the inner and outer octahedral sites in Na2Nd2Ti2.5Ru0.5O10.

This could be due to the presence of Nd3+ as opposed to La3+, due to the

lower Ru content, or, a combination of both factors. Also found for this

sample is a very small amount of disorder in the Na/Nd sites, the amount of
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disorder is included in Table-6.14. The level of disorder for these sites shows

that the two sites are highly ordered as would be expected. Evident from

Table-6.15 is the displacement of the Ti2 site where the Ti is displaced along

c. Here there is a shorter bond to 04 and a longer bond to 02. This is due

to displacement of the Ti cation, to prevent'underbonding' on the 04 site

from occurring due to weak bonding from the Na layer.

Na2Nd2Ti2RuO10

Na2Nd2Ti2Ru010 m N2 Hist 1

Lambda 1.5406 A, L-S cycle 76 Observed Profile

W
° —i

X

o

w
U
G
3

Figure 6.32: Na2Nd2Ti2Ru01o, X-ray data from 20 to 40 26. Upper tick

marks are Pmmm, lower marks are I4/mmm

For the x = 1 sample the powder X-ray diffraction data (Figure-6.32) shows

an impurity phase. An impurity in these phases is often due to the loss of

volatile Na+, it follows that any impurity phases would be expected to contain

a lower ratio or no Na+ at all. A thorough search of the PDF database was
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Na2Nd2Ti2Ru010 in N2

Lambda 1.5406 A, L-S cycle 76

Hist 1
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Figure 6.33: NasNc^T^RuOio, X-ray data from 5 to 20 26, showing the

additional peak at 26 = 8.8

Na2Nd2Tr2.5Ru0.5O10 in N2 Hist 3

Bank 2, 2-Theta 145.0, L-S cycle 106 Observed Profile
~r ~r ~T~

I
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i
i

0.5 1.0

D-spacing, A

Figure 6.34: Na2Nd2Ti2RuOio, neutron data. Upper tick marks Pmmm,

lower marks 14/mmrn
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performed, from this the impurity peaks could not be indexed as a single

phase. The majority of the peaks could be indexed to a pyrochlore phase,

of approximate formula Nd2Ti207. The problem for indexing an impurity

was a single peak at 26 — 8.8, shown in Figure-6.33. This peak could not

be indexed and the nature of the impurity is still unknown. AS a result,

indexing of the neutron data has not been possible, a plot of the neutron

data is given as Figure-6.34.

6.2.3 Na-2Nd2Ti2.5Feo.5O9.75

As it had been shown that it was possible to substitute an isovalent dopant

onto the Ti4+ site, the substitution of an aliovalent dopant, Fe3+, was at¬

tempted. This requires the creation of charge compensating oxygen vacan¬

cies in the perovskite block. The stability of such a phase is unknown. It is

clear from examination of the X-ray diffraction data that the reaction did not

produce a phase pure material, see Figure-6.35. From this it is clear that the

model fits approximately to an I4/mmm tetragonal 3-layer model. However,

the peak at 26 = 33 0 is clearly not matched and appears to be more than

one peak. This impurity intensity may be attributable to a cubic perovskite

phase. However, due to the overlapping nature of the two phases it has not

been possible to establish the nature of the second phase, or to assign the

composition of the main phase.
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2-Theta, deg

Figure 6.35: Na2Nd2Ti2.5Feo.5O9.75, X-ray diffraction data, 20 to 40 20, show¬

ing reflections for I4/mmm

6.2.4 Na2Nd2Ti2-M-iiOio—x

One problem with the insertion of manganese into these compounds is that

the oxidation state of the manganese present is unclear. Attempted here

was the insertion of Mn3+. Examining the X-ray diffraction data (Figure-

6.36) it would appear that the sample is phase pure, a single unindexed

peak at just over 21° can be attributed to the petroleum jelly used to mount

the sample. The neutron diffraction data, however, are not matched by

an I4/mmm model. Shown as Figure-6.37 are the neutron data with the

orthorhombic, Pmmm; a ~ b ~ c ~ C7-, and tetragonal, I4/mmm,

permitted reflections indicated. It is clear then neither model correctly fits

the data. It would appear that the sample is not phase pure, or possibly a

more complex lattice type. If there is an impurity phase present it would
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appear to be similar to that for the Ru4+ containing phases, and as for the

impuritites there cannot be identified.

Na2Nd2Ti2Mn010

Lambda 1.5406 A, L-S cycle 263

Hist 1

Obsd. and Diff. Profiles

III II II I I I II I II II II II I II I II I I I II III I Mill

J L
10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0

2-Theta, deg

Figure 6.36: Na2Nd2Ti2MnOio-x, X-ray diffraction data, showing reflections

for I4/mmm
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Na2Nd2Ti2Mn010 Hist

Bank 2, 2-Theta 145.0, L-S cycle 289 Observed Profile
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Figure 6.37: N^Nc^T^MnOio-x, neutron diffraction data. Upper tick marks

for Pmmm, lower marks for I4/mmm
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Chapter 7

Atomistic Simulations of
Aurivillius Phases

7.1 Overview and Prior Work

The Aurivillius phases are structures composed of a perovskite block n-layers

thick, formula [AJl_1B„03n+i] sandwiched between [Bi202+ layers][1, 2]. The
Aurivillius phases are of continued interest due to their ferroelectric proper¬

ties. with key pieces of work examining this being carried out in the 1960's[3].
Interest on the systems became renewed when it was noted that the n=2

member SrBi2Ta2C>9 was fatigue free[4] on repeated cycling, and as such

could prove useful as an information storage technology.

In this work n = 3 and n = 4 members are being investigated. The n =

4 member is based on the parent BaBLtTf^Ois phase[5], a ferroelectric ma¬

terial at room temperature. Previous reports suggested the possibility of

substituting group 13 metals such as Ga3+ into the B-site for Ti4+, thus cre¬

ating extrinsic oxygen vacancies[6, 7]. These doped materials were reported

as possessing oxide ion conduction properties, however a reappraisal of this

work suggests that a Bi203 phase is present[8], a well-known oxide ion con-
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ductor. It is therefore desirable to know if the parent structure is able to

facilitate the incorporation of group 13 cations, and oxygen vacancies. Our

own experimental work in doping Ga3+ into these systems (included in detail

in Chapter 3) would suggest that this doping does not occur.

The n = 3 phases are doped versions of the B^TisO^ structure. Here ex¬

perimentally the Bi3+ is being replaced by La3+ to create Bi4_xLaxTi30i2

(BLT) for x = 0 to 2. These phases have been reported structurally[9] for
the x = 1 and x = 2 phases. A more detailed structural study on this doping

at various values of x is given in Chapter 5. There, as in this study, the

ability of the interlayer, nominally written as [Bi202], to incorporate Ln3+ is

of interest, specifically, how does the level of dopant affect the site of doping,

which is the preferred site and how does dopant cation size affect the stabil¬

ity? Simulation methods are used here, as in previous work, to investigate

the structures at an atomistic level.

7.2 Introduction to Modelling

In this study the structures are simulated utilising the GULP[10] code, by

potential fitting, energy minimisation and relaxation. The methods used

are based on ionic models with individual atoms assigned charges consistent

with their formal oxidation state. Both long range Coulombic interactions

and short-range interactions, Van der Waals interactions and Pauli repulsion,

are modelled. The short-range potentials are described by the Buckingham

potential, Equation-7.1, where A, r and C are empirically derived.

V (r) = Ae~ (7.1)
y»0
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Polarisation of the ions is incorporated using the Dick-Overhauser shell model.

The core of the atom and the shell are given charges totalling to the oxidation

state, these two charges are connected by a spring constant k. The spring

describes the polarisability of ion, this is the ease with which the shell and

core are able to move relative to one another during relaxation. This is par¬

ticularly important when dealing with asymmetric systems with potentially

highly polarised ions, such as Bi3+.
To permit the modelling of an accurate defect structure the two region model

is employed. In this model the closest region to the defect, region I, is

modelled rigorously using an interatomic potential and the local structure

is permitted to relax. Within this first region there are approximately 400

ions, enough to give an accurate simulation. Around region I is region Ha,

where the structure is not simulated fully using the interatomic potential but

is permitted to relax. The outer region is region lib, in which the structure

is modelled only using a continuum model of interactions.

Prior work on using the above methods to investigate the Aurivillius phases

includes examining the ionic conduction of the n=l phase Bi2W06[ll], by

doping in cations to both A and B sites and introducing extrinsic vacancies.

Also, an in depth study of potential fitting to n=l, 2 & 3 members of the

Aurivillius family, including B^Tf^O^, with an examination of A site cation

disorder in the PbBi2Nb209 structure[12] has been carried out. Before it was

possible to perform defect calculations it was necessary to investigate the po¬

tentials being used. The starting potentials were those found by Pirovano et.

al[12]. In that previous study the potentials were used to model to Aurivillius
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Figure 7.1: Bi4Ti30i2 structure, view along the [110] direction
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phases with n=l, 2 and 3. Here, the fitting of the potentials involved the use

of the experimental data for BaBLjTLtOisfh].
A key feature in the structural chemistry of the Aurivillius phases is the

observation of severely distorted BOe octahedra. Hence, a useful guide to

the validity of the modelling is the successful prediction of these octahedral

distortions. For this reason it was decided to examine the effect of various

Ti-0 potentials on the calculated structural model. To determine whether

the model produced was a good fit to the experimental data, first the lattice

parameters were examined; if these were acceptable the key bond distances

were then also examined. In addition to the examination of various estab¬

lished Ti-0 potentials, the effect of adjusting the core-shell charge was also

investigated. The result of these calculations is the final set of interatomic

potentials used in the defect calculations, given in Table-7.1. The match of

the final calculated structural model to the experimental model is shown in

Table-7.2, which suggests that the structure is being accurately modelled by

the chosen potentials.

Table 7.1: Final interatomic potentials used for defect calculations

Bond A(eV) r(A) C(eV A6)
Ba-0 4818.416 0.3067 0

Bi-0 49529.35 0.2223 0

Ti-0 2549.4 0.2989 0

O-O 9547.96 0.2192 32
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Table 7.2: Calculated and experimental properties of BL^T^O^

Property Calculated Experimental
a 5.447 5.445

b 5.402 5.410

c 33.818 32.856

Bi(l)-0(1) 2.53, 2.86, 3.14, 3.41 2.54, 2.95, 2.96, 3.32
Bi(l)-0(3) 2.32, 2.41, 3.11, 3.23 2.29, 2.43, 3.09, 3.22

Bi( 1 )-0 (5) 2.30, 2.48 2.40, 2.50

Bi(l)-0(6) 2.37, 2.96 2.31, 3.14

Bi(2)-0(2) 2.12, 2.30, 2.31, 2.47 2.19, 2.27, 2.29, 2.46

Bi(2)-0(4) 2.47, 2.57, 3.45, 3.49 2.55, 2.60, 3.21, 3.26

Ti(l)-0(1) 1.88 x 2, 2.03 x 2 1.85 x 2, 2.03 x 2

Ti(l)-0(3) 1.96 x 2 1.98 x 2

Ti(2)-0(3) 2.64 2.32

Ti(2)-0(4) 1.55 1.76

Ti(2)-0(5) 2.04, 2.09 1.94, 2.06

Ti(2)-0(6) 2.00, 2.01 1.89, 2.03
Lattice Energy (eV) -618.1155

Table 7.3: Calculated isolated vacancy energies (eV)

Vacancy Site Vacancy
Site Energy (eV)
Bi(l) 44.27

Bi(2) 55.57

Ti(l) 93.16

Ti(2) 96.62

0(1) 24.11

0(2) 15.31

0(3) 22.41

0(4) 18.57

0(5) 18.33

0(6) 18.54
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7.2.1 Intrinsic Atomic Defects and Redox Reactions

Calculations were performed on the energies of isolated point defects (vacan¬

cies). The resulting energies are given in Table-7.3. Attempts to establish

interstitial defect energies were unsuccessful, suggesting that such defects are

not feasible. It is clear that the oxygen (02) position in the [Bi202] layer

is the lowest energy oxygen vacancy site. This is contrary to the hypothesis

put forward previously[13], where the vacancies were proposed to create a

brownmillerite structure type, requiring a vacancy in the perovskite block.

There is no experimental evidence for the brownmillerite structure, or any

oxygen vacancies in Bi4Ti30i2.

Many applications result in conditions where materials are expected to be

used under a variety of oxygen partial pressures. It is therefore desirable to

examine the possibility of certain redox processes. In this system processes

involving the reduction of the Ti4+ to Ti3+ have been examined. Lattice

oxygen removal may be described as follows:

0*0-*Vo + \o2 + 2e (7.2)

To obtain the e' term the fourth ionisation energy of Ti is subtracted from

the defect energy calculated. The possibility of ionisation can then be exam¬

ined with different compensating oxygen vacancies. Focussing on the most

favourable redox process, that for 02, the energy for the process appears

highly favourable, with energies of -1.59 and 1.61 eV/e~ for Til and Ti2

respectively. It would be expected that BLTfjOri be easily reducible to a
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Ti3+ containing phase BLTbO^-x- As far as we are aware no experimental

evidence to suggest that such a phenomenon occurs to any significant extent.

7.2.2 Dopant Substitution

It has been demonstrated experimentally that the doping of Ln3+ cations for

Bi3+ in the BbTbO^ decreases the ferroelectric Curie temperature Tc[14].

Classically it was assumed that the lanthanide substitution occurred on the

perovskite A-site, Bil, and not on the [Bi202] layer site, Bi2. However,

recent powder X-ray diffraction studies[9, 15] have stated that this is only an

approximation, with La doping on both sites for compositions BfjLaT^O^

and Bi2La2Ti30i2- Our own findings (Chapter 5) would suggest ordering of

the sites at lower La3+ content. In this study the approach is to calculate the

Ln3+ dopant substitution energy for all the Bi3+ and Ti4+ sites, the latter

with compensating oxygen vacancies. The substitutions can be represented

using Krdger-Vink notation:

l-Ln2Oz + WTi = LnTi + Ti02 + ^V0 (7.3)

l-Ln202 + Bixm = Ln% + iBi203 (7.4)

The energies of these 'solution' reactions can then be calculated by combin¬

ing the appropriate defect and lattice energy terms. Using this consistent
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approach creates a guide to the relative energies for different dopant ions on

the same site, or the same dopant ion on different sites. The solution ener¬

gies are plotted against dopant ion size in Figure-7.2. Examination of these

results reveals several conclusions. The doping of the lanthanide cations into

either of the Ti4+ sites is indicated as highly unfavourable. This matches with

chemical intuition, the Ln3+ cations being too large to occupy the octahedral

site, and with experimental data. The solution energies obtained for the two

Bi3+ sites suggest that the [Bi202] layer site is given slight preference over

the perovskite A-site. This is not consistent with experimental observations,

where there is normally some disorder, but with a strong preference for the

perovskite A-site. The solution energies for the lanthanide cations show no

significant trend with cation size, also, there is no change of the difference

between the solution energies of the two sites. The difference between these

results and those of previous experimental studies can be rationalised by the

dopant level. For the simulation only one single dopant ion is inserted, i.e.

the calculation takes place at the dilute limit. The simulation result does not

suggest that doping will take place only on the [Bi202] layer site, but that the
initial doping will occur on that site. The very small difference in the solu¬

tion energies for the two Bi3+ sites, and the favourable nature of both, would

suggest that doping would occur over both sites at higher concentrations.

Similar calculations were performed for the smaller trivalent cations, Me3+
= Al, Ga and In. For these calculations the Bi4Ti3_xMexOi2_x/2 series was

selected, instead of the more complex Bi2Sr2Nb2Tii_xMexOi2_x/2 reported

experimentally[13]. The results are displayed as a plot of solution energy

versus ionic radius (Figure-7.3). Examining the plot, it can be seen that
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(Only Ti2 is shown, as it is the lower energy Ti site).

Figure 7.3: Calculated solution energies as a function of ionic radius for Me3+

(Only Ti2 is shown, as it is the lower energy site).
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both of the Ti4+ sites are unsuitable for the insertion of Me3+, which would

agree with the most recent experimental study[8]. For the perovskite A-site,

Bil, doping of any of the Me3+ cations appears energetically unfavourable.

For the [Bi202] layer site, doping of the smaller Ga3+ and Al3+ cations is not

energetically favourable, however, it is suggested that the larger In3+ cation

may insert into this site. An experimental study of this possibility would be

worthwhile.

7.2.3 Vacancy Migration

As the Me3+ doped phases were proposed to be oxide ion conductors, via

a hopping mechanism, an investigation of the energies of vacancy migration

was performed. The procedure for this is to move an oxygen anion linearly

between two oxygen vacancy sites, producing an energy profile along the

pathway. The difference between the initial energy and the maximum energy

gives the activation energy for the migration. Calculations were performed

for the [Bi202] oxygen site, 02, and the 01 position in the inner Til-01

plane. It was found that the activation energies for the migrations were 1.6

eV and 2.5 eV, for the 02 and 01 migrations respectively. In a previous study

phases based on Bi2WOe were found to have activation energies as low as 0.45

eV. These high energies found for B^T^O^ would suggest that it is unlikely

that oxygen transport would occur in these phases. This is supported by a

lack of confirmed experimental evidence of oxide ion conduction in Aurivillius

phases with n > 1.
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7.3 Conclusions

Simulation techniques have been employed to represent the structure of the

3-layer Aurivillius phase Bi4Ti30i2. Investigations into the possibility of

Ln3+ doping have suggested that doping could occur on both of the Bi3+

sites, as observed experimentally. However, at the dilute limit a slight pref¬

erence for the [Bi202] layer site is observed, which maybe unexpected, in the

light of recent experimental work. Calculations performed on the doping of

smaller Me3+ cations have indicated that substitution is unlikely to occur on

either the perovskite A or B-sites. Agreeing with our experimental study,

detailed in Chapter 3. For the [Bi202] site, however, In3+ is suggested as a

possible dopant. The possibility of oxygen migration has been examined and

appears unlikely. The possibility of reduction of Ti4+ to Ti3+ in Bi4Ti3012-x

is suggested to be possible for both sites.
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Chapter 8

Concluding Remarks and
Further Work

The work contained in this thesis has focused on the structural analysis of lay¬

ered perovskites, and mainly on the Aurivillius family. From this work several

interesting features can be identified. For the n = 4 members, BaBi4Ti40i5

has been confirmed as being described by a unique space group for this

family, F2mm. For Bi5Ti3FeOi5 it has been shown that there is only one

high temperature phase transition, this being an orthorhombic to tetrago¬

nal transition which corresponds to the ferroelectric transition, confirmed by

a.c. impedance spectroscopy. This behaviour is contrary to that observed

for SrBi4Ti40i5 where an intermediate transition has been identified. Due

to the diversity of the behaviour of these compounds an examination of the

structure of BaBi4Ti40i5 at variable temperatures, to examine the nature of

the ferroelectric phase change, would be desirable. It would also be of in¬

terest to examine lower temperatures to see if any other phase changes take

place, possibly to an A2]am structure.

Investigations into the possibility of doping both n = 3 and n = 4 Aurivillius
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phases with trivalent metal cations has been examined both experimentally

and theoretically. This type of doping has previously been suggested to

create oxide ion vacancies in the structures, thus permitting the observed

oxide ion conduction. The result of attempts to dope Bi2Sr2TiNb20i2 and

BaBi4Ti40i5 with Ga3+ (Bi2Sr2Tii_xGaxNb20i2-x/2 an<4

BaBi4Ti4_xGax0i5_x/2) show clearly that even at dopant levels of x = 0.2

there is an identifiable impurity phase. The decreasing level of this second

phase with decreasing Ga3+ level would suggest that the presence of the Ga3+
is directly responsible for this impurity. The second phase was identified as

being due to Bi203, a well known oxide conductor. It would appear from

the experimental data that the structure does not accommodate the doping

of Ga3+. The molecular-modelling calculations performed agree with the

experimental data that insertion of Ga3+ is energetically unfavourable, and

suggest that the insertion of Al3+ and In3+ is also unfavourable. Of interest

from the calculations is the possibility of In3+ doping onto the Bi3+ site in

the [BBO2] layer, as this is suggested as energetically favourable. There is

no previous work documenting such doping and it would be interesting to

investigate this area, as this permits the effect of a previously undocumented

structural parameter on physical properties to be examined.

Doping of La3+ into Aurivillius phases is well documented. However, a sys¬

tematic study of the insertion of increasing amounts of La3+ into Aurivillius

phases had not previously been undertaken. Here the series Bi4_xLaxTi30i2

and Bi3_xLaxTiNbOg were investigated. It has been demonstrated that the

insertion of high dopant levels is possible whilst still retaining the orthorhom-

bic symmetry. There are orthorhombic superstructure peaks still present in
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the series even when the structure is metrically tetragonal. From the exper¬

imental data it is not possible to say with certainty on which site the La3+
is located. However, it appears that the doping is occurring predominantly

at the perovskite A-site, as anticipated. From the atomisic calculations it

is suggested that the doping at the dilute limit is occurring at the [B^C^]

layer site. Clearly this is contradictory to the experimental data, however,

the experimental data at low doping levels are not unambiguous. For these

samples an a.c. impedance investigation of the Tc and the e vs. x would be

useful in order to examine the effect symmetry and structural changes have

on the physical properties.

For the Al A2 mixed-layer Aurivillius phases it would appear that the space

group previously identified for the A2 A3 BFTLjNbC^i phase, I2cm, can be

correctly assigned. Also it appears that to create a sample where defects, such

as the stepped defect shown in Chapter 4, requires the intergrowth of two

known phases. This may explain why BisNbaOis was difficult to characterise

while Bi5TiNbWOi5 appears to be a simpler structure, due to lower amounts

of disorder. Indeed, the preservation of the [WO4] and [BiTiNbOy] perovskite
units indicates the need to use compositions which may exist independently.

For these phases there has been so little structural characterisation that there

is a great deal of work to be done.

For the Dion-Jacobson phases the work here has shown that a great deal

of the previous structural characterisation on these materials is not rigorous

enough. Here the two n = 2 phases have been shown to be described by

the previously unreported space group P2iam, with a sjT.a.T- Also

the n — 4 phase, CsBfjTLiOia is refined in space group P2iam. A similar
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\J2 distortion is observed for the n = 3 phases, with the CsB^T^NbOio

phase rehired in space group Ic2m. This shows that indexings of X-ray data

may often provide incorrect assessments of the unit cell, with many of the

orthorhombic superstructure peaks too weak to be observed. The ordering of

the B-site cations observed for the n = 3 phases is unusual and interesting;

it appears that even when the structure is distorted and the octahedra begin

to rotate the structure still desires ordering in the B-sites. For this area,

structures of higher n may be difficult to prepare, as for all layered series,

however, there is still the possibility of Bi3+ containing phases with greater

numbers of layers. Studies on potential ferroelectric behaviour in these phases

would also be advised.
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Appendix A

Space Group Assignments

Within the course of the work presented in this thesis many space groups

have been used to describe the structures of the synthesised compounds, in

this appendix the method of assignment of these space groups is explained.

The unit cell of the compound can be searched for using one of the available

algorithms. For this work it was found that identification of often subtle

orthorhombic distortions was difficult for these programs and manual as¬

signments were performed. The phases that are dealt with here are most

normally found with a equal to a of the perovskite or ^2a of the perovskite,

as discussed in chapter 1. Once the unit cell has been identified a space group

may be selected.

Selection of the space group is done using Table 3.2 in the International

Tables for Crystallography Volume 1, which gives the specific absences as¬

sociated with the space groups. By identifying reflections in the diffraction

pattern which violate a reflection condition, and gradually discounting those

space groups which are no longer valid a set of relection conditions and a

space group are identified.

In many cases a set of reflection condiditions will not give a unique space
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group assignment. This is particularly valid for I4/mmm and P4/mmm,

which are both similar to seven other space groups. In these cases convention

has been to assign the highest symmetry, 4/mmm, space group. It is noted

that this assigned space group may be incorrect. However, identification from

powder data is difficult if not impossible in certain cases.
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Appendix B

Synthesis Conditions

Aurivillius Phases

BaBiiTiz.^Gao^Oii^^' BaBi\T is.sGao^Ou.g2

Ba2C03 0.267 g Ba2C03 0.261 g

BI203 1.390 g Bi203 1.326 g

Ti02 0.400 g Ti02 0.431 g

Ga203 0.068 g Ga203 0.026 g
1 Heated for 24 hours at 700 °C. 24 hours at 800 °C and 72 hours at 950

°C in air. Inserted at temperature, air quenched, 5 intermediate grindings,

approximately 24 hours appart.

2 Heated for 24 hours at 700 °C, 24 hours at 800 °C and 90 hours at 900

°C in air. Inserted at temperature, air quenched, 6 intermediate grindings.

approximately 24 hours appart.
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Bi2Sr2Nb2Ti0,5Gao.5Q}\.753 Bi2Sr2Nb2Tio3Gao,20ii.94

Bi203 0.910 g Bi203 0.913 g

Sr2C03 0.582 g Sr2C03 0.292 g

Nb205 0.512 g Nb205 0.519 g

Ti02 0.079 g Ti02 0.128 g

Ga203 0.090 g Ga203 0.036 g
3 Heated for 72 hours at 700 °C, 72 hours at 900 °C and 24 hours at 950 °C

in air. Inserted at temperature, air quenched with intermediate grindings,

approximately 24 hours appart.

4 Heated for 24 hours at 700 °C, 72 hours at 800 °C, 24 hours at 900 °C

and 90 hours at 950 °C in air. Inserted at temperature, air quenched with

intermediate grindings, approximately 24 hours appart.

Bi5Ti3FeQ155 Bi5TiNbWQ156

Bi203 7.842 g Bi203 8.682 g

Ti02 1.620 g TiOa 0.595 g

Fe203 0.672 g Nb205 1.006 g

W03 1.753 g
5 Heated for 72 hours at 950 °C in air. Inserted at temperature, air quenched

with intermediate grindings, approximately 24 hours appart.

6 Heated for 24 hours at 800 °C, 24 hours at 900 °C, 72 hours at 1000 °C

in air. Inserted at temperature, air quenched with intermediate grindings,

approximately 24 hours appart.
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Bi5Nb30157 Bi3TiNb098

Bi203 1.496 g Bi203 9.199 g

Ti02 1.048 g

Nb205 0.514 g Nb205 1.800 g

Bi2.8Lao.2TiNbOg9 Bi2.6La0ATiNbO910

Bi203 8.725 g Bi203 8.221 g

La203 0.439 g La2 0.883 g

Ti02 1.067 g Ti02 1.072 g

Nb205 1.780 g Nb205 1.808 g

Bi2ALao.eTiNbOg^ Bi2.2Lao.sTiNbOg12

Bi203 7.720 g Bi203 7.186 g

La203 1.341 g La2 1.830 g

C4O 1.100 g Ti02 1.123 g

Nb205 1.836 g Nb205 1.861 g

Bi2LaTiNb0913

Bi203 6.640 g

La203 2.335 g

Ti02 1.139 g

Nb205 1.898 g
7 Heated for 120 hours at 900 °C in air. Inserted at temperature, air quenched

with intermediate grindings, approximately 24 hours appart.
8-13 Heated for 24 hours at 800 °C a,nd 48 hours at 1000 °C in air. Inserted

at temperature, air quenched with intermediate grindings, approximately 24

hours appart.
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Biz.yLao \TizO\2li Biz^LaozTizO^15

Bi203 9.368 g Bi203 8.975 g

La203 0.170 g La2 0.510 g

Ti02 2.470 g Ti02 2.463 g

Bi3.5Lao.5T i30i216 Biz.zLao-jTizOw7

Bi203 8.614 g Bi203 8.225 g

La203 0.848 g La2 1.218 g

Ti02 2.527 g Ti02 2.560 g

Biz.xLao.gTizOw18 Bi2.oLa\.\Ti3012 ^

Bi203 7.818 g Bi203 7.401 g

La203 1.587 g La2 1.963 g

Ti02 2.596 g Ti02 2.628 g

Bi2.7La1.3T'i3Oi220 £?i2.5Lai.5T73Oi221

Bi203 6.985 g Bi203 6.557 g

La203 2.355 g La203 2.755 g

Ti02 2.666 g Ti02 2.699 g

14-21 Heated for 24 hours at 900 °C and for 24 hours at 1000

Inserted at temperature, air quenched with intermediate grindings, approxi¬

mately 24 hours appart.
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Ruddlesden-Popper Phases
Na2La2Ti2RuOw22 Na2La2Ti2.5Ruo.5Ow

Na2C03 0.416 g Na2C03

La203 1.000 g La203

Ti02 0.610 g Ti02

Ru02 0.200 g Ru02

Na2Nd2T i2.5Ruo.5Ow24 Na2La2T i2.5FG0.5Ow'

Na2C03 0.42 g Na2C03

Nd203 1.01 g Nd203

H O to 0.60 g Ti02

Ru02 0.20 g Fe203

Na2Nd2Ti2MnOw'26

Na2C03 0.44 g

Nd203 1.04 g

Ti02 0.5 g

Mn203 0.24 g

23

25

0.416 g

0.960 g

0.470 g

0.390 g

0.44 g

1.00 g

0.49 g

0.25 g

22-24Heated for 24 hours at 1000 °C in under flowing nitrogen. Heating rate

20 °C/sec, cooling rate 2 °C/sec.
25Heated for 24 hours at 1000 °C in air. Heating rate 20 °C/sec, cooling rate

2 °C/sec.

26Heated for 24 hours at 1000 °C in air on Pt foil. Heating rate 20 °C/sec,

cooling rate 2 °C/sec.
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Dion-Jacobson Phases

CsBiNb2Or27 CsNdNb2Or28

Cs2C03 3.00 g CsC03 3.42 g

Bi203 3.63 g Nd203 2.92 g

Nb205 4.14 g Nb205 4.64 g

CsBi2Ti2NbO1029 CsNd2Ti2NbOw30

Cs2C03 2.18 g CsC03 2.56 g

Bi203 5.18 g Nd203 4.37 g

Ti02 1.77 g Ti02 2.08 g

Nb205 1.48 g Nb205 1.73 g

CsBi3Ti4Oio31

Cs2C03 2.93 g

Bi203 6.29 g

Ti02 2.87 g

•27.28.30 jieatec[ for 24 hours at 1000 °C in air. Heating rate 20 °C/sec, air

quenched from 1000 °C.
29 Heated for 48 hours at 1000 °C in air, with one intermediate grinding.

Heating rate 20 °C/sec, air quenched from 1000 °C.
31 Heated at 750 °C for 6 hours. Inserted at 750 °C, air quenched from 750

°C.
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Appendix C

Ga3+ Doping Data

Presented here are the tables of atomic coordinates for the BaBi4Ti4_xGaxOi5_

and Bi2Sr2Nb2Tii_xGaxOi2-x/2 (x = 0.2, 0.5 and 1), analysed at ambiant.

temperature using powder X-ray diffraction. These data have been discussed

more thoroughly in Chapter 3.
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Table C.l: BaBi4Ti3.8Gao.20i4.9 atomic parameters from 25 °C X-ray data,
space group A21am, a = 5.4462(4) A, b = 5.4634(4) A, c = 41.770(3) A.
BI2O3 space group P42ic, a = 7.7630(1) A, b = A A, c = 5.6515(1) A. Rw/p
= 0.172, x2 — 5.33, for 3998 data points and 394 contributing reflections,
1.14 < d < 17.6 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Ba/Bil1 4 0.250000 0.260635 0.000000 2.50

Ba/Bi21 8 0.212274 0.246779 0.105688 2.50

Ba/Btf1 8 0.236120 0.240095 0.219634 2.50

Ti/Gal2 8 0.281240 0.224440 0.450325 2.50

Ti/Ga22 8 0.264877 0.262909 0.343708 2.50

01 4 0.324929 0.244131 0.500000 1.97

02 8 0.559335 0.512968 0.046439 4.00

03 8 0.297906 0.256588 0.404993 2.04

04 8 0.540016 0.504334 0.142616 0.95

05 8 0.273628 0.218394 0.305061 1.20

06 8 0.532891 0.510057 0.249825 0.57

07 8 0.004610 -0.023836 0.044976 2.54

08 8 0.053070 0.009593 0.145635 0.84

1 Occupancy fixed to i Ba / 0 Bi
2 Occupancy fixed to 1 Ti / 0 Ga

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bi 8 0.017800 0.253900 0.253200 2.50

01 8 0.295000 0.307400 0.027000 2.50

02 4 0.000000 0.500000 0.101000 2.50
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Table C.2: BaBi4Ti3.5Gao.5O14.75 atomic parameters from 25 °C X-ray data,
space group A2iam, a = 5.4701(4) A, b = 5.4516(4) A, c = 41.715(3) A.
Bi203 space group P42ic, a = 7.763(2) A, b = A A, c = 5.652(2) A. Rwp =

0.193, x2 = 4.82, for 3998 data points and 402 contributing reflections, 1.14
< d < 17.6 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Ba/Bil1 4 0.250000 0.238551 0.000000 2.50

B&/B121 8 0.229401 0.270523 0.105398 2.50

Ba/BiS1 8 0.236636 0.251805 0.218363 2.50

Ti/Gal2 8 0.296795 0.247752 0.449104 2.50

Ti/Ga22 8 0.267631 0.231728 0.342484 2.50

01 4 0.324929 0.244131 0.500000 1.97

02 8 0.559335 0.512968 0.046439 4.00

03 8 0.297906 0.256588 0.404993 2.04

04 8 0.540016 0.504334 0.142616 0.95

05 8 0.273628 0.218394 0.305061 1.20

06 8 0.532891 0.510057 0.249825 0.57

07 8 0.004610 -0.023836 0.044976 2.54

08 8 0.053070 0.009593 0.145635 0.84

1 Occupancy fixed to 1 Ba / 0 Bi
2 Occupancy fixed to 1 Ti / 0 Ga

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bi 8 0.017800 0.253900 0.253200 2.50

01 8 0.295000 0.307400 0.027000 2.50

02 4 0.000000 0.500000 0.101000 2.50
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Table C.3: BaBi4Ti3GaOi4.5 atomic parameters from 25 °C X-ray data, space
group A2iam, a = 5.470(1) A, b = 5.453(1) A, c = 41.744(8) A. Bi203 space

group P42lC, a = 7.757(1) A, b = A A. c = 5.650(1) A. RWP = 0.180, y2 =
2.99, for 3253 data points and 411 contributing reflections, 1.34 < d < 17.7
A

Atom Multiplicity x y z Uiso*100

Ba/Bil1 4 0.250000 0.194584 0.000000 2.50

Ba/Bi21 8 0.201305 0.245946 0.104898 2.50

Ba/Btf1 8 0.227525 0.260550 0.219131 2.50

Ti/Gal2 8 0.270685 0.250244 0.450744 2.50

Ti/Ga22 8 0.260342 0.228965 0.344499 2.50

01 4 0.324929 0.244131 0.500000 1.97

02 8 0.559335 0.512968 0.046439 4.00

03 8 0.297906 0.256588 0.404993 2.04

04 8 0.540016 0.504334 0.142616 0.95

05 8 0.273628 0.218394 0.305061 1.20

06 8 0.532891 0.510057 0.249825 0.57

07 8 0.004610 -0.023836 0.044976 2.54

08 8 0.053070 0.009593 0.145635 0.84

1 Occupancy fixed to 1 Ba / 0 Bi
2 Occupancy fixed to 1 Ti / 0 Ga

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bi 8 0.017800 0.253900 0.253200 2.50

01 8 0.295000 0.307400 0.027000 2.50

02 4 0.000000 0.500000 0.101000 2.50
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Table C.4: Bi2Sr2Nb2Tio.sGao.2O11.9 atomic parameters from 25 °C X-ray
data, space group I4/mmm, a = 3.8967(2) A. b = A, c = 33.173(2) A. Bi203
space group P42ic, a = 7.7816(1) A, b = A A, c = 5.5334(1) A. Rp/p =

0.200, x2 — 2.83, for 3749 data points and 171 contributing reflections, 1.20
< d < 17.2 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bi/Srl1 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.062207 0.40

Bi/Sr22 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.212971 0.40

Nb/Ti/Gal3 2 0.500000 0.500000 0.500000 2.79

Nb/Ti/Ga23 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.372003 2.79

01 4 0.500000 0.000000 0.000000 2.50

02 4 0.500000 0.000000 0.250000 2.50

03 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.320400 2.50

04 8 0.500000 0.000000 0.119300 2.50

05 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.441700 2.50

1 Occupancy -0.0964 Bi / 1.0964 Sr
2 Occupancy 0.5964 Bi / 0.4036 Sr
3 Occupancy fixed to 1 Nb / 0 Ti / 0 Ga

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bi 8 0.017800 0.253900 0.253200 2.50

01 8 0.295000 0.307400 0.027000 2.50

02 4 0.000000 0.500000 0.101000 2.50
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Table C.5: Bi2Sr2Nb2Tio.5Gao.5On.75 atomic parameters from 25 °C X-ray
data, space group I4/mmm, a = 3.8990(1) A, b = A, c = 33.187(2) A. Bi203
space group P42jc, a = 7.7816(1) A, b = A A, c = 5.533(1) A. Rwp = 0.112,
X2 = 3.03, for 3999 data points and 170 contributing reflections, 1.14 < d <
17.5 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bi/Srl1 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.061240 1.23

Bi/Sr22 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.213382 1.23

Nb/Ti/Gal3 2 0.500000 0.500000 0.500000 2.85

Nb/Ti/Ga23 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.371879 2.85

Ol 4 0.500000 0.000000 0.000000 2.50

02 4 0.500000 0.000000 0.250000 2.50

03 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.320400 2.50

04 8 0.500000 0.000000 0.119300 2.50

05 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.441700 2.50

1 Occupancy -0.1314 Bi / 1.1314 Sr
2 Occupancy 0.6114 Bi / 0.3686 Sr
3 Occupancy fixed to 1 Nb / 0 Ti / 0 Ga

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bi 8 0.017800 0.253900 0.253200 2.50

Ol 8 0.295000 0.307400 0.027000 2.50

02 4 0.000000 0.500000 0.101000 2.50
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Table C.6: Bi2Sr2Nb2GaOn.5 atomic parameters from 25 °C X-ray data,
space group 14/mmrn, a = 3.9102(1) A, b = A, c = 33.270(2) A. Bi203 space

group P42ic, a - 7.789(2) A, b = A A, c = 5.532(2) A. RWP = 0.164, *2 =

2.26, for 4000 data points and 173 contributing reflections, 1.14 < d < 17.6
A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bi/Srl1 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.060475 2.08

Bi/Sr22 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.214199 2.08

Nb/Ti/Gal:i 2 0.500000 0.500000 0.500000 2.13

Nb/Ti/Ga23 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.372207 2.13

01 4 0.500000 0.000000 0.000000 2.50

02 4 0.500000 0.000000 0.250000 2.50

03 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.320400 2.50

04 8 0.500000 0.000000 0.119300 2.50

05 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.441700 2.50

1 Occupancy -0.1599 Bi / 1.1599 Sr
2 Occupancy 0.6599 Bi / 0.3401 Sr
3 Occupancy fixed to 1 Nb / 0 Ti / 0 Ga

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bi 8 0.017800 0.253900 0.253200 2.50

01 8 0.295000 0.307400 0.027000 2.50

02 4 0.000000 0.500000 0.101000 2.50
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Appendix D

Variable Temperature

BisTisFeOis Data

Presented here are the tables of atomic coordinates and some selected bond

lengths for BisTbFeOis, analysed at various temperatures using powder neu¬

tron diffraction. These data have been discussed more thoroughly in Chapter

3.
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Table D.l: BisTiaFeOis atomic parameters from 150 °C neutron data, space
group A2iam, a = 5.4703(1) A, b = 5.4445(1) A, c - 41.2989(6) A. RWP =

0.083, x2 — 2.92, for 8142 data points and 4620 contributing reflections, 0.43
< d < 4.2 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bil 4 0.21(2) 0.247(2) 0.000000 2.7(2)
Bi2 8 0.21(2) 0.245(1) 0.1046(1) 1.4(1)
Bi3 8 0.19(2) 0.2688(9) 0.2191(1) 2.0(1)
Til1 8 0.250000 0.250000 0.450000 1.00

Ti2x 8 0.250000 0.250000 0.350000 1.00

01 4 0.29(2) 0.189(3) 0.500000 1.6(3)
02 8 0.57(2) 0.537(1) 0.0523(2) 1.4(2)
03 8 0.28(2) 0.309(2) 0.4049(1) 1.2(2)
04 8 0.49(2) 0.481(2) 0.1392(2) 1.3(2)
05 8 0.25(2) 0.204(2) 0.3052(1) 1.9(2)
06 8 0.46(2) 0.491(1) 0.2498(2) 2.1(2)
07 8 -0.01(2) -0.031(2) 0.0396(2) 2.0(2)
08 8 0.04(2) 0.033(2) 0.1474(2) 2.5(3)

1 Occupancy fixed to 0.75 Ti / 0.25 Fe

Table D.2: Bi5Ti3FeOi5, 150 °C refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bil 01 3.07(2) Bi2 02 3.335(8) Bi3 05 2.618(9)
Bil 01 2.44(2) Bi2 02 2.577(8) Bi3 05 3.223(9)
Bil Ol 2.33(1) Bi2 03 2.357(9) Bi3 05 3.254(9)
Bil Ol 3.19(1) Bi2 03 3.202(9) BI3 05 2.592(9)
Bil 02 3.312(9) x 2 Bi2 03 2.44(1) Bi3 06 2.29(1)
Bil 02 2.580(8) x 2 Bi2 03 3.13(1) Bi3 06 2.21(1)
Bil 07 2.53(1) x 2 Bi2 04 2.48(1) Bi3 06 2.288(9)
Bil 07 2.53(1) x 2 Bi2 04 2.376(9) Bi3 06 2.474(9)

Bi2 07 3.291(9)
Bi2 07 3.316(7)
Bi2 08 2.30(1)
Bi2 08 2.955(9)
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Table D.3: Bi5Ti3FeOi5 atomic parameters from 250 °C neutron data, space
group A2iam, a = 5.4729(1) A, b = 5.4484(1) A, c = 41.3438(5) A. Rvkp =
0.066, x2 = 1-78, for 8152 data points and 4600 contributing reflections, 0.43
< d < 4.2 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bil 4 0.21(1) 0.244(1) 0.000000 3.0(1)
Bi2 8 0.20(1) 0.2433(8) 0.1046(1) 2.26(9)
Bi3 8 0.19(1) 0.2673(7) 0.2192(1) 2.41(8)
Til1 8 0.250000 0.250000 0.450000 1.00

Ti21 8 0.250000 0.250000 0.350000 1.00

01 4 0.29(1) 0.191(2) 0.500000 2.1(3)
02 8 0.56(1) 0.536(1) 0.0525(1) 1.8(2)
03 8 0.28(1) 0.310(1) 0.4052(1) 1.6(1)
04 8 0.49(1) 0.480(1) 0.1395(1) 1.4(2)
05 8 0.25(1) 0.205(1) 0.3054(1) 2.4(2)
06 8 0.46(1) 0.4909(9) 0.2493(1) 2.1(1)
07 8 -0.02(1) -0.032(1) 0.0397(1) 2.7(2)
08 8 0.03(1) 0.032(2) 0.1475(2) 3.1(2)

1 Occupancy fixed to 0.75 Ti / 0.25 Fe

Table D.4: BisTisFeOis, 250 °C refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bil 01 3.04(1) Bi2 02 3.335(6) Bi3 05 2.646(8)
Bil 01 2.47(1) Bi2 02 2.579(7) Bi3 05 3.202(8)
Bil 01 2.35(1) Bi2 03 2.364(8) Bi3 05 3.243(7)
Bil Ol 3.17(1) Bi2 03 3.201(8) Bi3 05 2.606(7)
Bil 02 3.311(7) x 2 Bi2 03 2.435(8) Bi3 06 2.286(7)
Bil 02 2.606(6) x 2 Bi2 03 3.140(8) Bi3 06 2.206(7)
Bil 07 2.543(8) x 2 Bi2 04 2.498(7) Bi3 06 2.293(7)
Bil 07 2.509(9) x 2 Bi2 04 2.384(7) Bi3 06 2.482(7)

Bi2 07 3.294(7)
Bi2 07 3.311(6)
Bi2 08 2.305(8)
Bi2 08 2.949(7)
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Table D.5: Bi5Ti3FeOi5 atomic parameters from 350 °C neutron data, space
group A2iam, a = 5.4766(1) A, b = 5.4541(1) A, c = 41.4133(4) A. Rvi/p =
0.064, x2 = 1.69, for 8152 data points and 4611 contributing reflections, 0.43
< d < 4.2 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bil 4 0.21(1) 0.245(1) 0.000000 3.5(1)
Bi2 8 0.20(1) 0.2450(8) 0.1048(1) 2.43(9)
Bi3 8 0.20(1) 0.2669(8) 0.2192(1) 2.61(9)
Til1 8 0.250000 0.250000 0.450000 1.00

T121 8 0.250000 0.250000 0.350000 1.00

01 4 0.28(1) 0.191(2) 0.500000 2.5(3)
02 8 0.56(1) 0.535(1) 0.0523(1) 1.7(2)
03 8 0.28(1) 0.306(1) 0.4049(1) 2.1(2)
04 8 0.49(1) 0.482(1) 0.1395(1) 2.0(2)
05 8 0.25(1) 0.206(2) 0.3054(1) 3.0(2)
06 8 0.47(1) 0.491(1) 0.2496(2) 2.7(2)
07 8 -0.02(1) -0.035(1) 0.0400(1) 3.4(2)
08 8 0.03(1) 0.028(2) 0.1477(2) 3.5(2)

1 Occupancy fixed to 0.75 Ti / 0.25 Fe

Table D.6: BisTRFeOis, 350 °C refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bil 01 3.04(1) Bi2 02 3.326(6) Bi3 05 2.685(9)
Bil 01 2.46(2) Bi2 02 2.600(7) Bi3 05 3.169(9)
Bil Ol 2.40(1) Bi2 03 2.386(9) Bi3 05 3.235(7)
Bil Ol 3.13(1) Bi2 03 3.179(9) Bi3 05 2.615(7)
Bil 02 3.289(8) x 2 Bi2 03 2.462(9) Bi3 06 2.281(8)
Bil 02 2.617(7) x 2 Bi2 03 3.111(9) Bi3 06 2.229(8)
Bil 07 2.582(9) x 2 Bi2 04 2.486(8) Bi3 06 2.302(8)
Bil 07 2.49(1) x 2 Bi2 04 2.381(7) Bi3 06 2.460(8)

Bi2 07 3.312(7)
Bi2 07 3.295(7)
Bi2 08 2.337(8)
Bi2 08 2.927(8)
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Table D.7: Bi5Ti3FeOi5 atomic parameters from 450 °C neutron data, space
group A2iam, a = 5.4794(1) A, b = 5.4595(1) A, c = 41.4849(4) A. Rw/p —

0.063, x2 = 1-63, for 8152 data points and 4599 contributing reflections, 0.43
< d < 4.2 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bil 4 0.22(1) 0.245(1) 0.000000 3.9(1)
Bi2 8 0.21(1) 0.2447(9) 0.1048(1) 3.2(1)
Bi3 8 0.21(1) 0.2652(8) 0.2193(1) 3.08(9)
Til1 8 0.250000 0.250000 0.450000 1.00

T121 8 0.250000 0.250000 0.350000 1.00

01 4 0.29(1) 0.192(2) 0.500000 3.3(3)
02 8 0.56(1) 0.535(1) 0.0523(1) 2.1(2)
03 8 0.28(1) 0.304(1) 0.4048(1) 2.9(2)
04 8 0.49(1) 0.485(1) 0.1399(2) 2.2(2)
05 8 0.25(1) 0.208(2) 0.3055(1) 3.2(2)
06 8 0.48(1) 0.492(1) 0.2493(2) 3.3(2)
07 8 -0.01(1) -0.034(1) 0.0402(2) 4.0(2)
08 8 0.03(1) 0.027(2) 0.1472(2) 4.2(3)

1 Occupancy fixed to 0.75 Ti / 0.25 Fe

Table D.8: BisTbFeOis, 450 °C refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bil Ol 3.04(2) Bi2 02 3.306(7) Bi3 05 2.696(9)
Bil Ol 2.47(2) Bi2 02 2.616(7) Bi3 05 3.164(9)
Bil Ol 2.39(1) Bi2 03 2.441(9) Bi3 05 3.217(8)
Bil Ol 3.14(1) Bi2 03 3.122(9) Bi3 05 2.640(8)
Bil 02 3.292(8) x 2 Bi2 03 2.463(9) Bi3 06 2.287(9)
Bil 02 2.619(8) x 2 Bi2 03 3.098(9) Bi3 06 2.224(9)
Bil 07 2.59(1) x 2 Bi2 04 2.483(9) Bi3 06 2.300(9)
Bil 07 2.51(1) x 2 Bi2 04 2.404(8) Bi3 06 2.465(8)

Bi2 07 3.322(8)
Bi2 07 3.276(7)
Bi2 08 2.348(9)
Bi2 08 2.883(8)
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Table D.9: Bi5Ti3FeOi5 atomic parameters from 500 °C neutron data, space
group A2iam, a = 5.4812(1) A, b = 5.4637(1) A, c = 41.5412(3) A. RWP =

0.049, x2 = 3.17, for 8356 data points and 4588 contributing reflections, 0.43
< d < 4.2 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bit 4 0.22(1) 0.245(1) 0.000000 4.4(1)
Bi2 8 0.22(1) 0.2455(7) 0.1048(1) 3.72(8)
Bi3 8 0.22(1) 0.2651(7) 0.2192(1) 3.25(7)
Til1 8 0.250000 0.250000 0.450000 1.00

T121 8 0.250000 0.250000 0.350000 1.00

Ol 4 0.28(1) 0.194(2) 0.500000 4.0(3)
02 8 0.56(1) 0.5351(9) 0.0518(1) 2.1(2)
03 8 0.28(1) 0.302(1) 0.4046(1) 3.1(1)
04 8 0.49(1) 0.485(1) 0.1401(1) 2.5(2)
05 8 0.25(1) 0.211(1) 0.3054(1) 3.7(2)
06 8 0.48(1) 0.4925(9) 0.2494(1) 3.5(1)
07 8 -0.01(1) -0.032(1) 0.0403(1) 4.4(2)
08 8 0.03(1) 0.022(2) 0.1471(2) 4.6(2)

1 Occupancy fixed to 0.75 Ti / 0.25 Fe

Table D.10: BisTisFeOis, 500 °C refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bil Ol 3.03(1) Bi2 02 3.312(6) Bi3 05 2.732(8)
Bil Ol 2.48(1) Bi2 02 2.643(6) Bi3 05 3.128(8)
Bil Ol 2.42(1) Bi2 03 2.461(8) Bi3 05 3.202(6)
Bil Ol 3.11(1) Bi2 03 3.101(8) Bi3 05 2.653(6)
Bil 02 3.267(7) x 2 Bi2 03 2.475(8) Bi3 06 2.283(7)
Bil 02 2.610(6) x 2 Bi2 03 3.083(7) Bi3 06 2.233(8)
Bil 07 2.597(8) x 2 Bi2 04 2.473(7) Bi3 06 2.312(8)
Bil 07 2.507(9) x 2 Bi2 04 2.418(7) Bi3 06 2.454(7)

Bi2 07 3.327(6)
Bi2 07 3.275(6)
Bi2 08 2.379(8)
Bi2 08 2.851(7)
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Table D.ll: Bi5Ti3FeOi5 atomic parameters from 550 °C neutron data, space
group A2iam, a = 5.4826(1) A, b = 5.4667(1) A, c = 41.5866(3) A. Ru/p =

0.053, x2 — 2.28, for 8356 data points and 4566 contributing reflections, 0.43
< d < 4.2 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bil 4 0.22(1) 0.245(1) 0.000000 4.8(1)
Bi2 8 0.22(1) 0.2449(8) 0.1050(1) 4.00(9)
Bi3 8 0.22(1) 0.2650(8) 0.2192(1) 3.51(8)
Til1 8 0.250000 0.250000 0.450000 1.00

Ti2x 8 0.250000 0.250000 0.350000 1.00

01 4 0.28(1) 0.197(2) 0.500000 4.5(3)
02 8 0.56(1) 0.536(1) 0.0517(1) 2.2(2)
03 8 0.27(1) 0.299(1) 0.4045(1) 3.8(2)
04 8 0.49(1) 0.486(1) 0.1401(1) 2.6(2)
05 8 0.26(1) 0.212(2) 0.3054(1) 4.3(2)
06 8 0.48(1) 0.494(1) 0.2491(2) 3.8(2)
07 8 -0.02(1) -0.033(1) 0.0408(1) 4.8(2)
08 8 0.02(1) 0.020(2) 0.1470(2) 4.9(3)

1 Occupancy fixed to 0.75 Ti / 0.25 Fe

Table D.12: Bi5Ti3FeOi5, 550 °C refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bil Ol 3.01(2) Bi2 02 3.308(6) Bi3 05 2.75(1)
Bil Ol 2.49(2) Bi2 02 2.664(6) Bi3 05 3.11(1)
Bil Ol 2.44(1) Bi2 03 2.49(1) Bi3 05 3.200(7)
Bil Ol 3.08(1) Bi2 03 3.071(9) Bi3 05 2.655(7)
Bil 02 3.256(8) x 2 Bi2 03 2.487(9) Bi3 06 2.280(8)
Bil 02 2.616(7) x 2 Bi2 03 3.068(8) Bi3 06 2.226(9)
Bil 07 2.624(9) x 2 Bi2 04 2.468(8) Bi3 06 2.326(9)
Bil 07 2.51(1) x 2 Bi2 04 2.423(8) Bi3 06 2.457(8)

Bi2 07 3.327(7)
Bi2 07 3.253(7)
Bi2 08 2.388(9)
Bi2 08 2.822(9)
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Table D.13: BisTRFeOis atomic parameters from 600 °C neutron data, space
group A2iam, a = 5.4841(1) A, b = 5.4701(1) A, c = 41.6362(2) A. Rwp =

0.044. x2 = 4.42, for 8356 data points and 4542 contributing reflections, 0.43
< d < 4.2 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bil 4 0.23(1) 0.246(1) 0.000000 5.2(1)
Bi2 8 0.23(1) 0.2472(8) 0.1050(1) 4.61(8)
Bi3 8 0.23(1) 0.2635(7) 0.2192(1) 3.75(7)
Til1 8 0.250000 0.250000 0.450000 1.00

Ti2x 8 0.250000 0.250000 0.350000 1.00

01 4 0.28(1) 0.199(2) 0.500000 5.4(3)
02 8 0.56(1) 0.5353(9) 0.0515(1) 2.4(2)
03 8 0.27(1) 0.298(1) 0.4044(1) 4.3(1)
04 8 0.50(1) 0.489(1) 0.1404(1) 3.0(2)
05 8 0.26(1) 0.214(1) 0.3053(1) 4.3(1)
06 8 0.49(1) 0.4938(9) 0.2494(1) 4.1(1)
07 8 -0.01(1) -0.031(1) 0.0408(1) 5.4(2)
08 8 0.03(1) 0.015(2) 0.1464(1) 4.9(2)

1 Occupancy fixed to 0.75 Ti / 0.25 Fe

Table D.14: BisTRFeOis, 600 °C refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bil 01 3.00(1) Bi2 02 3.295(6) Bi3 06 2.758(9)
Bil 01 2.50(1) Bi2 02 2.681(6) Bi3 06 3.098(9)
Bil 01 2.47(1) Bi2 03 2.540(8) Bi3 06 3.178(6)
Bil 01 3.05(1) Bi2 03 3.022(8) Bi3 06 2.672(6)
Bil 02 3.235(8) x 2 Bi2 03 2.501(8) Bi3 07 2.285(7)
Bil 02 2.618(7) x 2 Bi2 03 3.047(8) Bi3 07 2.249(8)
Bil 07 2.634(9) x 2 Bi2 04 2.467(8) Bi3 07 2.326(8)
Bil 07 2.503(9) x 2 Bi2 04 2.423(8) Bi3 07 2.438(8)

Bi2 07 3.345(6)
Bi2 07 3.252(6)
Bi2 08 2.410(8)
Bi2 08 2.774(8)
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Table D.15: Bi5Ti3FeOi5 atomic parameters from 650 °C neutron data, space
group A2iam, a = 5.4852(1) A, b = 5.4750(1) A, c = 41.6981(3) A. Rwp =

0.056, x2 = 6.33, for 8356 data points and 4561 contributing reflections, 0.43
< d < 4.2 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bil 4 0.24(2) 0.246(2) 0.000000 5.4(2)
Bi2 8 0.25(2) 0.249(1) 0.1051(1) 5.0(1)
Bi3 8 0.24(2) 0.260(1) 0.2192(1) 4.05(9)
Til1 8 0.250000 0.250000 0.450000 1.00

Ti21 8 0.250000 0.250000 0.350000 1.00

01 4 0.28(2) 0.205(3) 0.500000 6.2(3)
02 8 0.57(2) 0.537(1) 0.0516(1) 2.3(2) .

03 8 0.28(2) 0.297(2) 0.4043(1) 4.8(2)
04 8 0.50(2) 0.490(2) 0.1413(2) 3.0(2)
05 8 0.27(2) 0.212(2) 0.3052(1) 4.5(2)
06 8 0.51(2) 0.494(1) 0.2491(2) 4.4(2)
07 8 -0.00(2) -0.030(2) 0.0408(2) 5.1(2)
08 8 0.03(2) 0.010(3) 0.1454(2) 6.3(3)

1 Occupancy fixed to 0.75 Ti / 0.25 Fe

Table D.16: BisTiaFeOjs, 650 °C refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bil 01 2.97(2) Bi2 02 3.254(8) Bi3 05 2.78(1)
Bil 01 2.52(2) Bi2 02 2.702(7) Bi3 05 3.08(1)
Bil 01 2.54(2) Bi2 03 2.60(1) Bi3 05 3.172(9)
Bil 01 2.97(2) Bi2 03 2.96(1) Bi3 05 2.680(9)
Bil 02 3.23(1) x 2 Bi2 03 2.51(1) Bi3 06 2.32(1)
Bil 02 2.627(8) x 2 Bi2 03 3.03(1) Bi3 06 2.23(1)
Bil 07 2.64(1) x 2 Bi2 04 2.44(1) Bi3 06 2.31(1)
Bil 07 2.51(1) x 2 Bi2 04 2.48(1) Bi3 06 2.46(1)

Bi2 07 3.377(8)
Bi2 07 3.242(8)
Bi2 08 2.45(1)
Bi2 08 2.68(1)
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Table D.17: Bi5Ti3FeOi5 atomic parameters from 700 °C neutron data, space
group A2iam, a = 5.4835(1) A, b — 5.4801(1) A, c = 41.7600(3) A. Rwp =

0.050, x2 = 5.00, for 8356 data points and 4572 contributing reflections, 0.43
< d < 4.2 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bit 4 0.24(1) 0.249(2) 0.000000 6.8(2)
Bi2 8 0.24(1) 0.251(2) 0.1055(1) 5.8(1)
Bi3 8 0.23(1) 0.257(1) 0.2191(1) 4.66(9)
Til1 8 0.250000 0.250000 0.450000 1.00

Ti2J 8 0.250000 0.250000 0.350000 1.00

Ol 4 0.23(1) 0.215(3) 0.500000 8.3(3)
02 8 0.54(1) 0.543(2) 0.0502(1) 2.8(2)
03 8 0.25(1) 0.284(2) 0.4041(1) 6.6(2)
04 8 0.48(1) 0.495(2) 0.1416(2) 3.1(2)
05 8 0.25(1) 0.228(2) 0.3047(1) 5.4(2)
06 8 0.50(1) 0.501(1) 0.2492(2) 4.4(2)
07 8 -0.02(1) -0.019(2) 0.0418(2) 6.6(3)
08 8 -0.00(1) 0.012(2) 0.1444(2) 5.9(3)

1 Occupancy fixed to 0.75 Ti / 0.25 Fe

Table D.18: BisTisFeOis, 700 °C refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bil Ol 2.92(2) Bi2 02 3.257(9) Bi3 05 2.80(2)
Bil Ol 2.56(2) Bi2 02 2.796(8) Bi3 05 3.04(2)
Bil Ol 2.81(3) Bi2 03 2.75(2) Bi3 05 3.07(1)
Bil Ol 2.69(3) Bi2 03 2.81(2) Bi3 05 2.77(1)
Bil 02 3.10(1) x 2 Bi2 03 2.59(2) Bi3 06 2.34(1)
Bil 02 2.63(1) x 2 Bi2 03 2.95(2) Bi3 06 2.24(1)
Bil 07 2.70(2) x 2 Bi2 04 2.42(1) Bi3 06 2.33(1)
Bil 07 2.52(1) x 2 Bi2 04 2.49(1) Bi3 06 2.42(1)

Bi2 07 3.357(9)
Bi2 07 3.232(9)
Bi2 08 2.48(1)
Bi2 08 2.59(1)
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Table D.19: Bi5Ti3FeOi5 atomic parameters from 750 °C neutron data, space
group I4/mmm, a = 3.8803(1) A, c = 41.8076(4) A. Rvkp = 0.067, x2 — 5.33,
for 4350 data points and 472 contributing reflections, 0.43 < d < 4.2 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bil 2 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 6.9(3)
Bi2 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.1059(1) 5.9(2)
Bi3 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.2188(1) 5.3(1)
Til1 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.450900 2.50

T121 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.348100 2.50

01 2 0.000000 0.000000 0.500000 7.8(5)
02 8 0.000000 0.500000 0.0470(2) 8.6(2)
03 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.4040(2) 8.1(3)
04 8 0.000000 0.500000 0.1428(1) 5.0(2)
05 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.3040(2) 7.3(3)
06 4 0.000000 0.500000 0.250000 5.2(3)

1 Occupancy fixed to 0.75 Ti / 0.25 Fe

Table D.20: Bi5Ti3FeOi5, 750 °C refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bil 01

Bil 02
2.7438(1) x 4
2.762(5) x 8

Bi2 02

Bi2 03

Bi2 04

3.133(6) x 4
2.775(2) x 4
2.478(4) x 4

Bi3 05

Bi3 06
2.904(4) x 4
2.338(3) x 4
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Table D.21: Bi5Ti3FeOi5 atomic parameters from 800 °C neutron data, space
group I4/mmm, a = 3.8833(1) A, c = 41.8431(4) A. Rw/p = 0.077, x2 = 4.27,
for 4350 data points and 472 contributing reflections, 0.43 < d < 4.2 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bil 2 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 6.6(3)
Bi2 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.1058(1) 5.9(2)
Bi3 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.2187(1) 5.3(2)
Til1 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.450900 2.50

TJ21 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.348100 2.50

Ol 2 0.000000 0.000000 0.500000 7.2(5)
02 8 0.000000 0.500000 0.0469(2) 8.7(3)
03 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.4039(3) 8.0(3)
04 8 0.000000 0.500000 0.1425(2) 5.9(3)
05 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.3041(2) 7.0(3)
06 4 0.000000 0.500000 0.250000 5.4(3)

1 Occupancy fixed to 0.75 Ti / 0.25 Fe

Table D.22: Bi5Ti3FeOi5, 800 °C refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bil Ol

Bil 02
2.7459(1) x 4
2.761(6) x 8

Bi2 02

Bi2 03

Bi2 04

3.138(7) x 4
2.776(2) x 4
2.476(6) x 4

Bi3 04

Bi3 05
3.732(6) x 4
3.573(9) x 4
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Appendix E

Bi3_2.LaxTiNb09 Structural

Data

Data, structural model, selected bond lengths and angles, for the combined

X-ray and neutron diffraction refinements of the series Bi3_xLaxTiNb09,

0 < x < 1. Chapter 5 includes a more rigorous investigation of the structures.
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Table E.l: B^.gLao^TiNbOg atomic parameters from 25 °C neutron data,
space group A2!am, a = 5.4446(5) A, b = 5.4143(5) A, c = 25.100(3) A. RWP
= 0.117, x2 = 100.9, for 18532 data points and 4877 contributing reflections,
0.43 < d < 4.2 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bi/Lal1 4 0.208(2) 0.7571(6) 0.500000 1.87(5)
Bi/La22 8 0.217(2) 0.7353(4) 0.6986(1) 1.87(5)
Ti/Nb3 8 0.250000 0.278(2) 0.5878(2) 0.6(2)
01 4 0.292(2) 0.1784(9) 0.500000 0.7(1)
02 8 0.265(2) 0.3035(6) 0.6591(1) 0.93(8)
03 8 0.488(2) 0.5089(5) 0.2498(1) 0.68(7)
04 8 0.499(2) 0.5256(6) 0.5681(1) 0.23(8)
05 8 0.566(2) 0.0447(6) 0.5840(1) 0.9(1)

1 Occupancy 0.60(4) Bi / 0.40(4) La

2 Occupancy 1.10(2) Bi / -0.10(2) La

3 Occupancy fixed to 0.5 Nb / 0.5 Ti

Table E.2: B^.sLao^TiNbOg neutron refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bi/Lal 01 3.167(5) Bi/La2 02 2.553(3) Ti/Nb Ol 2.280(7)
Bi/Lal Ol 2.327(6) Bi/La2 02 3.243(3) Ti/Nb 02 1.796(7)
Bi/Lal Ol 2.291(6) Bi/La2 02 2.659(5) Ti/Nb 04 1.97(1)
Bi/Lal Ol 3.200(6) Bi/La2 02 3.154(5) Ti/Nb 04 1.80(1)
Bi/Lal 04 2.647(4) x 2 Bi/La2 03 2.231(4) Ti/Nb 05 2.14(1)
Bi/Lal 04 2.561(4) x 2 Bi/La2 03 2.317(4) Ti/Nb 05 2.01(1)
Bi/Lal 05 3.266(4) x 2 Bi/La2 03 2.456(4)
Bi/Lal 05 2.489(3) x 2 Bi/La2 03 2.262(4)
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Table E.3: BE.eLao^TiNbOg atomic parameters from 25 °C neutron data,
space group A2!am, a = 5.4429(6) A, b = 5.4264(6) A, c = 25.065(3) A. Rw/p
= 0.098, x2 — 55.77, for 18529 data points and 4883 contributing reflections,
0.43 < d < 4.2 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bi/Lal1 4 0.219(2) 0.7538(6) 0.500000 2.10(4)
Bi/La22 8 0.221(2) 0.7339(5) 0.6983(1) 2.10(4)
Ti/Nb3 8 0.250000 0.246(3) 0.5893(2) 0.8(2)
01 4 0.283(2) 0.1803(8) 0.500000 -0.1(1)
02 8 0.270(2) 0.2954(6) 0.6587(1) 1.37(8)
03 8 0.494(2) 0.4997(5) 0.2487(1) 0.71(6)
04 8 0.493(2) 0.5263(6) 0.5677(1) 1.11(9)
05 8 0.560(2) 0.0447(6) 0.5840(1) 0.71(9)

1 Occupancy 0.48(4) Bi / 0.52(4) La

2 Occupancy 1.06(2) Bi / -0.06(2) La

3 Occupancy fixed to 0.5 Nb / 0.5 Ti

Table E.4: BE.eLao^TiNbOg neutron refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bi/Lal 01 3.132(5) Bi/La2 02 2.592(3) Ti/Nb Ol 2.273(5)
Bi/Lal Ol 2.340(5) Bi/La2 02 3.216(3) Ti/Nb 02 1.765(6)
Bi/Lal Ol 2.397(6) Bi/La2 02 2.654(4) Ti/Nb 04 2.09(1)
Bi/Lal Ol 3.093(5) Bi/La2 02 3.151(4) Ti/Nb 04 1.95(1)
Bi/Lal 04 2.574(4) x 2 Bi/La2 03 2.212(4) Ti/Nb 05 2.01(1)
Bi/Lal 04 2.589(4) x 2 Bi/La2 03 2.364(4) Ti/Nb 05 1.89(1)
Bi/Lal 05 3.220(4) x 2 Bi/La2 03 2.427(4)
Bi/Lal 05 2.525(3) x 2 Bi/La2 03 2.283(5)
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Table E.5: B^Lao.eTiNbOg atomic parameters from 25 °C neutron data,
space group A2!am, a = 5.4446(4) A, b = 5.4427(4) A, c = 25.032(2) A. Rw/p
= 0.080, x2 — 39.6, for 18527 data points and 4731 contributing reflections,
0.43 < d < 4.2 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bi/Lal1 4 0.230(2) 0.7498(4) 0.500000 1.68(3)
Bi/La22 8 0.227(2) 0.7342(3) 0.6990(1) 1.68(3)
Ti/Nb3 8 0.250000 0.249(2) 0.5870(1) -0.66(1)
01 4 0.270(2) 0.1866(7) 0.500000 0.71(9)
02 8 0.265(2) 0.2988(5) 0.6590(1) 1.58(6)
03 8 0.488(2) 0.5083(5) 0.2495(1) 0.59(4)
04 8 0.495(2) 0.5149(6) 0.5683(1) 1.28(7)
05 8 0.547(2) 0.0351(5) 0.5834(1) 1.48(8)

1 Occupancy 0.22(3) Bi / 0.78(3) La

2 Occupancy 1.06(2) Bi / -0.09(2) La

3 Occupancy fixed to 0.5 Nb / 0.5 Ti

Table E.6: B^Lao.eTiNbOg neutron refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bi/Lal 01 3.073(4) Bi/LA2 02 2.581(2) Til Ol 2.206(4)
Bi/Lal Ol 2.387(4) Bi/La2 02 3.239(3) Til 02 1.826(4)
Bi/Lal Ol 2.530(6) Bi/La2 02 2.712(4) Til 04 2.022(9)
Bi/Lal Ol 2.958(5) Bi/La2 02 3.102(4) Til 04 1.95(1)
Bi/Lal 04 2.575(3) x 2 Bi/La2 03 2.256(3) Til 05 1.99(1)
Bi/Lal 04 2.578(3) x 2 Bi/La2 03 2.280(3) Til 05 1.90(1)
Bi/Lal 05 3.120(3) x 2 Bi/La2 03 2.419(3)
Bi/Lal 05 2.593(2) x 2 Bi/La2 03 2.292(4)
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Table E.7: B^Lao.sTiNbOg atomic parameters from 25 °C neutron data,
space group I4/mmm, a = 3.8487(5) A, c = 25.001(3) A. Rwp = 0.162, x2
= 506.6, for 18537 data points and 4002 contributing reflections, 0.43 < d <
4.2 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bi/Lal1 2 0.500000 0.500000 0.000000 2.66(6)
Bi/La22 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.1992(1) 2.66(6)
Ti/Nb3 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.0851(2) -3.5(1)
01 2 0.500000 0.500000 0.500000 5.5(2)
02 4 0.000000 0.500000 0.250000 0.73(7)
03 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.1590(1) 5.8(1)
04 8 0.000000 0.500000 0.0754(1) 5.09(8)

1 Occupancy 0.40(7) Bi / 0.60(7) La

2 Occupancy 0.90(3) Bi / 0.10(3) La

3 Occupancy fixed to 0.5 Nb / 0.5 Ti

Table E.8: B^Lao.sTiNbOg neutron refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bi/Lal 01
Bi/Lal 04

2.7214(4)
2.693(1)

Bi/La2 02
Bi/La2 03

2.3054(9)
2.901(1)

Ti/Nb 01
Ti/Nb 03
Ti/Nb 04

2.127(4)
1.847(6)
1.9397(7)
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Table E.9: B^LaTiNbOg atomic parameters from 25 °C neutron data, space
group I4/mmm, a = 3.8536(2) A, c = 24.972(1) A. Rwp = 0.135, x2 = 102.3,
for 18487 data points and 4005 contributing reflections, 0.43 < d < 4.2 A

Atom Multiplivcity X y z Uiso*100

Bi/Lal1 2 0.500000 0.500000 0.000000 2.34(5)
Bi/La22 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.1992(1) 2.34(5)
Ti/Nb3 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.0850(2) -2.7(1)
01 2 0.500000 0.500000 0.500000 4.1(1)
02 4 0.000000 0.500000 0.250000 0.70(6)
03 4 0.000000 0.000000 0.1589(1) 5.36(9)
04 8 0.000000 0.500000 0.0753(1) 3.84(6)

1 Occupancy 0.40(7) Bi / 0.60(7) La

2 Occupancy 0.90(3) Bi / 0.10(3) La

3 Occupancy fixed to 0.5 Nb / 0.5 Ti

Table E.10: Bi2LaTiNbOg neutron refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bi/Lal 01
Bi/Lal 04

2.7249(1) x 4
2.692(1) x 8

Bi/La2 02
Bi/La2 03

2.3063(8) x 4
2.9056(9) x 4

Ti/Nb Ol
Ti/Nb 03
Ti/Nb 04

2.122(4)
1.844(5)

1.9420(6) x 4
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Table E.ll: Bi3_xLa2:TiNb09 neutron refinement. Selected TiOe octahedral
bond angles

X O-Ti-O O-Ti-O 0-0-0 0-0-0

Apical Equatorial Apical Tilt Equatorial Tilt
0.0 173.17 82.68 91.68 96.12 85.53 160.66 157.42

0.2 168.16 82.64 85.76 96.37 91.36 161.01 159.29

0.4 171.05 81.01 90.16 96.63 85.29 162.04 160.24

0.6 174.53 82.71 89.69 96.32 86.71 162.54 163.88

0.8 180.00 89.10 89.10 89.10 89.10 180.00 180

1.0 180.00 89.11 89.11 89.11 89.11 180.00 180
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Appendix F

Bi4_2;LaxTi30i2 Structural Data

Data, structural model, selected bond lengths and angles, for the combined

X-ray and neutron diffraction refinements of the series Bi4_xLaxTi30i2,

0 < x < 2. Chapter 5 includes a more rigorous investigation of the structures.
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Table F.l: Bis.gLao.iTbO^ atomic parameters from 25°C neutron data, space
group B2cb, a = 5.4460(1) A, b = 5.4118(1) A, c = 32.839(1) A. RWP =

0.051, x2 = 21.11, for 17999 data points and 4513 contributing reflections,
0.43 < d < 4.2 A

Atom Multiplicity x y z Uiso*100

Bi/Lal1 8 -0.0065(3) -0.0021(2) 0.06663(2) 0.62(2)
Bi/La22 8 -0.0100(3) 0.0167(2) 0.21132(2) 0.62(2)
Til 4 0.0268(6) 0.000000 0.500000 -0.28(6)
Ti2 8 0.0423(4) 0.0033(5) 0.37125(4) 0.31(5)
01 8 0.3133(3) 0.2562(3) 0.00710(5) 2.19(5)
02 8 0.2611(3) 0.2418(2) 0.24972(5) 0.57(3)
03 8 0.0759(3) 0.0595(2) 0.44094(3) 0.07(4)
04 8 0.0470(4) -0.0530(3) 0.31846(3) 1.03(4)
05 8 0.2814(3) 0.2256(3) 0.11133(4) 0.26(4)
06 8 0.3498(3) 0.2951(3) 0.87611(4) 0.83(5)

1 Occupancy 0.94(1) Bi / 0.06(1) La

2 Occupancy 1.01(1) Bi / -0.01(1) La

Table F.2: Bi3.9Lao.iTi30i2 neutron refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bil-Ol 2.968(2) Bi2-02 2.292(2) Til-Ol 2.057(3) x 2
Bil-Ol 3.284(2) Bi2-02 2.456(2) Til-Ol 1.824(2) x 2
Bil-Ol 2.560(2) Bi2-02 2.269(2) Til-03 1.984(1) x 2
Bil-Ol 2.922(2) Bi2-02 2.203(2) Ti2-03 2.316(2)
Bil-03 2.428(1) Bi2-04 3.249(2) Ti2-04 1.760(2)
Bil-03 3.082(1) Bi2-04 2.545(2) Ti2-05 2.069(3)
Bil-03 2.309(1) Bi2-04 2.611(2) Ti2-05 1.970(3)
Bil-03 3.197(1) Bi2-04 3.193(2) Ti2-06 2.005(3)
Bil-05 2.476(2) Ti2-06 1.902(3)
Bil-05 2.393(2)
Bil-06 3.133(2)
Bil-06 2.314(2)
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Table F.3: Bi3.7Lao.3Ti30i2 atomic parameters from 25 °C neutron data,
space group B2cb, a = 5.4441(2) A, b = 5.4192(2) A, c = 32.904(1) A. Rwp
= 0.054, x2 — 25.45, for 18027 data points and 4505 contributing reflections,
0.43 < d < 4.2 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bi/Lal1 8 0.0033(2) -0.0030(2) 0.06672(2) 0.84(2)
Bi/La22 8 -0.002678) 0.0166(2) 0.21147(2) 0.84(2)
Til 4 0.0361(6) 0.000000 0.500000 0.23(6)
Ti2 8 0.0453(4) 0.0007(5) 0.37133(4) 0.20(5)
01 8 0.3207(3) 0.2566(3) 0.00702(5) 2.51(5)
02 8 0.2632(3) 0.2410(2) 0.24991(5) 0.85(3)
03 8 0.0788(3) 0.0585(3) 0.44091(3) 0.37(4)
04 8 0.0501(4) -0.0511(3) 0.31840(3) 1.00(4)
05 8 0.2852(3) 0.2258(3) 0.11226(4) 0.03(4)
06 8 0.3515(3) 0.2943(3) 0.87603(4) 0.47(4)

1 Occupancy 0.83(1) Bi / 0.17(1) La

2 Occupancy 1.02(1) Bi / -0.02(1) La

Table F.4: Bi3.7Lao.3Ti3Oi2 neutron refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bil-Ol 2.971(2) Bi2-02 2.275(2) Til-Ol 2.048(3) x 2
Bil-Ol 3.281(2) Bi2-02 2.437(2) Til-Ol 1.834(3) x 2
Bil-Ol 2.575(2) Bi2-02 2.278(2) Til-03 1.984(1) x 2
Bil-Ol 2.928(2) Bi2-02 2.225(2) Ti2-03 2.318(2)
Bil-03 2.425(2) Bi2-04 3.242(2) Ti2-04 1.764(2)
Bil-03 3.081(2) Bi2-04 2.557(2) Ti2-05 2.053(3)
Bil-03 2.344(2) Bi2-04 2.632(2) Ti2-05 1.950(3)
Bil-03 3.157(1) Bi2-04 3.171(2) Ti2-06 2.009(3)
Bil-05 2.478(2) Ti2-06 1.916(3)
Bil-05 2.431(2)
Bil-06 3.104(2)
Bil-06 2.331(2)
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Table F.5: Bia.sLao.sT^O^ atomic parameters from 25 °C neutron data,
space group B2cb, a = 5.4370(3) A, b = 5.4187(3) A, c = 32.925(2) A. Rp/p
= 0.067, x2 = 38.53, for 18033 data points and 4471 contributing reflections,
0.43 < d < 4.2 A

Atom Mulitplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bi/Lal1 8 0.0048(3) -0.0031(2) 0.06688(3) 1.11(2)
Bi/La22 8 -0.0029(3) 0.0150(2) 0.21163(2) 1.11(2)
Til 4 0.0353(9) 0.000000 0.500000 0.90(9)
Ti2 8 0.0388(6) 0.0021(6) 0.37135(4) 0.23(6)
01 8 0.3180(5) 0.2591(4) 0.00671(6) 3.04(7)
02 8 0.2613(5) 0.2399(3) 0.24971(6) 1.07(4)
03 8 0.0721(4) 0.0575(3) 0.44077(4) 0.63(5)
04 8 0.0474(4) -0.0509(4) 0.31838(4) 0.89(5)
05 8 0.2809(3) 0.2275(4) 0.11259(5) 0.15(5)
06 8 0.3429(3) 0.2907(4) 0.87616(5) 0.77(6)

1 Occupancy 0.76(2) Bi / 0.24(2) La

2 Occupancy 0.99(2) Bi / 0.01(2) La

Table F.6: Bi3i5Lao.5Ti3Oi2 neutron refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bil-Ol 2.974(2) Bi2-02 2.263(2) Til-Ol 2.029(4) x 2
Bil-Ol 3.270(2) B12-02 2.431(2) Til-Ol 1.848(4) x 2
Bil-Ol 2.589(2) Bi2-02 2.274(2) Til-03 1.985(2) x 2
Bil-Ol 2.926(2) Bi2-02 2.231(2) Ti2-03 2.312(2)
Bil-03 2.422(2) Bi2-04 3.233(2) Ti2-04 1.768(2)
Bil-03 3.070(2) Bi2-04 2.566(2) Ti2-05 2.056(3)
Bil-03 2.385(2) Bi2-04 2.644(2) Ti2-05 1.948(4)
Bil-03 3.108(2) Bi2-04 3.157(2) Ti2-06 2.005(3)
Bil-05 2.466(2) Ti2-06 1.898(4)
Bil-05 2.445(2)
Bil-06 3.054(2)
Bil-06 2.354(2)
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Table F.7: Bi3.3Lao.7Ti3Oi2 atomic parameters from 25 °C neutron data,
space group B2cb, a = 5.4315(2) A, b = 5.4199(2) A, c = 32.929(1) A. RWP
= 0.076, x2 — 36.10, for 18025 data points and 4472 contributing reflections,
0.43 < d < 4.2 A

Atom Mulitplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bi/Lal1 8 0.0224(4) -0.0029(3) 0.06687(3) 1.00(2)
Bi/La22 8 0.012823 0.0138(3) 0.21155(2) 1.00(2)
Til 4 0.048(1) 0.000000 0.500000 0.7(1)
Ti2 8 0.0496(7) 0.0031(7) 0.37113(5) -0.01(7)
01 8 0.3277(5) 0.2614(5) 0.00579(8) 3.33(8)
02 8 0.2759(6) 0.2401(4) 0.24988(7) 0.66(5)
03 8 0.0795(5) 0.0567(4) 0.44088(5) 0.60(5)
04 8 0.0603(5) -0.0509(5) 0.31830(4) 0.40(6)
05 8 0.2937(5) 0.2293(4) 0.11255(6) -0.13(6)
06 8 0.3502(4) 0.2876(4) 0.87655(5) 0.27(7)

1 Occupancy 0.70(2) Bi / 0.30(2) La

2 Occupancy 0.95(2) Bi / 0.05(2) La

Table F.8: Bi3.3Lao.7Ti3Oi2 neutron refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bil-Ol 2.974(3) Bi2-02 2.267(3) Til-Ol 2.005(5) x 2
Bil-Ol 3.230(3) Bi2-02 2.420(3) Til-Ol 1.864(4) x 2
Bil-Ol 2.623(3) Bi2-02 2.272(3) Til-03 1.978(2) x 2
Bil-Ol 2.911(3) Bi2-02 2.242(3) Ti2-03 2.321(2)
Bil-03 2.421(3) Bi2-04 3.225(3) Ti2-04 1.765(2)
Bil-03 3.059(3) Bi2-04 2.569(3) Ti2-05 2.062(4)
Bil-03 2.437(3) Bi2-04 2.655(3) Ti2-05 1.951(4)
Bil-03 3.050(3) Bi2-04 3.138(3) Ti2-06 1.996(4)
Bil-05 2.453(3) Ti2-06 1.893(4)
Bil-05 2.451(2)
Bil-06 3.004(2)
Bil-06 2.374(2)
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Table F.9: Bi3.iLao.9Ti3Oi2 atomic parameters from 25 °C neutron data,
space group B2cb, a = 5.4244(3) A, b = 5.4189(3) A, c = 32.938(2) A. RffP
= 0.097, x2 — 61.15, for 18030 data points and 4501 contributing reflections,
0.43 < d < 4.2 A

Atom Mulitplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bi/Lal1 8 0.0043(7) -0.0038(3) 0.06687(4) 1,28(3)
Bi/La22 8 -0.007759 0.0108(4) 0.21162(3) 1.28(3)
Til 4 0.029(2) 0.000000 0.500000 0.9(1)
Ti2 8 0.022(1) 0.0047(9) 0.37104(6) 0.27(9)
01 8 0.2988(9) 0.2685(8) 0.0048(1) 4.1(1)
02 8 0.254(1) 0.2401(6) 0.2497(1) 1.12(7)
03 8 0.0435(8) 0.0574(6) 0.44078(6) 0.92(7)
04 8 0.0325(8) -0.0508(7) 0.31829(5) 0.84(8)
05 8 0.2665(7) 0.2335(7) 0.11279(8) 0.28(8)
06 8 0.3155(6) 0.2830(6) 0.87695(7) 0.6(1)

1 Occupancy 0.58(2) Bi / 0.42(2) La

2 Occupancy 0.97(2) Bi / 0.03(2) La

Table F.10: Bis.iLao.gTisO^ neutron refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bil-Ol 2.984(4) Bi2-02 2.267(4) Til-Ol 1.935(8) x 2
Bil-Ol 3.192(4) Bi2-02 2.408(4) Til-Ol 1.923(7) x 2
Bil-Ol 2.654(4) Bi2-02 2.267(4) Til-03 1.977(2) x 2
Bil-Ol 2.889(4) Bi2-02 2.249(4) Ti2-03 2.318(3)
Bil-03 2.401(4) Bi2-04 3.206(4) Ti2-04 1.764(3)
Bil-03 3.059(4) Bi2-04 2.581(4) Ti2-05 2.049(6)
Bil-03 2.529(5) Bi2-04 2.690(4) Ti2-05 1.968(6)
Bil-03 2.950(5) Bi2-04 3.099(4) Ti2-06 1.973(6)
Bil-05 2.442(4) Ti2-06 1.889(6)
Bil-05 2.469(3)
Bil-06 2.926(3)
Bil-06 2.410(3)
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Table F. 11: B^.gLai.iTisO^ atomic parameters from 25 °C neutron data,
space group B2cb, a = 5.4182(3) A, b = 5.4182(3) A, c = 32.944(2) A. Ryi/p
= 0.076, x2 — 69.16, for 18034 data points and 4534 contributing reflections,
0.43 < d < 4.2 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bi/Lal1 8 0.0134(8) -0.0013(3) 0.06656(3) 1.73(3)
Bi/La22 8 0.0105(8) 0.0082(3) 0.21159(2) 1.73(3)
Til 4 0.004(2) 0.000000 0.500000 1.7(1)
Ti2 8 0.011(2) 0.0043(7) 0.37104(5) 0.93(6)
01 8 0.306(1) 0.2869(8) 0.00439(8) 2.54(7)
02 8 0.264(1) 0.2437(8) 0.24949(8) 0.68(4)
03 8 0.0222(9) 0.0514(5) 0.44128(4) 1.22(6)
04 8 0.022(1) -0.0507(5) 0.31779(4) 1.63(7)
05 8 0.2588(5) 0.2433(7) 0.11358(6) 0.40(6)
06 8 0.294341 0.2831(8) 0.87822(7) 2.25(9)

1 Occupancy 0.49(2) Bi / 0.51(2) La

2 Occupancy 0.97(2) Bi / 0.03(2) La

Table F.12: B^.gLai.iTfjO^ neutron refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bil-Ol 3.024(3) Bi2-02 2.251(4) Til-Ol 2.01(1) x 2
Bil-Ol 3.220(3) Bi2-02 2.362(4) Til-Ol 1.895(8) x 2
Bil-Ol 2.610(3) Bi2-02 2.301(5) Til-03 1.957(2) x 2
Bil-Ol 2.836(3) Bi2-02 2.271(4) Ti2-03 2.329(2)
Bil-03 2.438(3) Bi2-04 3.180(3) Ti2-04 1.780(2)
Bil-03 3.007(3) Bi2-04 2.579(3) Ti2-05 2.014(6)
Bil-03 2.687(6) Bi2-04 2.827(6) Ti2-05 1.981(7)
Bil-03 2.782(6) Bi2-04 2.945(6) Ti2-06 1.933(8)
Bil-05 2.434(3) Ti2-06 1.928(7)
Bil-05 2.501(4)
Bil-06 2.821(3)
Bil-06 2.466(3)
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Table F.13: B^LaoTRO^ atomic parameters from 25 °C neutron data,
space group B2cb, a = 5.4176(5) A, b = 5.4176(5) A, c = 32.948(3) A. Ru/p
= 0.108, x2 — 120.60, for 18532 data points and 4546 contributing reflections,
0.43 < d < 4.2 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bi/Lal1 8 0.015(1) -0.0046(5) 0.06668(4) 1.57(4)
Bi/La22 8 0.014(1) 0.0112(5) 0.21149(4) 1.57(4)
Til 4 -0.001(3) 0.000000 0.500000 1.5(2)
Ti2 8 0.015(2) -0.002(1) 0.37097(7) 0.39(9)
Ol 8 0.307987 0.289(1) 0.0039(1) 2.5(1)
02 8 0.265(1) 0.248(1) 0.2495(1) 0.72(7)
03 8 0.025(1) 0.0483(8) 0.44115(6) 1.06(9)
04 8 0.025(1) -0.0454(9) 0.31769(6) 1.5(1)
05 8 0.260(2) 0.2408(9) 0.11367(9) 0.3(1)
06 8 0.292(2) 0.280(1) 0.87827(9) 1.5(1)

1 Occupancy 0.68(4) Bi / 0.32(4) La

2 Occupancy 0.67(4) Bi / 0.34(4) La

Table F.14: B^rLaoTRO^ neutron refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
B l-Ol 3.053(5) Bi2-02 2.251(6) Til-Ol 2.03(2) x 2
B l-Ol 3.210(5) Bi2-02 2.355(6) Til-Ol 1.88(1) x 2
B l-Ol 2.626(5) Bi2-02 2.330(7) Til-03 1.961(2) x 2
B l-Ol 2.815(5) Bi2-02 2.257(6) Ti2-03 2.329(3)
B 1-03 2.437(5) B12-04 3.165(5) Ti2-04 1.772(3)
B 1-03 3.007(5) Bi2-04 2.588(5) Ti2-05 1.99(1)
B 1-03 2.677(9) Bi2-04 2.825(9) Ti2-05 1.96(1)
B 1-03 2.785(9) Bi2-04 2.936(9) Ti2-06 1.94(1)
B 1-05 2.435(5) Ti2-06 1.96(1)
B 1-05 2.519(5)
B 1-06 2.788(5)
B 1-06 2.471(4)
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Table F.15: Bi2.5La1.5Ti.3O12 atomic parameters from 25 °C neutron data,
space group B2cb, a = 5.4143(2) A, b = 5.4143(2) A, c = 32.946(1) A • Rwp
= 0.037, x2 — 6.00, for 13588 data points and 4517 contributing reflections,
0.43 < d < 3.08 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bi/Lal1 8 0.0144(6) -0.0003(4) 0.06648(3) 1.22(1)
Bi/La22 8 0.0183(6) 0.0103(4) 0.21156(3) 1.22(1)
Til 4 0.005(2) 0.000000 ■ 0.500000 0.35(6)
Ti2 8 -0.0029(8) -0.0136(4) 0.37073(4) -0.829(9)
Ol 8 0.3139(8) 0.2954(7) 0.00488(8) 1.06(4)
02 8 0.2683(6) 0.246(1) 0.24912(7) 0.41(2)
03 8 0.020(1) 0.0384(5) 0.44134(5) 1.03(4)
04 8 0.025(1) -0.0391(6) 0.31789(6) 1.85(6)
05 8 0.2727(8) 0.2557(6) 0.11372(6) 0.31(2)
06 8 0.261(1) 0.2525(9) 0.87899(7) 1.31(5)

1 Occupancy 0.36(5) Bi / 0.64(5) La

2 Occupancy 0.89(5) Bi / 0.11(5) La

Table F.16: Bi2.5Lai.5Ti30i2 neutron refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A bond length A
Bil-Ol 3.052(3) Bi2-02 2.233(5) Til-Ol 2.012(8) x 2
Bil-Ol 3.273(3) Bi2-02 2.359(4) Til-Ol 1.912(6) x 2
Bil-Ol 2.555(3) Bi2-02 2.330(4) Til-03 1.945(2) x 2
Bil-Ol 2.816(3) Bi2-02 2.260(5) Ti2-03 2.346(2)
Bil-03 2.511(3) Bi2-04 3.513(2) Ti2-04 1.753(3)
Bil-03 2.928(3) Bi2-04 3.129(4) Ti2-05 2.012(4)
Bil-03 2.697(6) Bi2-04 2.626(3) Ti2-05 1.859(4)
Bil-03 2.757(6) Bi2-04 2.848(6) Ti2-06 2.029(6)
Bil-05 2.510(4) Ti2-06 1.944(5)
Bil-05 2.427(3)
Bil-06 2.622(5)
Bil-06 2.627(5)
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Table F.17: Bi2La2Ti30i2 atomic parameters from 25 °C neutron data, space
group I4/mmm, a = 3.8330(3) A, c = 33.040(3) A. Rwp = 0.064, x2 = 25.54,
for 14448 data points and 5233 contributing reflections, 0.43 < d < 3.08 A

Atom Multiplicity X y z Uiso*100

Bi/Lal1 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.06627(8) 0.66(3)
Bi/La22 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.21233(8) 0.66(3)
Til 2 0.500000 0.500000 0.500000 1.9(2)
Ti2 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.3690(1) -0.05(5)
01 4 0.500000 0.000000 0.000000 10.8(4)
02 4 0.500000 0.000000 0.250000 1.03(6)
03 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.4393(1) 1.60(7)
04 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.3184(2) 3.6(1)
05 8 0.500000 0.000000 0.11829(8) 1.04(4)

1 Occupancy 0.26(2) Bi / 0.75(2) La

2 Occupancy 0.75(2) Bi / 0.26(2) La

Table F.18: Bi2La2Ti30i2 neutron refinement. Selected bond lengths

bond length A bond length A
Bil-Ol 2.910(2) Til-Ol 1.9165(2) x 2
Bil-03 2.7166(4) Til-03 2.005(4)
Bil-05 2.574(2) Ti2-03 2.325(6)
Bi2-02 2.285(1) Ti2-04 1.671(8)
Bi2-04 2.894(2) Ti2-05 1.962(1)
Bi2-05 3.651(4)
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